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Glory   to   Jesus   Christ!  
Hello   Dear   Family!  
 
Several   years   ago,   when   my   children   were   still   small,   we   began   using   the   Jesse   Tree   activity   to   prepare   ourselves  
during   the   40-day   St.   Philip's   Fast   before   Christmas.    We   read   Old   Testament   passages   and   created   little  
commemorative   ornaments   as   we   discussed   how   these   stories   told   the   plan   God   had   for   our   salvation   and   how   they  
impacted   our   very   own   family.    My   little   disciples   just   loved   the   activity   and   it   soon   became   a   family   tradition,   one  
that   I   was   happy   to   share.    Over   the   years   I   compiled   all   the   little   lessons,   jotted   down   all   the   things   our   family   had  
talked   about   when   we   read   each   scripture   story,   and   gathered   all   the   fun   ornament   crafts   that   accompanied   each  
one,   and   I   wrote,    The   Jesse   Tree:   A   Family   Guide   Through   the   Season   of   Advent   and   Philipovka.     As   family   and  
friends   implemented   my   lesson   plans,   they   began   to   ask   if   I   had   anything   underway   to   help   their   children   prepare   for  
the   Great   Fast   in   the   same   manner   as   well.    So,   I   set   to   work   and   gathered   all   the   lessons   that   my   children   and   I   had  
talked   about   concerning   the   Fast,   and   all   the   preparations   we   had   made   together   as   part   of   their   Eastern   Christian  
Formation,   and   I   was   astounded   to   discover   that   I   had   so   much   material!      
 
The   Zacchaeus   Tree:   A   Family   Guide   Through   the   Season   of   the   Great   Fast    is   a   family   devotional which   parallels   the  
Jesse   Tree    in   its   style   and   format.    It   chronologically   leads   the family   through   the   Byzantine   pre-Lenten   preparation  
period,   through   the   season   of   the   Fast,   and   then   through   Holy   Week,   toward   the   Feast   of   the   Resurrection.    It  
focuses   on   the   weekly   Gospels   and   Sunday   observances,   as   well   as   separate   devotional   readings,   which   are   based  
loosely   on   one   of   my   favorite   Lenten   studies,    The   24   Hours   of   the   Passion,    as   revealed   to   the   Catholic   mystic,   Luisa  
Piccaretta.    There   is   a   meditation   for   each   day,   and   a   separate   meditation   which   is   written   especially   for   the   children  
which   includes   a   simple   activity   or   craft.    On   Wednesdays   and   Fridays,   there   is   a   discussion   on   a   few   of   the   specific  
psalms   and   prayers   that   may   be   heard   during   the   Presanctified   Liturgies   that   are   customarily   offered   on   these   days  
in   the   Byzantine   Church.    These   lessons   are   designed   to   familiarize   the   children   with   the   traditional   modes   of  
worship   and   service   during   the   Fast,   and   to   prompt   them   to   offer   little   spiritual   gifts   of   reparation   to   Jesus   during   his  
sorrowful   Passion.    It   is   my   hope   that   by   these   lessons,   we   may   inspire   them   to   participate   more   deeply   in   the   Great  
Fast   and   become   ardent   followers   of   Christ.      
 
The   Zacchaeus   Tree    is   the   result   of   decades   of   teaching,   crafting,   cooking,   sharing   and   compiling   memories   with   my  
own   little   saints,   as   well   as   the   many   catechism   students   I've   taught.    It   is   my   honor   and   my   joy   to   share   it   with   your  
family.    I   hope   that   it   will   help   you   and   your   children   see   Christ   more   clearly   as   you,   just   like   Zacchaeus,   make   the  
Lenten   climb   toward   heaven.    
 
God   bless!  
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Part   One:    
Preparation   
for   the  
Great   Fast  
It   is   customary   in   the   Byzantine   Church   to   begin   preparing   for   the   Great   Fast   early   and   gradually.    Beginning   four   weeks   before   the   actual   Fast,  

we   hear   a   succession   of   Sunday   Gospel   readings   which   are   designed   to   help   the   faithful   to   cultivate   some   specific   virtues   which   will   be   useful   in  

order   for   us   to   observe   a   proper   and   fruitful   Fast.    The   first   of   these   Gospel   readings   is   the   story   of   Zacchaeus.    We   see   that   by   climbing   a   tree,  

Zacchaeus   exerts   himself   in   order   to   find   Christ.    This   encourages   us   to   develop   that   same   kind   of   zeal,   known   as   holy   ambition.    The   next   week,  

we   encounter   the   Publican   and   Pharisee,   who   teach   us   the   valuable   lesson   of   humility.    Two   weeks   before   the   Fast,   the   story   of   the   Prodigal   Son  

presents   us   with   a   lesson   on   forgiveness   and   generosity   of   spirit.    The   final   week   of   the   pre-Lenten   season   is   dedicated   to   the   account   of   the  

final   judgment   in   Matthew   25,   which   reminds   us   of   the   means   by   which   we   are   to   be   judged   at   the   end   of   time   and   suggests   ways   in   which   we  

might   best   serve   God   while   we   remain   on   earth .    During   this   week,   also   known   as   Meatfare   week,   it   is   customary   for   us   to   bid   all  

meat   products   farewell   and   begin   to   purge   our   pantries   for   the   upcoming   season   of   the   Fast.    Finally,   the   day   before   the   Great  

Fast   begins   is   known   as   Cheesefare,   since   from   this   day   forward   we   stop   eating   dairy   products.    It   is   also   known   as   Forgiveness  

Sunday   because   it   is   customarily   a   day   to   ask   forgiveness   of   all   our   family   and   friends   so   that   we   might   be   ready   on   the   following  

day   to   begin   the   Fast   with   the   proper   spirit.   

 

During   this   Pre-Lenten   period,   try   to   read   the   Sunday   Gospel   lesson   as   a   family   before   you   attend   the   Divine   Liturgy.    It   is  

wonderful   to   see   the   faces   of   the   children   light   up   as   they   recognize   the   story   and   know   what   is   about   to   happen.    During   that  

particular   week,   you   can   discuss   the   story   even   further   as   you   prepare   the   suggested   activities   together.  
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The   Sunday   of   Zacchaeus:      
So   Begins   the   Preparation   for   the   Fast    
 
 

Luke   19:   1-10 (RSVCE)    He   entered   Jericho   and   was   passing   through.      And   there   was   a   man   named  

Zacchaeus;   he   was   a   chief   tax   collector,   and   rich.    And   he   sought   to   see   who   Jesus   was,   but   could   not,   on  account  

of   the   crowd,   because   he   was   small   of   stature.      So   he   ran   on   ahead   and   climbed   up   into   a  sycamore   tree   to  

see   him,   for   he   was   to   pass   that   way.      And   when   Jesus   came   to   the   place,   he   looked   up  and   said   to   him,  

“Zacchaeus   make   haste   and   come   down;   for   I   must   stay   at   your   house   today.”       So   he  made   haste   and  came  

down,   and   received   him   joyfully.      And   when   they   saw   it   they   all   murmured,   “He   has  gone   in   to   be   the  guest   of  

a   man   who   is   a   sinner.”      And   Zacchaeus   stood   and   said   to   the   Lord,   “Behold,  Lord,   the   half   of   my   goods   I   give   to  

the   poor;   and   if   I   have   defrauded   any   one   of   anything,   I   restore   it  fourfold.”       And   Jesus   said  to   him,   “Today  

salvation   has   come   to   this   house,   since   he   also   is   a   son   of  Abraham,   for   the   Son   of   man   came   to   seek   and   to  

save   the   lost.”  

 

Do   you   ever   find   that   you’re   too   small?    Many   tall  

people   can   be   “small”   in   ways   other   than   stature.  

For   example,   one   can   be   small   in   importance,  

small   in   intelligence,   small   in   status   or   influence.  

No   matter   our   physical   height,   we   can   all   identify  

with   Zacchaeus’   feeling   of   inadequacy   and  

inferiority   at   some   time,   and   in   some   way.    Have  

you   ever   felt   that   way   among   your   peers?    Is   it  

difficult   to   break   through   that   front   line   and   lead  

the   group,   or   even   go   your   own   way?    Does   the  

crowd   benefit   from   or   even   enjoy   keeping   you   in  

this   humble   position?   

In   four   short   weeks,   the   season   of   the   Great   Fast  

will   begin.    Our   Church,   specifically   in   our  

Byzantine   tradition,   has   chosen   to   prepare   us   well  

by   asking   us   to   contemplate   a   series   of   events   in  

the   life   of   Jesus   which   all   illustrate   some   useful  

dispositions   that   we   should   have   as   we   strive   for  

spiritual   growth.    This   week,   the   story   of   our   friend   Zacchaeus   teaches   us   the   disposition   of   holy   ambition.   

Zacchaeus   realizes   that   those   around   him   are   blocking   his   view   of   the   Lord.   

Hmmm…how   often   do   those   around   us   block   our   own   view   of   the   Lord?   

So,   what   does   our   friend   do   next?    Does   he   give   up?    Does   he   blend   in   with   the   crowd,   content   to   let   Christ   pass  

him   by?    No…Zacchaeus   RUNS!    He,   who   is   presumably   a   grown   man   with   a   job   and   a   rather   lowly   reputation  

among   that   crowd   to   begin   with,   decides   to   do   what???   …climb   a   tree?    Yes,   climb   a   tree!    When   is   the   last   time  

YOU   climbed   a   tree   for   anyone,   or   anything?    Our   friend   has   what   we   will   call   “holy   ambition”.   He   isn’t   afraid   to   risk  

looking   foolish   to   finally   be   above   the   crowd   around   him,   and   see   what   is   really   and   truly   important   in   life,   probably  

for   the   very   first   time,   that   is   Christ.   When   there   is   something   of   value   in   front   of   you,   it   is   easy   to   run   toward   it.  
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From   this,   we   see   that   when   one   discovers   Christ,   His   way   of   Life,   His   peace   and   joy,   it   is   easy   to   have   such  

ambition.   

So   now   we   ask   ourselves,   “How   will   the   story   of   Zacchaeus   influence   the   way   I   observe   the   Fast   this   year?”    When   it  

comes   time   for   us   to   offer   our   favorite   meals   to   Christ   and   eat   vegetables   instead,   will   we   do   this   hard   thing   in  

order   to   see   Christ   more   clearly?    Are   we   willing   to   attend   Presanctified   Liturgies   and   other   Lenten   services   instead  

of   staying   comfortably   at   home   on   the   couch?    Are   we   willing   to   become   “uncomfortable”   for   a   little   while   so   that  

we   may   please   God   and   grow   closer   to   Him?    If   we   are,   then   we   have   the   “holy   ambition”   of   our   friend   Zacchaeus!  

Christ   was   pleased   with   this   disposition   in   our   friend,   and   He   will   be   just   as   pleased   to   find   it   in   us!  

Things   to   Do   This   Week:   
When   my   children   were   little   they   VERY   eagerly   awaited   the   Sunday   of   Zacchaeus. It   was   truly   one   of   their   favorite   weeks   of   the   year   because   it  

always   included   some   very   special   crafts   and   treats.      

Making   the   Zacchaeus   Tree  
If   we   wish   to   make   the   spiritual   climb   to   better   see   Jesus,   just   as   our   friend   Zacchaeus   did,   we   will   definitely   need   to  
have   a   tree!    This   will   become   a   useful   tool   for   keeping   us   on   track   spiritually   during   the   Great   Fast.    It   is   this   time   of  
the   season   that   we   begin   to   think   of   ways   in   which   we   can   improve   ourselves   during   Lent   and   give   worthy   offerings  
to   Jesus.   Our   Church   teaches   us   that   there   are   three   ways   for   us   to   do   so,   and   for   that   reason,   our   tree   must   have   a  
three-branched   trunk.    On   one   branch   is   written   the   word   " Prayer ",   one   is   marked   " Fasting ",   and   the   third   branch   is  
marked   " Almsgiving ".      
 
Your   own   family   Zacchaeus   tree   can   be   fashioned   out   of   anything   you   like,   but   remember   that   you   will   keep   it   up   all  
during   the   Great   Fast,   so   you   must   consider   the   design   well.    Your   tree   can   be   as   big   or   small,   short   or   tall,   wide   or  
flat   as   you   like.    It   can   be   of   paper,   wire,   wood,   cardboard,   felt,   window   cling,   or   anything   else   you   like.    It   can   even  
be   a   poster   or   drawn   onto   a   display   board!    For   many   years,   our   family   took   some   brown   paper   store   bags,   cut   them  
to   open   flat,   and   then   drew   and   cut   out   our   three-branched   tree   which   we   then   taped   to   the   back   door.    Lately,   we  
have   opted   to   go   outdoors   and   cut   down   a   real   sapling,   put   it   in   a   tree   stand   and   park   it   in   a   corner   of   the   family  
room,   much   like   our   Jesse  
Tree,   for   the   duration   of   the  
Fast.    We   then   adorn   it   with   a  
string   or   two   of   lights,   but   it  
becomes   a   true   exercise   in  
patience,   because   we   must  
not   plug   them   in   until   the  
Resurrection!      
Good   Deed   Leaves  
Our   next   activity   for   this  
week   is   to   fashion   some  
leaves   for   our   tree.  
Depending   on   the   nature   of  
your   tree,   the   leaves   can   be  
made   of   paper,   whether   in  
shades   of   green   or   various  
pastel   colors.   You   can   use  
felt   or   craft   foam,   wrapping  
paper,   or   anything   else   you  
can   think   of!    Make   as   many  
as   you   can   this   week   and   put  
them   in   a   basket   at   the   base  
of   your   tree   for   use   during  
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the   Great   Fast.   This   can   become   an   ongoing   project   over   the   course   of   the   Fast   as   the   stockpile   is   depleted.    As   the  
season   progresses,   the   children   will   add   leaves   to   their   tree   (tape,   staple,   tie   with   string,   etc.)   whenever   they   perform  
a   spiritual   gift   for   Christ.    For   example,   when   the   children   attend   the   Presanctified   Liturgy,   say   the   Prayer   of   St.  
Ephrem,   or   remember   to   pray   before   breakfast,   they   can   place   a   leaf   on   the   "Prayer"   branch.    After   giving   some  
canned   goods   or   clothing   to   the   poor,   or   sharing   their   snack   with   a   little   sister,   they   may   place   a   leaf   on   the  
"Almsgiving"   branch.    They   can   place   a   leaf   on   the   “Fasting”   branch   after   supper   when   they   successfully   complete  
the   day   of   fasting,   or   when   they   politely   decline   having   a   treat.    This   continues   throughout   the   Fast   until   our   tree   is  
full   of   beautiful   leaves!    During   Holy   Week,   we   may   wish   to   give   Jesus   some   extra   special   gifts   in   reparation.    When  
we   do   this,   we   may   opt   to   have   the   children   fashion   some   paper   flowers   to   adorn   the   tree   which,   by   this   time,  
should   be   quite   covered   in   leaves.    What   a   handsome   decoration   this   will   be   at   Paskha!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paper   Doll   Zacchaeus  
Another   fun   thing   that   we   did   was   to   welcome   our   friend   Zacchaeus   as   an   honored   guest   in   our   home.    We   did   this   is   by   fashioning   a   likeness   of   him  
as   a   paper   doll!    The   children   loved   placing   him   in   the   ficus   tree   in   our   foyer   to   greet   every   guest   who   came   to   the   front   door.    It   wasn’t   long   before  
every   plant   in   the   house   had   a   paper   doll   Zacchaeus   in   it!        Simply   color   and   cut,   then   tape   or   glue   the   figure   at   the   side   seams   to   form   a   tube,   (or   you  
can   even   paste   him   onto   a   cardboard   bathroom-tissue   tube!)    and   then   attach   the   arms   to   the   back.    

This   week   is   devoted   to   finding   the   right   tree   for   your   household,   setting   it   up   and   if   you   like,   perhaps   adorning   it  
with   a   string   of   lights,   so   it   can   be   lit   to   celebrate   on   the   day   of   Resurrection,   and   then   preparing   a   basket   of   Good  
Deed   Leaves.    If   you   are   lucky   enough   to   have   your   Zacchaeus   Tree   in   place   before   Sunday   morning   when   we   will  
listen   to   the   Gospel   reference   our   friend,   remember   to   place   our   paper   Zacchaeus   high   up   in   the   tree   before   going   to  
Church.     When   we   come   home   from   Liturgy,   this   special   breakfast   treat   can   be   waiting   for   us!      
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The   Zacchaeus   Tree   Cinnamon   Roll    
This   Sunday   morning   breakfast treat   is   a   favorite   in   our   home   even   when   it's   NOT  
Zacchaeus   Sunday!    You’ll   have   to   be   sure   to   prepare   this   on   Saturday   so   it’s   ready   and  
waiting!    To   prepare   this   special   treat   for   your   family,   feel   free   to   use   your   favorite  
cinnamon   roll   recipe,   or   just   use   my   mom’s!  
 

Dough:     1   packet   dry   yeast  
1   cup   warm   milk  
3   Tbsp   melted   butter,   or   oil  
1   tsp.   salt  
1   egg  
4-5   cups   flour  

Filling:     ½   cup   softened   butter  
¾   cup   brown   sugar  
1   Tbsp   cinnamon  
½   cup   of   raisins   or   chopped   nuts   (optional)  

 
Pre-heat   your   oven   to   375   degrees.    Warm   the   milk   to   about   100   degrees,   add  
the   yeast,   sugar,   and   melted   butter.    Let   stand   10   minutes   to   proof   the   yeast,  
then   add   the   egg   and   salt,   and   mix   well.    Add   three   cups   of   the   flour   and   mix  
well   to   form   a   workable   dough,   gradually   adding   the   remaining   cup   as  
necessary   until   it   is   workable   and   not   sticky.    Knead   about   10   minutes   until  
smooth,   then   roll   the   dough   in   about   a   tablespoon   of   oil   to   keep   it   moisturized,  
then   cover   and   let   stand   in   a   warm   place   until   doubled   in   bulk,   about   1   hour.    
 
At   the   end   of   that   time,   punch   down,   and   cut   the   dough   in   half,   setting   one   half   of   the   dough   aside.    Roll   out   the  
other   half   of   the   dough,   into   a   square   and   spread   it   with   softened   butter,   brown   sugar   and   cinnamon   (maybe   raisins  
too!),   and   then   roll   it   up,   and   place   it   onto   a   baking   sheet   which   has   been   lined   with   parchment,   BUT...before   you   cut  
it   into   slices,   turn   the   pan   perpendicularly   and   make   the   slices    lengthwise ,   cutting   the   roll   into   long   strips,   but   only  
two-thirds   of   the   way   down   the   "trunk"   of   the   tree.    Fan   the   strips   out   to   form   the   "branches"   of   the   tree.    Twirl   them  
around   and   shape   them   into   trunks   and   branches.    Next,   take   the   remaining   dough   and   break   it   up   into   little   golf-ball  
size   pieces.   Shape   each   piece   into   a   leaf   shape,   dip   it   into   beaten   egg   and   then   in   green   sugar   or   green   sprinkles  
and   place   it   as   a   leaf   on   your   tree!    You   can   use   the   last ball   of   dough   to   make   a   little   face,   YES...it's   Zacchaeus!  
 Place   him   in   the   top   of   the   tree!   Bake   this   for   about   30-40   minutes,   as   you   would   as   usual   when   you   make   regularly  
shaped   cinnamon   rolls.    If   you   like,   when   they   cool   down   completely,   you   can   then   melt   some   chocolate   chips   in   a  
glass   bowl   in   the   microwave   and   spoon   the   melted   chocolate   into   a   bag   and   pipe   some   bark   onto   your   tree,   and  
then   some   eyes,   hair   and   a   beard   onto   our   friend.    What   a   great   after-Liturgy   treat   for   Zacchaeus   Sunday!  
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The   Sunday   of   the   Publican   and   the   Pharisee:      
You   Can’t   Judge   a   Cookie   by   its   Sprinkles  
 

Luke 18:10-14   (RSVCE )  “Two   men   went   up   into   the   temple   to   pray,   one   a   Pharisee   and   the  

other   a   tax   collector.    The   Pharisee   stood   and   prayed   thus   with   himself,   ‘God,   I   thank   thee   that   I  am   not  

like   other   men,   extortionist,   unjust,   adulterers,   or   even   like   this   tax   collector.    I   fast   twice  a   week,   I   give  

tithes   of   all   that   I   get.’    But   the   tax   collector,   standing   far   off,   would   not   even   lift   up   his   eyes   to   heaven,  

but   beat   his   breast,   saying,   

 

‘God,   be   merciful   to   me   a   sinner!’   

 

I   tell   you,   this   man   went   down   to   his   house   justified   rather   than   the   other;   for   everyone   who  

exalts   himself   will   be   humbled,   but   he   who   humbles   himself   will   be   exalted.”  

 
 
The   Jesus   Prayer:      

"Lord,   Jesus   Christ,   Son   of   God,   have   mercy   on   me   a   sinner!"  
 

Today   we   take   a   closer   look   at   how   we   choose   to   pray.    Let’s   first   take   a   look   at   the   prayer   of   the   Pharisee.    He  

begins   to   thank   God   that   he   is   not   a   “bad   person”   and   begins   to   list   all   of   his   attributes,   as   if   God   doesn’t   already  

know   all   of   those   things.    “I”   do   this,   and   “I”   do   that…”I”   is   all   he   talks   about.    This   man   is   so   impressed   with  

himself,   yet,   sadly,   God   is   not   impressed   with   this   man.    Our   friend,   the   Publican,   however,   silently   takes   his   humble  

place   and   simply   asks   God   for   mercy.    He   offers   a   simple,   yet   powerful,   prayer   which   sums   up   everything   a   soul  

needs   in   every   time   and   in   every   situation.    It   can   also   be   easily   said   and   easily   contemplated   throughout   the   day.  

 To   pray   this   "without   ceasing"   can   be   among   our   goals   for   this   Fast.    St.   Paul   tells   us   in   a   letter   that   he   wrote   to   the  

people   of   Thessalonica   that   we   should   strive   to   pray   constantly,   without   ever   stopping!    How   in   the   world   can   we  

do   that?    When   we   learn   this   simple   and   humble   prayer,   and   pray   it   often   throughout   our   day,   just   like   the   Publican,  

we   can   try!    We   start   by   making   the   effort   to   pray   it   slowly   and   deliberately   10   times   in   a   row   before   bed.    The   next  

day,   we   might   increase   that   offering   by   performing   it   three   times   that   day.    The   next   day   we   may   do   the   same,   but  

also   say   the   prayer   continually   as   we   sweep   the   porch,   or   do   the   dishes.    Whenever   we   have   a   free   mental  

moment,   instead   of   daydreaming   and   wasting   our   efforts,   we   can   pray   this   little   prayer   and   do   as   St.   Paul   tells   us!  
 

1   Thessalonians 5:16-18:      Rejoice   always,   pray   without   ceasing,   give   thanks   in   all   circumstances;   for   this   is   the   will   of   God   in   Christ   Jesus   for  
you.  
 
As   the   mother   of   five   young   disciples   of   Christ,   how   often   it   is   that   I   find   myself   doing   mundane   and   seemingly  

mindless   tasks;    washing   dishes...alone,   because   they   disperse   like   frightened   mice   when   I   approach   the   sink   after  

dinner...vacuuming,   sewing,   folding   laundry,   driving   to   this   or   that   activity.    These   are   some   of   the   many   household  

tasks   that   lend   themselves   perfectly   to   contemplative   prayer!    I   have   gotten   into   the   habit   of   wearing   a   hand-made  

chotki,   a   ring   of   beads,   on   my   wrist   so   that   at   a   moment’s   notice,   whether   day   or   sleepless   night,   I   can   immerse  

myself   in   the   Jesus   prayer.    This   may   be   a   useful   tool   for   your   little   disciples   as   well.  
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Things   to   Do   This   Week:  
Encourage   your   little   disciples   to   pray   "without   ceasing",   and   parents   may   do   so   as   well!  
 
Make   a   daily   Morning   Offering  
Did   you   know   that   when   you   offer   your   day   to   Christ   each   morning,   everything   you   do   becomes   a   prayer?    Every  

thought,   every   word,   every   deed,   every   step,   every   joy   and   trial,   every   beat   of   your   heart,   becomes   a   prayer!    Let’s  

memorize   this   traditional   Byzantine   Morning   Prayer   and   begin   to   make   this   offering   each   day.   

 

  Arising   from   sleep,   I   thank   You,   O   Most   Holy   Trinity,  
  that,   for   the   sake   of   Your   great   kindness   and   longsuffering,   
You   have   not   had   indignation   against   me,   for   I   am   slothful   and   sinful.   
Neither   have   You   destroyed   me   in   my   transgressions,   
But   in   Your   customary   goodness   toward   mankind,  
You   have   raised   me   up   as   I   lay   in   heedlessness  
  that   I   might   sing   my   morning   hymn   and   glorify   Your   sovereignty.  
  Do   now   enlighten   the   eyes   of   my   understanding,  
  open   my   ears   to   receive   Your   words   and   teach   me   Your   commandments.   
  Help   me   to   do   Your   will,   to   sing   to   You,   to   confess   You   from   my   heart,   
and   to   praise   Your   All   Holy   Name,   
of   the   +Father   and   of   the   Son,   and   of   the   Holy   Spirit,   now   and   ever   and  

forever.    

Amen.   
 
Pray   the   Jesus   Prayer   
We   can   make   these   simple   bracelets   to   help   the  

children   remember   to   pray   this   prayer   “without  

ceasing”   and   to   keep   count   of   our   good   deeds.   This  

bracelet   is   based   on   the   Chotki,   or   knotted   cords   that  

were   first   made   by   St.   Pachomius,   a   desert   monk   of   the  

fourth   century,   in   order   to   keep   better   track   of   his  

prostrations   during   the   day.    Later   on,   the   monk   began  

to   notice   that   as   he   tried   to   pray   with   these   knotted  

cords,   the   devil   would   come   and   attempt   to   trip   him   up  

by   trying   to   untie   the   knots!    It   is   said   that   the  

Theotokos,   herself,   appeared   to   him   and   taught   him  

how   to   tie   each   knot   in   the   form   of   nine   (some   say  

seven)   crosses,   so   that   the   enemy,   at   the   sign   of   the  

cross,   would   flee   and   leave   him   to   his   precious   prayers.   

 

 I   have   found   this   design,   with   this   number   of   beads,   to   be   most   helpful   in   praying   both   the   Jesus   prayer   and   the  

Rule   of   the   Theotokos   (aka:   the   Rosary)   for   myself   as   well   as   for   the   children!    AND   it’s   much   easier   for   little   hands  

to   make!   

 

 The   children   can   also   use   these   beads   to   keep   track   of   all   the   good   deeds   of   the   day   while   offering   them   to   Jesus.  

 Not   only   is   our   Chotki   bracelet   useful   to   facilitate   the   praying   of   these   prayers,   it   actually   fits   quite   well   around   the  
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average   adult   wrist!    If   you   are   making   this   for   a   smaller   child   however,   you   may   want   to   subtract   a   few   beads   from  

each   side.  

 
 
 
You   will   need:  

Some   woolen   yarn,   

Matching   embroidery   floss,  

Clear   tape   and   

21   pony   beads.  

 

First,   cut   two   pieces   of   yarn   and   two  

pieces   of   coordinating   floss,   each  

measuring   at   least   12   inches.   

 

Pair   each   length   of   yarn   with   a   piece  

of   floss,   and   wrap   each   end   of   them  

together   with   a   piece   of   transparent  

tape   (like   a   shoelace,   in   order   to   make  

it   easier   to   push   the   yarn   through   each  

bead)   to   form   two   cords.    The   floss   will  

give   strength   and   durability   to   the  

woolen   yarn,   and   therefore   give   a  

longer   life   to   our   chotki.      

 
Push   both   cords   through   one   bead,   and   place   the   bead   in   the   center   of   the   cords.   Tie   the   bead   in   place   by   knotting  

the   cords   on   either   side.     This   will   become   the   center   point   of   the   chotki.    You   may   wish   to   make   this   bead   red,   or  

some   other   favorite   accent   color.  

 

On   each   side   of   the   center   bead,   you   will   string   10   pony   beads   (mine   are   black   for   the   Fast;   you   may   use   any   color  

you   like)   in   the   following   manner:    Take   the   bead,   and   push   one   cord   through   from   the   right   side,   and   the   other  

through   from   the   left,   and   pull   it   into   place   toward   the   center   bead.      

Continue   with   the   other   beads,   ten   on   each   side,   until   all   20   beads   are   strung.  

 

After   all   the   beads   are   strung,   bring   all   four   ends   together   and   tie   a   large   knot,   thus   making   a   circular   set   of   beads.      

Cut   off   the   excess   yarn   and   fray   the   ends   a   bit   to   form   a   tassel   which,   according   to   tradition,   is   there   to   dry   the  

penitent’s   tears   as   he   prays!    How   cool   is   that?  

 

 

 

 

 

This   week,   we   will   continue   to   devote   ourselves   to   fashioning   some   green   leaves   for   our   Zacchaeus   Tree.     After  

Forgiveness   Sunday,   each   time   we   perform   an   act   of   Fasting,   Prayer,   or   Almsgiving,   we   may   tape   (or   staple,   or   tie?)  

a   leaf   onto   out   Zacchaeus   Tree.    It   may   look   sparse   now,   but   by   the   time   Jesus   comes   out   of   the   tomb   it   should   be  

full   of   leaves   and   maybe   even   some   flowers!    What   a   gift   to   give   to   our   family   and   to   Jesus!  

But   for   now,   let   us   prepare   those   leaves   and   fill   our   basket   so   that   we   have   all   that   we   need   to   account   for   all   the  

good   deeds   we   plan   to   do!  
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Publican   and   Pharisee   Cookies  
Here's   a   little   lesson...I   mean,   treat...for   after   Liturgy   this   Sunday.    I   made   these   on   this   particular   Sunday   every   year   for   our  

Eastern   Christian   Formation   classes.    The   children   who   had   "caught-on"   from   the   year   before   delightedly   looked   on   while   the  

younger   ones   sampled   and   discovered   that   you   can't   judge   a   cookie   by   its   sprinkles.  

 

Cream:       ½   cup   softened   butter  

                             ¾   cups   sugar  

Add:               2   eggs  

And   continue   to   mix.  

Add:                ½   cup   sour   cream  

                                1   tsp.   Vanilla  

                                1   tsp.   Baking   powder  

                                ½   tsp   baking   soda  

                              3 cups   flour  

Mix   until   a   dough   is   formed.    Place   dough   into   a   plastic   bag   and   refrigerate   for   at   least   an   hour.    When   ready,   roll   sough   to   1/4  

inch   thickness,   and   using   a   drinking   glass   or   round   cookie   cutter,   cut   circles   and   place   on   greased   baking   sheets,   at   least   2   inches  

apart.    Bake   at   350   degrees   for   15-18   minutes.    Remove   from   wire   racks   and   cool   completely.    These   are   your   Publican   Cookies.  

 They   may   look   plain,   but   they   taste   delicious.    Now,   for   the   fun   part!  

 

Once   the   cookies   are   completely   cooled,   choose   several   to   transform   into   Pharisee   Cookies,   leaving   plenty   of   Publican   Cookies  

to   be   enjoyed   once   the   jig   is   up.    We'll   frost   these   with   a   special   pink   frosting   and   add   sprinkles   and   any   other   tantalizing  

embellishments   we   may   have   on   hand,    BUT    we'll   add   one   very   important   ingredient   that   will   make   them   oh   so   special!    We're  

making   a   small   amount   of   frosting,   since   we're   only   icing   about   a   quarter   of   the   batch.  

 

Pharisee   Frosting  

1/2   cup   confectionary   sugar  

2   Tbsp   softened   butter  

Dash   of   vanilla  

Dash   of   salt  

Drop   of   red   food   coloring   

2-3   tsp   milk   (to   get   it   to   a   spreadable   consistency)  

AND :    dash   of   garlic   powder....yes,   garlic   powder.    (Yuck!)  

Combine   these   ingredients   well,   and   frost   and   sprinkle  

the   Pharisee   Cookies!  

When   the   children   assemble   at   snack   time,   observe   as  

they   choose   the   pretty   treats   over   the   plain   ones.    Watch  

as   they   taste   and   see   that   all   that   is   sprinkled   is   NOT  

yummy.    Use   this   opportunity   to   discuss   how   the   fancy  

Pharisee   cookie   was   pretty   on   the   outside,   but   disgusting  

on   the   inside,   while   the   very   humble   Publican   went   away  

sweetly   justified!  

Makes   about   36   cookies   total.  
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Sunday   of   the   Prodigal   Son:    Avoiding   the   Green-Eyed   Monster  
 

Luke   15:11-32 (RSVCE)        And   he   said,   “There   was   a   man   who   had   two   sons;       and   the   younger   of   them   said  

to   his   father,   ‘Father,   give   me   the   share   of   property   that   falls   to   me.’   And   he   divided   his   living   between  

them. Not   many   days   later,   the   younger   son   gathered   all   he   had   and   took   his   journey   into   a   far   country,   and   there  

he   squandered   his   property   in   loose   living.    And   when   he   had   spent   everything,   a   great   famine   arose   in   that   country,  

and   he   began   to   be   in   want.       So   he   went   and   joined   himself   to   one   of   the   citizens   of   that   country,   who   sent   him   into  

his   fields   to   feed   swine.       And   he   would   gladly   have   fed   on the   pods   that   the   swine   ate;   and   no   one   gave   him  

anything.       But   when   he   came   to   himself   he   said,   ‘How   many   of   my   father’s   hired   servants   have   bread   enough   and  

to   spare,   but   I   perish   here   with   hunger!       I   will   arise   and   goto   my   father,   and   I   will   say   to   him,   “Father,   I   have   sinned  

against   heaven   and   before   you;       I   am   no   longer   worthy   to   be   called   your   son;   treat   me   as   one   of   your   hired  

servants.”’   And   he   arose   and   came   to   his   father.   But   while   he   was   yet   at   a   distance,   his   father   saw   him   and   had  

compassion,   and   ran   and   embraced   him   and   kissed   him.      And   the   son   said   to   him,   ‘Father,   I   have   sinned   against  

heaven   and   before   you;   I   am   no   longer   worthy   to   be   called   your   son.’       But   the   father   said   to   his   servants,   ‘Bring  

quickly   the   best   robe,   and   put   it   on   him;   and   put   a   ring   on   his   hand,   and   shoes   on   his   feet;       and   bring   the   fatted   calf  

and   kill   it,   and   let   us   eat   and   make   merry;       for   this   my   son   was   dead,   and   is   alive   again;   he   was   lost,   and   is   found.’  

And   they   began   to   make   merry.  
  “Now   his   elder   son   was   in   the   field;   and   as   he   came   and   drew   near   to   the   house,   he   heard   music   and  

dancing.       And   he   called   one   of   the   servants   and   asked   what   this   meant.       And   he   said   to   him,   ‘Your   brother  has  

come,   and   your   father   has   killed   the   fatted   calf,   because   he   has   received   him   safe   and   sound.’       But   he   was   angry  

and   refused   to   go   in.   His   father   came   out   and   entreated   him,       but   he   answered   his   father,   ‘Lo,   these   many   years   I  

have   served   you,   and   I   never   disobeyed   your   command;   yet   you   never   gave   me   a   kid   that   I   might   make   merry   with  

my   friends.    But   when   this   son   of   yours   came,   who   has   devoured   your   living   with   harlots,   you   killed   for   him   the  

fatted   calf!’        And   he   said   to   him,   ‘Son,   you   are   always   with   me,   and   all  that   is   mine   is   yours.       It   was   fitting   to   make  

merry   and   be   glad,   for   this   your   brother   was   dead,   and   is   alive;   he   was   lost,   and   is   found.’”  

 
Here   we   are   at   week   number   three   of   our   pre-Lenten   spiritual   makeover.    We   have   already   discussed   the   ambition  

of   Zacchaeus   and   the   humility   of   the   Publican,   and   now   we   will   consider   the   parable   of   the   prodigal   son.    Everyone  

knows   the   story-line;   the   son   has   a   conversion,   returns   and   is   welcomed   back   lavishly   by   his   father.    We   know,   and  

happily   we   can   trust,   that   God   will   welcome   all   repentant   sinners,   including   ourselves,   in   this   same   way.    In   short,  

we   must   trust   in   His   mercy…lesson   over,   amen.    But   wait   a   minute;   there   is   much   more   that   we   can   derive   from  

the   story.    There   is   another   brother   who   portrays   an   all   too   common   side   to   our   human   nature,   and   his   reaction   to  

the   conversion   to   his   brother   is   what   we   will   discuss   in   today’s   lesson.   

How   many   brothers   and   sisters   do   you   have?    Have   you   ever   interacted   like   that?    In   our   house,   this   kind   of   ranting  

and   raving   can   sometimes   be   seen   on   a   daily   basis:  

- “SHE   got   more   ice   cream   than   ME!”  
-   “Last   night,   HE   came   home   fifteen   minutes   late   and   you   didn’t   yell   at   HIM!  
- “Why   does   SHE   get   to   go   first?    You   always   make   ME   go   last!”   etc.   etc.   etc…  

 
This   kind   of   behavior   is   sickening   to   a   parent;   but   common   for   a   child.     I   suppose    some    of   this   jealousy   among  

brothers   and   sisters   is   probably   considered   normal,   but   it   IS    envy ,   and    envy    IS   a   sin.    It   should   be   our   goal   to  

overcome   this   behavior.  

In   short,   life   sometimes   isn’t   fair.    Envy,   the   desire   to   undo   or   destroy   any   good   or   praise   given   to   another,   is   as   old  

as   the   earth   itself.   St.   Augustine   refers   to   envy   as   “the   diabolical   sin”   because   it   goes   directly   against   the   nature   of  

God,   which   is   to   love   and   give   that   which   is   good.    When   the   enemy   saw   that   Adam   and   Eve   had   been   made   in   the  
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image   of   God,   and   that   God   intended   to   allow   them   to   assist   Him   in   the   Incarnation,   the   Devil   grew   envious   of  

them.    That’s   how   it   all   began.  

If   we   love   God,   and   are   already   a   member   of   the   Body   of   Christ   which   is   the   Church,   we   have   all   the   benefits   and  

blessings   due   to   us   as   such.   In   this   state,   we   work   towards   our   salvation,   renouncing   sin   and   growing   in   grace,  

confident   in   God’s   love   and   His   promise   to   grant   us   Life   with   Him   in   His   heavenly   kingdom   someday.    This   is  

perfection,   our   eventual   union   with   Him   in   Heaven.    There   is   no   greater   or   lesser   degree   to   perfection,   to   be  

perfect   is,   well…perfect!    When   you   have   it,   you   have   it.    To   have   it,   also   means   that   we   must   desire   what   God  

desires,   and   He   plainly   desires   for   all   people   to   have   it   too…that   is   perfect   presence   in   the   heavenly   kingdom.    This  

is   why   we   must   never   desire   that   anyone   fall   short.   

Let’s   face   it,   begrudging   God   His   generosity   is   not   something   we   would   knowingly   or   willfully   do.    We   COUNT   ON  

His   generosity   and   would   LOVE   to   see   Him   be   generous   in   every   way,   would   we   not?    If   we   desire   for   Him   to   show  

us   mercy,   we   must   first   be   merciful.    If   we   want   him   to   forgive   us,   we   must   first   forgive.    If   we   expect   that   He   would  

rejoice   at   our   return   to   His   goodness   and   love,   WE   MUST   REJOICE   AT   EVERYONE’S   RETURN!    After   all,   what   more   do  

we   want;   we   are   already   there!  

 

Things   to   Do   This   Week:  
Upon   listening   to   this   Gospel,   it   occurs   to   me   that   the   repentant   son,   realizing   his   mistake,   humbles   himself   and  

prostrates   before   his   father   in   order   to   beg   his   forgiveness.    We   in   the   east   know   what   prostrations   are,   at   least   we  

should.    They   have   always   been   a   symbol   of   our   humility   before   God   for   generations   and   should   be   a   part   of   our  

daily   prayers.    Years   ago   when   I   taught   catechism   classes   at   our   parish,   one   of   the   teachers   was   a   student   from  

Ukraine   who   was   helping   at   our   church   while   he   completed   his   university   studies.    At   our   weekly   meeting   during  

the   first   week   of   the   Fast,   he   told   us   teachers   that   something   was   bothering   him.    At   the   Presanctified   Liturgy,   the  

time   came   for   us   to   do   the   prostrations,   but   nobody   did   them;   everyone   remained   in   his   comfortable   seat.    He   was  

amazed.    He   told   us   that   when   he   was   growing   up   in   Communist   Ukraine   his   family   had   to   attend   services   in   the  

woods,   so   nobody   would   arrest   them.    His   grandmother   had   him   baptized   in   secret   and   even   his   own   parents   didn’t  

know   so   that   they   wouldn’t   have   to   lie   if   anyone   had   asked   them.    Being   a   Christian   there   at   that   time   was   a   very  

dangerous   thing.    Yet   at   every   Presanctified   Liturgy,   they   all   got   down   on   their   knees   right   there   in   the   woods,   and  

put   their   faces   to   the   bare   ground   in   devotion.    Here,   where   no   one   arrests   us,   nobody   spies   on   us   or   persecutes   us  

for   our   faith,   not   one   person   in   our   congregation   even   bothered   to   move.    When   we   realized   what   he   was   telling  

us,   we   all   cried   in   shame.    On   that   day,   we   who   were   the   teachers   at   the   time   made   a   promise   to   each   other   that  

we   would   always   get   into   the   aisle   during   every   Great   Lent,   with   all   of   our   own   children,   and   prostrate   with   our  

faces   to   the   ground   in   thanksgiving   and   humility,   and   even   a   bit   of   shame   for   having   neglected   to   do   this   for   so   very  

long.    Perhaps   we   can   each   begin   a   movement   in   our   own   parishes   to   be   brave   enough   to   show   our   devotion   to  

Christ   and   revive   this   beautiful   tradition.   

 

Teach   the   children   how   to   make   a   great   prostration ,   

We   first   make   the   sign   of   the   cross,   then   kneel   down   on   both   knees,   then   bowing   forward   we   place   our   hands  

down,   and   our   faces   to   the   ground.    We   then   rise   to   continue   our   prayer.  
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Learn   the   Prayer   of   St.   Ephrem:  
 

Lord   and   Master   of   my   life,   

spare   me   from   the   spirit   of   indifference,   

despair,   lust   for   power,   and   idle   chatter  
 

(make   a   great   prostration)  

 

Instead,   bestow   on   me,   your   servant,  

  the   spirit   of   integrity,   humility,   

patience,   and   love  

 
(make   a   great   prostration)  

 

Yes,   O   Lord   and   King,  

  let   me   see   my   own   sins,  

  and   not   judge   my   brothers   and   sisters;   

for   you   are   blessed   forever   and   ever.    Amen.  
 

(make   a   great   prostration)  

 

 
Icon   of   St.   Ephrem   the   Syrian  
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Meatfare   Sunday:    The   Answers   to   the   Final   Exam  
 

Matthew   25:31-46   (RSVCE)      “When   the   Son   of   man   comes   in   his   glory,   and   all   the   angels   with   him,   then  

he   will   sit   on   his   glorious   throne.       Before   him   will   be   gathered   all   the   nations,   and   he   will   separate   them  one  

from   another   as   a   shepherd   separates   the   sheep   from   the   goats,    and   he   will   place   the   sheep   at   his   right   hand,   but  

the   goats   at   the   left.    Then   the   King   will   say   to   those   at   his   right   hand,   ‘Come,   O   blessed   of   my   Father,   inherit   the  

kingdom   prepared   for   you   from   the   foundation   of   the   world;   for   I   was   hungry   and   you   gave   me   food,   I   was   thirsty  

and   you   gave   me   drink,   I   was   a   stranger   and   you   welcomed   me,   I   was   naked   and   you   clothed   me,   I   was   sick   and   you  

visited   me,   I   was   in   prison   and   you   came   to   me.’    Then   the   righteous   will   answer   him,   ‘Lord,   when   did   we   see   Thee  

hungry   and   feed   Thee,   or   thirsty   and   give   Thee   drink?    And   when   did   we   see   Thee   a   stranger   and   welcome   Thee,   or  

naked   and   clothe   Thee?       And   when   did   we   see   Thee   sick   or   in   prison   and   visit   Thee?’       And   the   King   will   answer  

them,   ‘Truly,   I   say   to   you,   as   you   did   it   to   one   of   the   least   of   these   my   brethren,   you   did   it   to   me.’       Then   he   will   say   to  

those   at   his   left   hand,   ‘Depart   from   me,   you   cursed,   into   the   eternal   fire   prepared   for   the   devil   and   his   angels;    for   I  

was   hungry   and   you   gave   me   no   food,   I   was   thirsty   and   you   gave   me   no   drink,     I   was   a   stranger   and   you   did   not  

welcome   me,   naked   and   you   did   not   clothe   me,   sick   and   in   prison   and   you   did   not   visit   me.’    Then   they   also  will  

answer,   ‘Lord,   when   did   we   see   Thee   hungry   or   thirsty   or   a   stranger   or   naked   or   sick   or   in   prison,   and   did   not  

minister   to   Thee?’    Then   he   will   answer   them,   ‘Truly,   I   say   to   you,   as   you   did   it   not   to   one   of   the   least   of   these,   you  

did   it   not   to   me.’     And   they   will   go   away   into   eternal   punishment,   but   the   righteous   into  eternal   life.”  

 

This   is   one   of   the   favorite   scripture   passages   of   my   own   little   disciples.    Imagine   what   an   awesome   experience   this  

will   be!    Note   the   first   phrase:    WHEN   the   Son   of   Man   comes…not   IF   He   comes; this   is   very   interesting.    Christ,   the  

very   personification   of   Truth   Itself,   tells   us   that   He   WILL   truly   come   in   His   glory,   with   the   angels,   to   sit   on   His   throne  

and   judge   the   nations.      

Are   you   among   the   people   of   “the   nations”?   

        I   guess   I   am.   

Will   YOU   be   assembled   there   with   these   people?   

        I   suppose   I   will.   

 How   awesome   will   THAT   experience   be!       The   tendency   when   reading   these   scriptural   passages   is   to   envision   them  

as   happening   in   story-land   (somewhere   else),   in   a   time   and   place   far,   far   away.    Not   this   time.    I’ll   wave   at   you   when  

I   see   you   there,   if   it’s   not   too   inappropriate.    After   all,   it   probably   will   be   somewhat   of   a   solemn   occasion,   but   we  

will   be   there   together!    As   we   stand   there   together   amidst   that   crowd   of   souls,   know   that   when   Christ   the   Judge  

begins   to   part   the   throng   into   two   distinct   groups,   I   pray   we   will   be   on   the   same   side,   that   is,   the   right   side.    If   we  

become   separated,   how   great   will   our   anxiety   be!    You   see,   there   will   be   no   excuse   then,   for   landing   amid   the  

wrong   crowd,   because   Our   God,   being   the   Loving   God   that   He   is,   has   given   us   the   answers   to   this   final   exam   of   ours  

in   today’s   Gospel   reading   because   He   wants   so   desperately   for   us   to   be   saved.          

 

Note   also,   that   He   said   that   those   whom   He   sends   away   into   eternal   punishment   are   going   there,   not   due   to   what  

they   have   done,   but   what   they   have   NOT   done.    If   we   do   not   learn   one   other   thing   in   life,   not   one   other   lesson...let  

us   learn   THIS   one!    So   what   then   must   we   do?    Let’s   follow   the   instructions:  

   

 

…   I   was   hungry   and   you   gave   me   food  

Let   us   understand   that   by   feeding   those   who   hunger,   we   imitate   the   goodness   of   God,   Who   gives   us   what   we   ask  

for   if   it   is   for   the   good   of   our   salvation.      

 

Psalm   107:9    For   He   satisfies   the   longing   soul,   and   the   hungry   soul   he   fills   with   good   things.  

 



/

Matthew   7:9-11  Or   which   one   of   you,   if   his   son   asks   him   for   bread,   will   give   him   a   stone?    Or   if   he   asks  

for   a   fish,   will   give   him   a   serpent?  

Luke 6:21  “Blessed   are   you   who   are   hungry   now,   for   you   shall   be   satisfied  

   

When   our   little   sister   cannot   reach   a   book   on   the   shelf   and   we   get   it   for   her...  

When   Daddy   had   a   hard   day   at   work   and   we   are   sure   to   be   especially   quiet   and   good...  

When   we   do   our   chores   well   in   order   to   be   of   help   to   Mom...  

When   we   see   others   in   need   of   nourishment,   whether   for   the   body   or   for   the   soul,   we   must   fill   them   with   good  

things   and   satisfy   their   longings   in   order   to   be   like   our   God.   

   

…   I   was   thirsty   and   you   gave   me   drink,  

Know   that   we   can   thirst   for   things   other   than   water…  

   

Psalm   63:1-3      O   God,   you   are   my   God;   earnestly   I   seek   you;   my   soul   thirsts   for   you;   my   flesh   faints   for  

you, as   in   a   dry   and   weary   land   where   there   is   no   water.  

Isaiah   41:17      When   the   poor   and   needy   seek   water,   and   there   is   none,   and   their   tongue   is   parched   with  

thirst,   I   the   LORD   will   answer   them;   I   the   God   of   Israel   will   not   forsake   them.  

Matthew   5:6      “Blessed   are   those   who   hunger   and   thirst   for   righteousness,   for   they   shall   be   satisfied.  

John 6:35      Jesus   said   to   them,   “I   am   the   bread   of   life;   whoever   comes   to   me   shall   not   hunger,   and  

whoever   believes   in   me   shall   never   thirst.  

 

When   we   know   how   to   tie   our   shoes,   and   we   offer   to   teach   our   little   brother...  

When   we   help   the   baby   learn   say   her   prayers...  

When   we   see   that   our   brother   wants   to   break   a   bad   habit,   and   we   keep   him   from   temptation...  

When   someone   longs   to   have   something,   or   do   something,   or   be   something,   we   must   do   what   we   can   to   help   him  

achieve   his   goal   in   order   to   be   like   our   God.  

 

…I   was   a   stranger   and   you   welcomed   me  

How   often   are   we   among   “strangers”?   Most   of   society   thinks   of   us   Christians   as   foreigners,   as   well   they   should,   and  

it   is   sometimes   very   difficult   for   us   to   fit   in   among   them.    If   someone   seems   interested   in   living   the   life   of   a  

Christian,   we   must   encourage   and   welcome   them.    If   we   seem   happy   to   live   in   Christ,   others   will   want   to   join   us!  

 This   also   means   that   we   cannot   judge   the   relationship   that   each   of   our   neighbors   has   with   God.     We   do   not   know  

their   hearts   or   their   understanding.    We   must   remember   that   Jesus’   last   desire   before   He   ascended   the   cross   was  

that   we   all   be   ONE!  

   

Hebrews   13:2      Do   not   neglect   to   show   hospitality   to   strangers,   for   thereby   some   have   entertained   angels  

unawares.  

Romans   14:1      As   for   the   one   who   is   weak   in   faith,   welcome   him,   but   not   to   quarrel   over   opinions.  

Romans   14:3      Let   not   the   one   who   eats   despise   the   one   who   abstains,   and   let   not   the   one   who   abstains  

pass   judgment   on   the   one   who   eats,   for   God   has   welcomed   him.  

Romans   15:7      Therefore   welcome   one   another   as   Christ   has   welcomed   you,   for   the   glory   of   God.  

 

When   someone   needs   a   place   to   sit,   and   we   offer   him   a   chair...  

When   Grandparents   come   to   visit   us   and   we   greet   them   with   a   hug   and   a   kiss...  

When   the   lady   in   the   grocery   store   is   in   the   wrong   line,   but   we   are   patient   and   kind   to   her   …  

When   others   feel   anxious   or   out   of   place,   because   we   know   that   God   loves   them   and   we   are   all   brothers   and   sisters  

in   Him,   we   must   encourage   them   and   put   them   at   ease   in   our   company,   in   order   to   be   like   Our   God.  

 

 



/

…   I   was   naked   and   you   clothed   me  

 

Genesis 3:10 , 21      And   he   said,   “I   heard   the   sound   of   you   in   the   garden,   and   I   was   afraid,   because   I   was  

naked,   and   I   hid   myself…So   the   Lord   God   made   garments   of   skin   for   Adam   and   his   wife   and   clothed   them.”  

 

Clothing   the   naked   can   sometimes   be   more   than   giving   a   coat   or   shoes   to   those   less   fortunate.    Being   naked   causes  

shame;   all   sin   should,   and   usually   does,   cause   shame.    Shame   can   keep   us   from   a   relationship   with   our   God.    Calling  

attention   to   someone   else’s   shame   can   keep   us   AND   them   from   God.    It   is   hard   to   recover   from   a   sin   (a   mistake)  

when   someone   keeps   calling   you   out,   and   making   you   feel   badly   over   and   over   again.    Discouragement   may   set   in  

and   cause   that   poor   soul   to   give   up   trying   to   overcome   the   sin,   and   he   may   relapse   and   fall   away.    This   does   not  

mean   that   you   should   never   bring   the   sinful   behavior   of   your   friend   to   his   attention!    We   have   an   obligation   to  

lovingly    help   others   to   be   all   that   God   created   them   to   be,   to   keep   them   from   hurting   others   or   hurting   themselves.  

When   they   do   repent,   however,   we   must   allow   them   to   move   on   and   sin   no   more.    This   is   how   we   must   clothe   the  

naked   of   spirit.  

 

When   someone   makes   a   funny   mistake   and   you   choose   not   to   laugh   at   them...  

When   you   choose   to   whisper   something   private   to   your   mom   rather   than   shout   it   when   you're   out   in   public...  

When   someone   has   asked   your   forgiveness   and   you   NEVER   bring   the   issue   up   again…  

When   you   know   that   revealing   someone’s   past   sin   will   make   them   uncomfortable   or   discouraged,   even   if   it   is   the  

truth,   we   must   cover   up   their   shame   before   others   in   order   to   be   like   our   God.  

    

...I   was   sick   and   you   visited   me  

If   we   are   truly   members   of   the   Body   of   Christ,   which   is   the   Church,   we   recognize   that   when   one   member   of   the  

body   is   sick,   all   of   us   suffer.    We   can   visit   them   physically,   tending   to   their   needs,   or   we   can   visit   them   spiritually   and  

lift   them   up   in   prayer,   begging   God   for   healing   on   their   behalf.    In   turn,   we   heal   ourselves!          

   

James 1:27      Religion   that   is   pure   and   undefiled   before   God,   the   Father,   is   this:   to   visit   orphans   and   widows  

in   their   affliction,   and   to   keep   oneself   unstained   from   the   world.  

James 5:14-15    Is   anyone   among   you   sick?   Let   him   call   for   the   elders   of   the   church,   and   let   them   pray   over   

and   the   Lord   will   raise   him   up.   And   if   he   has   committed   sins,   he   will   be   forgiven.  

 

When   Grandpa   has   a   cold   and   we   bring   him   some   chicken   soup...  

When   we   hear   a   siren   or   see   an   ambulance   or   fire   truck,   and   we   stop   to   pray   for   those   who   are   in   need…  

When   we   hear   about   a   suffering   person   and   we   say   a   quick   prayer   for   them...  

When   we   attend   a   Panachida   and   sing   prayers   for   the   dead,   although   we   may   not   even   know   them...  

When   someone   is   sick,   we   must   have   compassion   and   strive   to   ease   their   suffering   in   order   to   be   like   our   God.  

 

  …I   was   in   prison   and   you   came   to   me  

Souls   can   be   imprisoned   in   so   many   ways.    Addiction,   prejudice,   sloth,   anger,   and   pride   are   all   sins   which   chain   and  

paralyze   the   soul.    The   soul   who   chooses   to   bind   itself   to   these   things   soon   learns   that   the   enemy   is   not   content   to  

allow   room   for   any   other   thing.    It   soon   becomes   so   overwhelmed   by   these   sinful   dispositions   that   Christ   is  

eventually   abandoned   all   together.    Because   of   their   choice,   the   Christ   Who   dwells   sacramentally   in   us   may   be   the  

only   Christ   that   these   people   ever   encounter.    By   visiting   those   who   don’t   know   Him,   we   bring   Him   to   them,   within  

ourselves,   so   that   He   can   visit   and   heal   them.      

   

Psalm   146:     The   LORD   sets   the   prisoners   free…  

Hebrews   13:3      Remember   those   who   are   in   prison,   as   though   in   prison   with   them,   and   those   who   are  

mistreated,   since   you   also   are   in   the   body.  

 



/

 

When   we   show   a   good   example   of   the   love   of   Christ   to   others   by   our   behavior...  

When   we   help   our   brothers   and   sisters   to   keep   the   Fast...  

When   we   help   a   friend   to   break   a   bad   habit   and   encourage   habits   that   are   pleasing   to   God....  

When   others   feel   helpless   to   draw   near   to   Christ   and   His   forgiveness,   we   must   draw   near   to   them,   bringing   Jesus  

with   us.    We   must   assist   and   encourage   them   in   every   way   to   return   to   Him,   in   order   to   be   like   our   God.  

 

Finally,   who   are   “the   least   of   my   brethren”?     Christ   says   that   to   pass   the   exam   we   need   to   do   all   these   things   for  

THEM.    Here   it   comes…this   is   the   hard   part.    They   are   your   enemies;   the   LEAST   favorite   people   in   your   life;   those  

who   cause   you   grief   and   pain.    They   are   your   executioners,   those   who   ridicule   and   abuse   you.    If   we   fail   to   do   good  

for   THESE   we   miss   the   boat!  

 

Luke   6:32-37       “If   you   love   those   who   love   you,   what   benefit   is   that   to   you?   For   even   sinners   love   those  

who   love   them.    And   if   you   do   good   to   those   who   do   good   to   you,   what   benefit   is   that   to   you?   For   even  sinners  

do   the   same.    And   if   you   lend   to   those   from   whom   you   expect   to   receive,   what   credit   is   that   to   you?  Even  

sinners   lend   to   sinners,   to   get   back   the   same   amount.    But   love   your   enemies,   and   do   good,   and   lend,  

expecting   nothing   in   return,   and   your   reward   will   be   great,   and   you   will   be   sons   of   the   Most   High,   for   he   is  kind   to  

the   ungrateful   and   the   evil.    Be   merciful,   even   as   your   Father   is   merciful.    “Judge   not,   and   you   will  not   be   judged;  

condemn   not,   and   you   will   not   be   condemned;   forgive,   and   you   will   be   forgiven;   give,   and   it  will   be   given   to  

you.  

 

Here   we   see   that   the   final   exam   of   life   condenses   down   to   one   thing…transformation   into   the   very   image   of   Christ.  

We   must   imitate   Him   down   to   the   very   last   and   finest   detail.      

   

Luke 23:34      And   Jesus   said,   “Father,   forgive   them,   for   they   know   not   what   they   do.”  

   

Christ   rejects   no   one.       Consider   Longinus,   the   nearly-blind   Roman   soldier   who   pierced   His   side   with   the   lance,  

putting   a   hole   into   His   Sacred   Heart   when   He   was   on   the   cross.    This   executioner   received   the   gift   of   perfect   vision  

when   some   of   the   precious   blood,   the   very   blood   that   was   spilled   BY   HIM,   was   splashed   into   his   nearsighted   eyes!  

Jesus   touched   the   ear   of   Malchus,   another   soldier,   and   healed   it   before   the   very   same   man   dragged   Him   off   to  

death.    Judas   was   given   the   Body   of   Christ   before   his   betrayal   of   that   very   Body   into   the   hands   of   the   enemy.  

 Christ’s   love   knows   no   bounds!    He   fed,   healed   and   forgave   the   least   of   His   brethren   as   an   example   to   us,   so   that  

we   could   look   to   Him,   and   learn   about   the   perfect   love   that   is   necessary   to   pass   this   final   exam.       He   desires   that   we  

become   perfect   images   of   Him!  

Things   to   Do   This   Week:  
Continue   to   fill   our   basket   with   paper   leaves    and   flowers   to   put   onto   our   Zacchaeus   Tree   whenever   we   do  

something   we   can   offer   to   Jesus   as   a   gift   during   the   Fast.  

 

Contemplate   the   answers   to   the   Final   Exam    and   brainstorm   ways   that   your   family   can   put   them   into   practice  

during   the   Great   Fast.   

Craft   a   coin   bank   to   keep   near   your   prayer   corner   and   collect   spare   change   to   donate   to   help   the   poor!  

Clean   out   your   closet   and   collect   some   clothes   which   don’t   fit   you   anymore   and   donate   them!    Start  

looking   now   and   put   them   aside   so   that   when   the   day   comes   to   collect   them   and   give   them   to  

the   poor,   you’ll   be   ready.  

Begin   to   collect   boxes   of   canned   goods   and   pantry   items   to   give   to   Father   so   he   can   distribute   them   to  

any   poor   and   hungry   soul   who   may   come   to   his   door.  

 



/

Make   up   some   spiritual   bouquet   cards   for   Father   to   take   with   him   on   his   sick   calls.    Be   sure   to   keep   him  

well   supplied   with   these   items   not   only   now,   but   after   the   Fast   as   well!  

 

Take   a   moment   to    devise   a   plan   for   Fasting    for   yourself   and   your   family.    How   will   we   fast?    What   are   the   Fasting  

Regulations   for   our   Eparchy   and   how   will   we   meet   them   properly?    Do   we   have   our   pantry   properly   stocked   and   did  

we   put   away   the   foods   that   will   challenge   our   fasting   resolve?  

 

 

Lamb   cupcakes  

Will   you   be   a   little   lamb   for   Jesus?    We   all   want   to   be   in  

the   “Lamb   Group”   on   judgment   day!    Here   is   a   treat   for  

this   morning   after   Divine   Liturgy   to   help   us   keep   this   in  

mind.  

 

You   can   use   your   favorite   chocolate   cake   recipe   to   make  

these   cupcakes.    Frost   them   generously   with   vanilla  

frosting,   and   decorate   them   as   follows.  

 

You’ll   need:  

Round   chocolate   covered   peppermint   patties  

(for   the   snout)  

Candy   covered   chocolates   (placed   above   the  

snout,   for   the   eyes)  

Chocolate   kisses   (turned   upside   down   on   either  

side   of   the   head   for   ears)  

 
     
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



/

Cheesefare/Forgiveness   Sunday:    And   so   we   begin…  
 

Romans   13:11-14:4(RSVCE)  (Epistle)  

And   do   this,   knowing   the   time,   that   now   it   is   high   time   to   awake   out   of   sleep;   for   now   our  

salvation   is   nearer   than   when   we   first   believed.    The   night   is   far   spent,   the   day   is   at   hand.  

Therefore   let   us   cast   off   the   works   of   darkness,   and   let   us   put   on   the   armor   of   light.    Let   us   walk  

properly,   as   in   the   day,   not   in   revelry   and   drunkenness,   not   in   lewdness   and   lust,   not   in   strife   and  envy.  

 But   put   on   the   Lord   Jesus   Christ,   and   make   no   provision   for   the   flesh,   to   fulfill   its   lusts.    Receive   one   who  

is   weak   in   the   faith,   but   not   to   disputes   over   doubtful   things.    For   one   believes   he   may   eat   all   things,   but  

he   who   is   weak   eats   only   vegetables.    Let   not   him   who   eats   despise   him   who   does   not   eat,   and   let   not  

him   who   does   not   eat   judge   him   who   eats;   for   God   has   received   him.  

Who   are   you   to   judge   another’s   servant?   To   his   own   master   he   stands   or   falls.   Indeed,   he   will   be  made  

to   stand,   for   God   is   able   to   make   him   stand.  

 

Matthew 6:14-21(RSVCE)    (Gospel)  

For   if   you   forgive   men   their   trespasses,   your   heavenly   Father   will   also   forgive   you.  

But   if   you   do   not   forgive   men   their   trespasses,   neither   will   your   Father   forgive   your   trespasses.  

 Moreover,   when   you   fast,   do   not   be   like   the   hypocrites,   with   a   sad   countenance.   For   they  

disfigure   their   faces   that   they   may   appear   to   men   to   be   fasting.   Assuredly,   I   say   to   you,   they   have  

their   reward.    But   you,   when   you   fast,   anoint   your   head   and   wash   your   face, so   that   you   do   not   appear   to  

men   to   be   fasting,   but   to   your   Father   who   is   in   the   secret   place;   and   your   Father   who   sees   in   secret   will  

reward   you   openly.    Do   not   lay   up   for   yourselves   treasures   on   earth,   where   moth   and   rust   destroy   and  

where   thieves   break   in   and   steal;    but   lay   up   for   yourselves   treasures   in   heaven,   where   neither   moth   nor  

rust   destroys   and   where   thieves   do   not   break   in   and   steal.    For   where   your   treasure   is,   there   your   heart  

will   be   also.  
 

Choosing   to   Fast   as   a   Family  
 

Regulations   for   our   Byzantine   rite   are   that   all   persons   who   currently   receive   the   Eucharist,   so….that’s   everybody,  

must   abstain   from   all   meat,   eggs   and   dairy   products   on   the   first   day   of   the   Great   Fast   and   on   Great   Friday.    On   all  

other   Wednesdays   and   Fridays   during   the   Fast   we   are   to   abstain   from   meat.     These   rules   are   the   minimum   we   are  

expected   to   do   and   even   the   youngest   members   of   the   Body   of   Christ   can   participate   with   the   rest   of   the   family.  

Not   long   ago   all   Christians   would   fast   from   meat,   eggs   and   dairy   EVERY   day   of   the   Fast;   we   should   consider   this.  

Older   regulations   suggest   that   fish   was   only   eaten   on   holy   days   like   the   Annunciation   and   Palm   Sunday,   and  

penitents   would   avoid   wine   and   oil   as   well   as   everything   else.    Some   people   of   other   rites   eat   only   one   meal   a   day  

and   two   snacks,   some   fast   on   juice   alone,   some   eat   only   bread   and   water,   some   drink   only   water…All   of   a   sudden  

giving   up   meat   twice   a   week   sounds   pretty   doable   now,   doesn’t   it?    After   all,   we   actually   LIKE   pizza.   The   point   I’m  

trying   to   make   here   is   that   for   some   people,   like   me,   not   eating   meat   is   quite   normal   and   hardly   penitential   at   all.  

For   those   already   living   a   vegan   lifestyle,   these   regulations   would   be   considered   either   an   easy   penance,   or   a  

perpetual   fast   depending   on   the   disposition   of   the   faster.     It   would   seem   that   proper   fasting   must   be   a   subjective  

thing.    What   is   penance   for   one   may   be   pure   joy   for   another.   

My   own   children   have   kept   the   regulations   of   a   traditional   Byzantine   Fast   from   infancy,   with   the   obvious   exception  

of   mother’s   milk,   and   ate   wonderfully   nutritious   meals,    all   while   developing   the   habit   of   fasting   and   understanding  

themselves   to   be   an   integral   part   of   the   Church   community.    Many   marveled   at   this   when   my   children   were   small,  
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wondering   how   on   earth   I   got   them   to   do   that   and   some   contemplated   whether   or   not   this   constituted   abuse,   I’m  

sure!    In   my   opinion,   this   type   of   fast   has   been   observed   by   our   ancestors   in   the   faith   for   centuries,   by   entire  

families   with   children,   thereby   teaching   them   to   take   their   place   in   the   Church   community   and   providing   them   with  

an   avenue   for   spiritual   growth   and   purpose.    It   just   takes   discipline   and   dedication   to   their   nutritional   needs.    They  

will   not   starve.    Far   from   it!    By   allowing   the   children   to   follow   the   example   set   by   the   older   members   of   the   family  

and   by   learning   the   traditions   set   down   by   our   ancestors,   we   will   find   that   when   we   keep   the   Fast   as   a   household,   it  

helps   to   bond   us   together   as   a   family.    As   we   strive   to   keep   the   Fast   as   a   Church,   it   helps   us   to   bond   as   Christians.    It  

is   truly   not   too   difficult;   rather,   it   is   a   joy.   

Why   Do   We   Fast?  

When   God   created   Adam,   in   his   perfection,   and   before   the   fall,   he   was   given   every   green   thing   to   eat   for   food.  

‘Sounds   like   a   black   fast   day   to   me.    So,   in   the   Garden   of   Eden,   God   told   man   to   eat   plants,   much   like   we   are   told   to  

do   during   the   Fast.    During   this   penitential   season   we   are   given   the   opportunity   to   eat   in   the   same   manner   that  

man   ate   before   the   fall.    For   hundreds   of   years   man   ate   a   vegetarian   diet   at   the   command   of   God,   and   scripture  

tells   us   that   eating   meat   was   not   introduced   until   after   the   flood.   

But   why   is   man   encouraged   to   eat   today   the   way   Adam   ate   in   the   Garden   in   order   to   prepare   for   and   endure   the  

season   of   Jesus’   passion   and   death?    According   to   scripture,   spiritual   preparation   has   always   included   fasting.   

Daniel   10:2-3      In   those   days,   I,   Daniel,   had   been   mourning   for   three   entire   weeks.   I   did   not   eat   any   tasty  food,  

nor   did   meat   or   wine   enter   my   mouth,   nor   did   I   use   any   ointment   at   all   until   the   entire   three  weeks  

were   completed.  

Ezra   8:21      Then   I   proclaimed   a   fast   there   at   the   river   of   Ahava,   that   we   might   humble   ourselves   before   our  

God   to   seek   from   Him   a   safe   journey   for   us,   our   little   ones,   and   all   our   possessions.  

Joel   2:    11-13      “Yet   even   now”,   declares   the   LORD,   “return   to   me   with   all   your   heart,   with   fasting,   with  

weeping,   and   with   mourning”.  

Matthew   6:16-18      “And   when   you   fast,   do   not   look   gloomy   like   the   hypocrites,   for   they   disfigure   their  

faces   that   their   fasting   may   be   seen   by   others.      Truly,   I   say   to   you,   they   have   received   their  reward.  

But   when   you   fast   anoint   your   head   and   wash   your   face,   that   your   fasting   may   not   be  seen   by   others  

but   by   your   Father   who   is   in   secret.   And   your   Father   who   sees   in   secret   will   reward  you.  

 

 

Matthew   4:1-3      Then   Jesus   was   led   up   by   the   Spirit   into   the   wilderness   to   be   tempted   by   the   devil.   And  after  

fasting   forty   days   and   forty   nights,   he   was   hungry.   And   the   tempter   came   and   said   to   him,  “If   you  

are   the   Son   of   God,   command   these   stones   to   become   loaves   of   bread.”   

 

Did   you   hear   that??    Imagine   the   audacity!    The   evil   one   dared   to   tempt   Christ!    How   much   more   bold   will   he   be   to  

approach   us   when   we   are   about   to   offer   something   to   God   such   as   our   Fast.    How   will   we   withstand   it?    Just   as   a  

marathon   runner   strengthens   himself   as   he   prepares   to   run   an   important   race   by   running   more   and   more   each   day,  

we   are   called   to   prepare   ourselves   to   grow   closer   to   God   in   holiness,   by   gradually   forsaking   the   treasures   of   the  

world,   beginning   with   the   food   our   body   does   not   truly   need.    Temptation   comes   to   us   in   so   many   ways,   the   most  

humble,   yet   the   most   overlooked   form   of   which   is   simply…food.     If   we   can   prove   to   ourselves   that   we   can   forsake  

something   like   a   piece   of   chocolate,   or   a   steak   dinner,   we   can   surely   forsake   other   temptations   which   are   more  

blatantly   sinful.    It’s   like   spiritual   conditioning.    We   must   also   strengthen   our   resolve   not   to   give   in   to   the   voice   of  

the   enemy,   no   matter   what   form   he   takes….even   cheesecake.    Remember,   he   was   once   an   angel   of   light...he’s  

cunningly   brilliant!    I   mean,   who   could   say   no   to   a   piece   of   cheesecake,   right?    Reality   begins   to   set   in   for   those   of  
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us   who   are   emotional   eaters;   I   know   this   well.    When   some   souls   are   in   emotional   distress,   the   first   thing   they  

search   for   is   comfort,   and   it   comes   in   the   form   of   comfort   food.    When   fasting,   that   emotional   crutch   is   taken   away  

and   the   soul   must   begin   to   rely   not   on   macaroni   and   cheese,   but   on   God.    This   is   a   hard,   but   necessary   lesson.  

Some   may   laugh   at   this   analogy,   but   I   trust   there   are   others   who   know   exactly   what   I   mean.    Imagine   the   inner  

strength   a   soul   can   cultivate   by   gaining   mastery   over   this   demon!    He   looks   innocent,   even   ridiculously   harmless,  

but   for   some   he   is   pure   evil,   in   that   he   keeps   us   from   enjoying   the   strength   of   character   that   God   designed   for   us.   

Fasting   takes   on   an   entirely   new   dimension   when   one   begins   to   look   at   the   regulations   from   a   nutritional   point   of  

view.    Does   the   church   ask   us   to   give   up   things   we   truly   need   for   survival?    Absolutely   not!    We   are   asked   to   return,  

temporarily,   to   the   diet   of   Eden,   where   we   may   eat   of   any   and   every   tree   of   the   garden   and   partake   of   any   green  

plant.    It   is   then   that   we   begin   to   shift   our   focus   from   what   we   are   forbidden   to   eat   to   what   we   are   called   to   eat.  

When   we   begin   to   nourish   ourselves   in   this   way   we   see   that   the   possibilities   for   delicious   and   nutritious   meals   are  

truly   endless.  

  Acknowledging   the   difficulty   that   we   have   in   gaining   mastery   of   our   diet   may   enlighten   us   to   the   difficulty   others  

have   in   gaining   mastery   over   other   aspects   of   their   spiritual   and   even   physical   lives.    We   gain   empathy   for   others   by  

fasting.    If   I   cannot   resist   the   simple   chocolate   bar,   how   can   I   judge   someone   struggling   with   a   more   intense   and  

destructive   temptation?   

When   our   bodies   begin   to   exist   on   plant   food   alone,   especially   when   the   quantity   of   food   is   moderated   as   well,   we  

begin   a   detoxification   process   as   we   lose   weight.    This   may   manifest   itself   in   a   host   of   different   ways,   the   least   of  

which   may   be   headache   and   irritability.    Fasting   is   not   for   wimps.    As   our   bodies   rebel   a   bit,   we   can   offer   this  

discomfort   as   a   sacrifice   to   God,   uniting   it   to   His   discomfort   in   Gethsemane   when   His   own   body   rebelled   against  

the   idea   of   crucifixion.   

 

Things   to   Do   This   Week:  
Your   Zacchaeus   Tree   should   be   assembled   and   by   now,   your   basket   should   be   full.    After   you   have   attended  

vespers,   you   may   put   your   first   leaf   on   the   "PRAYER"   branch   of   your   tree!      

 

Almsgiving:     Do   you   have   a   plan   in   place   to   help   your   family   be   as   generous   and   helpful   as   you   can   to   those   in   need  

during   the   Great   Fast?   Refer   to   the   list   of   ways   we   discussed   on   Meatfare   Sunday.  

 

Fasting:     When   we   awaken   tomorrow,   we   will   begin   the   Fast.    Are   you   prepared   to   offer   your   very   best   selves   to  

Christ?   Is   your   pantry   properly   prepared   and   meal   plans   in   place?    It   is   so   much   easier   if   you   prepare   a   plan   to  

follow   in   advance.   

 

Prayer:     Do   you   have   your   Chotki   ready?    Do   you   know   how   to   pray   the   Morning   Offering,   to   pray   the   Prayer   of   St.  

Ephrem   and   make   the   prostrations   properly?    Remember   to   do   this   every   day!    Are   you   able   to   attend   the   Liturgy   of  

the   Presanctified   Gifts   during   the   week?    Establish   a   routine   of   prayer   in   your   household   and   strive   to   keep   it   every  

day   during   the   Fast.    This   is   the   ideal   time   for   parents   to   introduce   a   more   intense   prayer   life   in   your   home!  
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Part   Two:   

The   Great   Fast  
Every   day,   as   we   proceed   through   the   season   of   the   Fast,   we   will   contemplate   the   steps   Jesus  

took   to   secure   our   salvation.    There   will   be   a   meditation   for   adults,   and   a   separate   one  

specifically   for   children,   with   wording   and   concepts   which   are   simplified   and   designed   to  

educate   them   without   dwelling   too   much   on   the   stark   reality   of   what   is   mystically   about   to  

occur   concerning   the   Passion   and   death   of   our   Lord.    Each   meditation   will   have   a   suggested  

craft   or   activity   for   the   children   to   complete   as   a   means   to   acquire   virtue,   uniting   their   little  

hearts   to   those   of   our   Lord   and   Our   Lady.   There   are   four   of   these   meditations   per   week.   

 

On   Wednesdays   and   Fridays,   when   the   Liturgy   of   the   Presanctified   Gifts   is   customarily   offered,  

there   are   excerpts   taken   from   the   service   for   the   family   to   read   and   discuss   together   before  

attending.    This   is   meant   to   familiarize   the   children   with   the   various   hymns   and   prayers   that  

they   will   hear   chanted   at   the   service   so   that   they   may   understand   them   better   and   hopefully  

grow   to   love   them   and   pray   them   well.   
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The   First   Week   of   the   Fast  
 

Pure   Monday:  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Today   we   want   to   think   about   how   Jesus,   although   He   was   not  

only   a   grown   man,   but   also   God, went   to   see   his   mother   before   he  

began   the   enormous   task   of   achieving   our   salvation.    He   wanted   to  

make   sure   that   she   was   going   to   understand   His   plan,   that   she  

would   be   strong   enough   to   endure   it,   and   that   she   knew   that   He  

cared   about   her   feelings.    Do   you   take   the   time   to   be   sure   that   you  

care   for   your   parents'   feelings?    Are   you   always   considerate   of  

them?    Are   you   obedient   to   them   so   as   not   to   cause   them   worry,  

or   anxiety?      

 

Go   to   your   parents   today,   and   also   to   the   other   members   of   your  

household,   and   give   them   a   hug   and   a   kiss   and   let   them   know   that  

you   love   them.    Tell   them   that   you   want   to   be   sure   that   your  

behavior   pleases   them   and   that   you'll   try   very   hard   during   the  

season   of   the   Fast   to   be   aware   of   their   feelings   and   make   sure   that  

they   are   pleased   with   you.   We   know   that   Jesus   always   obeyed   and  

honored   His   mother,   His   Heavenly   Father,   and   also   his   step   father,  

St.   Joseph.    God   commanded   it!    Let’s   decide   today   to   always   be  

obedient   to   our   own   parents   so   that   we   can   be   like   our   Jesus   and  

please   God   as   well.  
 
“Love   covers   a   multitude   of   sins:    That   is,   for   love   towards   one’s   neighbor,   God   forgives   the   sins   of   the  
one   who   loves.”    

              ~St.   Theophan   the   Recluse  
 
Activity:   
Talk   with   your   family   about   your   plans   for   the   Fast.    Review   the  

regulations   for   your   eparchy,   and   discuss   how   your   family   will  

observe   them.    Yesterday,   on   Forgiveness   Sunday   we   may   have   had  

the   opportunity   to   go   to   each   member   of   our   household   and   kiss  

their   hand,   asking   forgiveness   for   anything   we   may   have   done   to  

offend   them.    Today   we   will   make   a   fresh   start   and   strive   to   please  

our   family   by   our   example   and   our   behavior.   

 

Once   you   have   asked   forgiveness   of   everyone   in   the   house,   you  

may…  

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Pure   Tuesday:  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

Today   we   will   think   about   how   difficult   it   must   have   been   for   Jesus   to   leave   His  

comfortable   home   in   order   to   go   to   Jerusalem.    He   knew   that   he   had   to   go   there  

in   order   to   suffer   for   us   and   save   us.    How   difficult   this   must   have   been   for   Jesus.  

 How   difficult   is   it   for   us   to   do   the   things   that   we   know   are   good   for   us?    Do   we  

complain   when   we   are   asked   to   do   our   chores?   Eat   our   vegetables?    Do   our  

homework?    Perhaps   we   drag   our   feet   as   we   walk   along   our   path   to   holiness?    We  

know   that   a   willing   spirit   is   good   and   necessary   if   we   are   to   follow   Christ.    Let's   try  

to   be   more   like   our   Jesus   today   and   stop   ourselves   when   we   feel   like   complaining  

over   such   things.      
 
Do   not   be   surprised   that   you   fall   every   day!    Do   not   give   up,   but   stand   your   ground   courageously!  

~St.   John   Climacus  
 
Nobody   stands   at   the   base   of   a   mountain   and   thinks   he   will   reach   the   summit   in  

one   giant   step!    Of   course,   that’s   ridiculous!    You   must   take   the   first   step,   then   the  

second,   then   the   third   and   so   on   for   dozens,   or   hundreds   or   even   thousands   of  

steps.    Some   steps   are   easy   and   almost   joyful   to   accomplish,   while   some   are  

steep   and   treacherous,   requiring   much   more   determination   and   resolve.    If   the  

climber   keeps   the   goal   in   mind,   he   can   find   the   strength   to   keep   climbing   and  

know   with   certainty   that   he   will   reach   the   top.  

 

Discuss   the   concept   of   making   little   steps   toward   the   goal   of   becoming   as   holy   as  

you   can   be.    Keep   in   mind   that   every   big   adventure   is   composed   of   countless   little  

individual   steps.    We   need   not   become   overwhelmed!    Just   take   small,   easy,  

perfect,   confident   steps   toward   your   goal   of   holy   perfection   each   day.    Step   after  

step,   keep   going   forward!  
 

Activity:       
Let’s   remember   the   steps   of   Jesus   as   he   walked   toward   Jerusalem   and   keep   the  

concept   of   “stepping   forward”   in   mind.    Here   are   some   things   we   can   do:  

*Polish   your   shoes   today.    While   we   are   at   it,   as   an   almsgiving,   let’s   polish   the  

shoes   of   your   family   members   as   well   and   offer   up   the   activity   to   Christ!  

*Organize   a   shoe   shine   kit   for   your   family,   with   a   small   buffing   rag   and   polish,  

maybe   even   an   old   toothbrush   for   stubborn   stains.  

*Be   aware   of   your   steps   today,   and   unite   each   one   to   Christ’s   as   he   walked  

along   that   day.    If   you   chose   to   unite   your   efforts   to   the   steps   of   Jesus   as   He   set  

out   on   His   journey   to   fulfill   the   Father's   will,   the   activity   becomes   a   prayer   as  

well!   

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Pure   Wednesday :       
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  

 

The   Prayer   of   St.   Ephrem  
 

Lord   and   Master   of   my   life,   spare   me   from   the   spirit   of   indifference,  

despair,   lust   for   power,   and   idle   chatter  
 

                           (make   a   great   prostration)  

 

Instead,   bestow   on   me,   your   servant,   the   spirit   of   integrity,   humility,  

patience,   and   love  
 

                   (make   a   great   prostration)  

 

Yes,   O   Lord   and   King,   let   me   see   my   own   sins,   and   not   judge   my  

brothers   and   sisters;   for   you   are   blessed   forever   and   ever.    Amen.  
                       (make   a   great   prostration)  

  

Hey!    We   know   this   prayer!    We   studied   it   a   few   weeks   ago!    Can   you   make   a   great   prostration?  

We   will   have   the   opportunity   to   do   so   tonight   at   the   Liturgy   of   the   Presanctified   Gifts!  

 

This   prayer   was   composed   by   a   Syrian   monk   named   Ephrem.    When   Ephrem   was   just   a   little   boy,  

the   son   of   farmers   in   Mesopotamia,   he   had   a   very   sharp   temper   and   often   got   into   fights   and  

other   trouble.    One   day,   because   of   his   reputation,   he   was   wrongly   accused   of   stealing   some  

sheep   and   was   put   into   jail.    That   evening,   God   called   out   to   him   in   a   dream   and   told   him   to  

correct   his   life   and   stop   misbehaving,   and   so   he   did.    The   charges   were   dropped   and,   grateful   to  

God,   Ephrem   began   to   change   his   ways   immediately.    Under   the   direction   of   some   very   holy  

monks   and   ascetics   of   that   time,   Ephrem   learned   the   ways   of   God.    He   spent   lots   of   time   alone  

with   God,   trying   to   become   a   better   person   for   Jesus’   sake   and   for   his   own   salvation,   and   that’s  

when   he   composed   this   famous   prayer.    Ephrem   became   a   monk   himself,   and   then   a   saint   who  

had   developed   such   humility   and   piety   that   it   was   said   that   he   had   furrows   down   his   cheeks   from  

all   the   tears   he   shed   in   reparation   for   his   former   sins!   

 

Did   you   remember   that   this   is   what   the   tassel   is   for   on   your   chotki?    It’s   to   dry   your   tears   of  

repentance   when   you   weep   over   your   sins!    Imagine   how   large   a   tassel   St.   Ephrem   would   have  

needed   on   his   rope!   

 

When   you   have   practiced   your   prayer   and   prostrations,   you   may…  
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Pure   Thursday:   

For   Your   Little   Disciples:  

Today   let’s   think   about   how   Jesus   ate   the   Last   Passover   meal   with   his  

friends,   the   Apostles.    There   is   a   wonderful   promise   that   Jesus   made   to  

us.    He   told   the   apostles   that   He   would   make   sure   that   He   was   with   us  

all,   always,   until   the   end   of   time!    How   could   He   do   this?    He   could   do  

so   by   His   presence   in   the   Eucharist.    We   must   remember   that   we   are  

invited   to   that   very   same   Supper   table   every   time   we   attend   the   Divine  

Liturgy!    When   the   priest   takes   the   Holy   Gifts   and   prays   over   them,   he  

uses   the   very   same   words   that   Jesus   used   at   this   supper.  
 

“ Take,   Eat,   this   is   my   Body,   which   is   broken   for   you   and   for   many,   
for   the   remission   of   sins”  

 
“Take   this,   all   of   you,   and   drink.   This   is   my   Blood,   which   was   

shed   for   you   and   for   many,   for   the   remission   of   sins.”  
 

We   must   never   receive   His   Body   and   Blood   without   consciously  

realizing   and   acknowledging   that   we   are   spiritually   present   with   Him   at  

this   same   supper,   and   that   we   are   receiving   His   own   real   Body   and  

Blood,   Soul   and   Divinity   in   the   Eucharist.    We   profess   this   at   Liturgy  

when   we   say:  

 

O   Lord,   I   believe   and   profess,   that   this   which   I   am   about   to   receive,  
  is   truly   Your   most   precious   Body   and   Your   life-giving   Blood…”  

 

Activity:     Remember   that   meals   are   important   times   for   all   families,   for  

our   Church   family,   and   for   our   domestic   church   family   at   home!    Offer  

to   set   the   table   for   your   family   today.    Make   a   special   centerpiece:   a  

card   with   the   Prayer   before   Meals   on   one   side,   and   the   Prayer   after  

Meals   on   the   other.    Photocopy   the   next   page   onto   some   cardstock,   or  

print   and   cut   the   prayers   out   and   paste   them   to   some   nicely   colored  

paper.    You   can   decorate   it   any   way   you   like!  

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Pure   Friday:  
   When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  

 

“Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   you   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands,   like   an   evening   sacrifice.”  

 
Psalm   141:2-4  

 

Priest:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an   evening  

sacrifice.  

People:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an  

evening   sacrifice.  

Priest:  0   Lord,   I   have   cried   to   You,   hear   me;   receive   the   voice   of   my   prayer   when   I   call   upon   You.  

People:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an  

evening   sacrifice.  

Priest:  O   Lord,   set   a   guard   before   my   mouth,   and   set   a   seal   on   the   door   of   my   lips.  

People:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an  

evening   sacrifice.  

Priest:  Let   not   my   heart   be   inclined   to   evil,   nor   make   excuse   for   the   sins   I   commit.  

People:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense,   and   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an  

evening   sacrifice.  

Priest:  Let   my   prayer   ascend   to   You   like   incense:  

People : And   the   lifting   up   of   my   hands   like   an   evening   sacrifice.  

 
When   you   hear   this   psalm   chanted   at   the   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   watch   the   priest   swing  

the   kadilo!    The   word   “kadilo”   means   “censer”   in   Slavonic   and   in   this   kadilo,   incense   is   burned   to  

create   smoke.     It   purifies   all   that   it   touches   and   then   rises   to   heaven.    When   you   see   the   smoke,  

know   that   the   priest   is   purifying   and   acknowledging   the   holiness   of   all   the   things   that   the   smoke  

will   touch.    He   incenses   the   altar,   the   icons   and   even   the   people   because   they   are   all   made   in   the  

image   and   likeness   of   God!    When   the   priest   incenses   you,   bow   your   head   in   prayerful   respect  

and   know   that   all   your   prayers   are   rising   with   that   smoke   right   to   the   throne   of   Almighty   God!  

Activity:    
Tonight   at   the   Pre-Sanctified   Liturgy   you   will   also   hear   the   saint   named   Theodore   the   Recruit  

mentioned.    He   was   a   soldier   during   the   persecution   of   the   Christians   in   the   early   fourth   century  

who   had   fearlessly   given   his   life   for   his   belief   in   Christ.    About   fifty   years   later,   the   Christians  

were   still   being   persecuted   in   Constantinople   by   the   Emperor   Julian   the   Apostate.    He   knew   that  

the   Christians   would   be   observing   the   Great   Fast,   and   that   they   would   be   hungry   after   the   first  

full   week,   so   he   ordered   his   soldiers   to   consecrate   all   of   the   food   that   was   offered   in   the  

marketplace   on   that   first   weekend   of   the   Fast   to   idols.    This   would   be   an   especially   cruel   thing   for  

him   to   do   to   the   Christians.    However,   because   God   knew   of   the   wicked   emperor’s   plans,   He  

provided   for   His   people!    On   the   first   Friday   night   of   the   Fast,   He   sent   the   soul   of   His   servant   St.  

Theodore   the   Recruit   to   visit   the   Archbishop,   Eudoxius,   in   a   dream.    He   told   him   to   tell   the  
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faithful   not   to   buy   or   consume   any   of   the   offerings   at   the   marketplace   that   weekend,   but   instead,   they   should   eat  

wheat   that   they   would   cook   and   mix   with   honey.    About   twenty   years   after   that   event,   the   Patriarch   Nectarius   of  

Constantinople   decided   to   set   aside   every   first   Saturday   of   the   Great   Fast   as   a   commemoration   of   this   miracle.  

Every   first   Friday   evening   a   Canon,   or   prayer,   composed   by   St.   John   of   Damascus,   to   this   Great   Martyr   Theodore   is  

sung.    The   faithful   may   bring   their   decorated   dish   of   boiled   wheat   and   honey,   known   as   Kutjia   or   Kolyva,   to   be  

blessed   at   this   service,   and   then   take   it   home   to   be   enjoyed.  

 

“Unless   a   grain   of   wheat   falls   to   the   earth   and   dies,   it   remains   alone;   but   if   it   dies,   it   bears   much   fruit.”  
-John   12:24  

Bearing   this   scripture   passage   in   mind,   this   dish   of   boiled   wheat   and   honey   has   also   become   associated   with  

memorial   services.    It   is   prepared,   usually   without   the   honey,   to   commemorate   the   day   of   a   funeral   of   a   loved-one  

by   his   family.    At   subsequent   memorial   Liturgies,   as   time   begins   to   heal   the   sadness,   the   honey   is   gradually   added  

back   to   the   recipe.   It   is   also   served   as   part   of   the   traditional   Slavic   or   Greek   Holy   Supper   on   Christmas   Eve   to  

commemorate   not   only   our   own   ancestors,   but   those   of   Christ   as   well.   

 

Here   is   a   recipe   for   Kutjia   that   you   can   make   with   your   family!    You   can   even   bring   it   with   you   to   the   Presanctified  

Liturgy   tonight   for   Father   to   bless,   and   you   may   eat   it   tomorrow   on   the   Feast   of   St.   Theodore   the   Recruit   and  

remember   how   God   used   this   holy   saint   to   save   His  

people   in   their   time   of   distress.   

 
To   make   Kutjia,   (also   called   Kolyva)   you   must   boil   some  

soft   wheat   berries   (for   my   family   of   seven,   I   made   2   cups)  

until   tender,   drain   well   on   a   cloth   towel   until   cool.  

Sweeten   with   a   generous   amount   of   honey   (about   ¼   cup  

for   us),   then   add   dried   fruits   like   raisins   or   chopped  

apricots,   chopped   nuts,   pomegranate   seeds   and   parsley,  

or   poppy   seeds.   Different   cultures   make   theirs   differently,  

as   do   different   families!    You   may   add   anything   you   like.  

(A   monk   that   I   know   tells   me   that   he   sometimes   even  

makes   it   with   chocolate   chips!)   

Place   it   into   a   serving   bowl   and   smooth   the   top   of   the  

dish   into   a   mound.    Crumble   some   graham   crackers,   or  

use   bread   crumb,   and   cover   the   top   of   the   dish   with  

them,   then   sprinkle   powdered   sugar   over   the   top.    (The  

crumbs   will   prevent   the   sugar   from   dissolving   into   the  

dish,   allowing   it   to   form   a   pretty   white   layer   on   top.)    It  

can   then   be   decorated   with   raisins,   nuts   or   Jordan  

Almonds,   making   the   cross,   the   letters   “IC   XC”   or   the  

initials   of   the   person   to   be   remembered.   

 

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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First   Saturday:    St.   Theodore   the   Recruit  
For   Your   Little   Disciples:  

Do   you   wash   your   hands   before   you   sit   down   to   dinner?    Why   do   you   do   so?    Of  

course,   it’s   because   your   food   is   clean   and   its   purpose   is   to   nourish   you   and   keep   you  

healthy   and   strong.    If   your   hands   are   dirty,   then   it   may   contaminate   your   food!  

Yuck!    Who   wants   that?   

It   stands   to   reason   then,   that   our   spiritual   nourishment   should   be   treated   with   at  

least   the   same   care   and   respect   as   our   bodily   nourishment;   after   all,   this   is   not   just  

bread   and   wine,   right?    It   is   Our   Jesus!    This   is   why   Jesus   washed   the   feet   of   His  

friends   before   He   nourished   them   with   His   Body   and   Blood   that   first   time.    Not   only  

did   He   wipe   off   the   dust   from   their   bodies,   but   offered   them   forgiveness   and   His  

Grace   as   well.    Some   were   happy   to   receive   it   and   some,   one   in   particular,   received  

the   washing   of   his   feet   but   did   not   appreciate   it,   nor   did   he   assume   the   proper  

attitude   and   disposition   to   receive   any   of   the   grace   that   the   Lord   had   offered   him.  

How   sad   this   must   have   been   for   Our   Jesus!   

When   you   prepare   to   receive   Jesus   into   your   heart   in   the   Eucharist,   be   sure   that   you  

are   prepared.    Be   pure   in   body,   heart   and   soul!    Dress   properly   and   be   sure   that   you  

are   clean   and   tidy   to   meet   the   Lord.    Forgive   everyone   and   anyone   who   has   offended  

you   before   you   go,   and   then   confess   all   your   sins.     Be   sure   to   tell   Jesus   that   you   are  

His   friend,   and   that   you   recognize   His   presence   in   the   Eucharist   and   then   in   everyone  

who   has   received   Him,   especially   in   YOURSELF!   

 

“A   child   cries   when   his   mother   washes   him,   and   those   of   little   faith   murmur   at   God   when   they   are   in   trouble,  
which   cleanses   the   soul   like   water   cleanses   the   face.                                                              ~  
St.   Symeon   of   Diababe  
 
Activity:     Let   us   think   today   about   the   virtue   of   purity   and   cleanliness   of   both   body  

and   soul.    Sometimes   when   our   hands   are   dirty,   a   simple   rinse   will   make   them   clean.  

The   dirt   needs   to   be   washed   off,   but   it   is   easy   to   do.    Sometimes   when   we   have   been  

in   the   dirt   for   a   long   time,   our   hands   become   so   stained   by   it   that   we   need   some  

extra   help.   Souls   can   become   dirty   too!    Every   sin   stains   our   souls;   sometimes   just   a  

little,   sometimes   a   lot.    We   can   purify   our   souls   by   the   sacrament   of   confession.    It’s  

like   a   bath   for   the   soul!    Let’s   make   this   simple   scrub   today   to   keep   in   our   bathroom  

to   remind   us   of   the   need   for   scrubbing   our   soul   as   well   as   our   hands.  

 

Holy   Hands   Sugar-Scrub  
Mix   together   about   ½   cup   of   olive   oil   and   ½   cup   sugar   and   mix   to   make   a   paste.    You   can   add   a  

few   drops   of   your   favorite   essential   oil,   or   some   cinnamon   or   other   spices   to   make   it   smell   nice.  

Peppermint   is   a   favorite   here!    Transfer   your   scrub   to   a   shallow   glass   jar   with   a   lid.    You   can   tie   a  

nice   ribbon   around   it   too.    Make   one   for   yourself   and   make   one   to   give   as   a   gift   to   a   special  

friend .   

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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First   Sunday   of   the   Fast:    Sunday   of   Orthodoxy  
 
Not   long   ago,   a   Jehovah’s   Witness   knocked   on   my   door   and   asked   to   speak   with   me   about   my   relationship   with  

God.   She   and   I   spoke   for   some   time   on   the   porch,   and   she   asked   to   come   back   the   next   week,   and   then   the   next,  

and   the   next,   and   eventually,   I   invited   her   in   for   a   cup   of   tea   while   we   had   our   weekly   conversation.    When   she  

entered   our   home,   she   became   somewhat   uncomfortable   when   she   noticed   our   icon   corner.    This   is   a   place   in   our  

entry   way   where   we   have   icons,   a   crucifix,   candle,   shelf   for   rosaries   and   chotki;   it   is   a   place   where   our   family  

gathers   for   prayer.   It   is   in   a   somewhat   prominent   place,   hard   to   miss,   and   was   decorated   for   a   feast   day   by   the  

children   with   flowers   and   candles,   so   it   was   extremely   noticeable.    When   I   asked   her   why   she   avoided   looking   at   it,  

she   told   me   that   she   felt   such   images   were   sinful.    She   believed   that   the   veneration   we   give   to   icons   was   akin   to  

idol   worship   and   cautioned   me   about   it.    I   asked   my   friend   if   she   ever   studied   the   councils   of   the   early   church   and   if  

she   was   aware   of   what   the   founding   fathers   of   the   Church   had   to   say   regarding   icons.    Of   course,   she   knew   none   of  

it;   so,   I   began   to   tell   her   the   story   of   the   iconophiles   versus   the   iconoclasts   and   the   battle   which   ended   the  

controversy   about   whether   or   not   icons   were   idols,   once   and   for   all   on   the   first   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast   in   843AD.  

 

Toward   the   end   of   the   seventh   century,   a   controversy   arose   within   the   Byzantine   Empire   due   to   many   miracles  

which   were   happening   after   the   faithful   would   pray   before   certain   icons,   thus   causing   them   to   be   venerated   as  

miraculous.    The   icons   were   so   revered   that   a   few   zealous   Christians   were   accused   of   worshipping   the   icons  

themselves.    This   was   a   dangerous   thing   which   led   many   a   good   Christian   to   fear   the   use   of   icons   and   swing   to   the  

other   extreme   of   removing   all   icons   from   homes   and   even   churches,   so   that   no   confusion   could   occur.    These   were  

known   as   iconoclasts.    This   movement   upset   another   group   of   Byzantine   Christians   who   became   known   as  

iconophiles,   who   argued   that   icons   were   merely   tools   for   worship,   not   worshipped   themselves,   and   that   true  

worship   belonged   to   God   alone.    The   iconophiles   treasured   the   symbolic   teaching   tools   for   what   they   were   and  

could   not   understand   how   anyone   could   confuse   them   with   idol   worship.    These   two   groups   of   people   were  

completely   at   odds,   and   their   division   caused   the   church   much   strife   and   anxiety.    Terasios,   the   Patriarch   of  

Constantinople   asked   the   Empress   Irene   to   call   an   Ecumenical   Council   to   discuss   and   resolve   this   issue   once   and   for  

all,   and   restore   peace   to   the   Church.    The   Seventh   Ecumenical   Council   was   then   convened   in   Nicea   in   787,   and   was  

attended   by   367   bishops.      

   

Pope   Hadrian,   who   could   not   attend   the   council,   sent   a   letter   stating   that   he   held   the   position   that   icons   were  

important   and   worthy   of   veneration,   but   not   worship,   which   is   due   only   to   God   alone.    The   council   agreed   and  

decreed   that   all   icons   were   to   be   restored   to   homes   and   churches,   stating:  

   

"We   define   that   the   holy   icons,   whether   in   color,   mosaic,   or   some   other   material,   should   be   exhibited   in  

the   holy   churches   of   God,   on   the   sacred   vessels   and   liturgical   vestments,   on   the   walls,   furnishings,   and   in  houses  

and   along   the   roads,   namely   the   icons   of   our   Lord   God   and   Savior   Jesus   Christ,   that   of   our   Lady   the  

Theotokos,   those   of   the   venerable   angels   and   those   of   all   saintly   people.   Whenever   these   representations  are  

contemplated,   they   will   cause   those   who   look   at   them   to   commemorate   and   love   their   prototype.   We   define   also  

that   they   should   be   kissed   and   that   they   are   an   object   of   veneration   and   honor   (timitiki   proskynisis),   but   not   of   real  

worship   (latreia),   which   is   reserved   for   Him   Who   is   the   subject   of   our   faith   and  is   proper   for   the   divine   nature.   The  

veneration   accorded   to   an   icon   is   in   effect   transmitted   to   the  prototype;   he   who   venerates   the   icon,   venerated   in   it  

the   reality   for   which   it   stands".  

   

In   843   AD,   a   regional   Synod   was   called   in   Constantinople   where   the   Empress   Theodora,   her   son   Michael   III,  

Patriarch   Methodius   and   many   monks   and   priests   processed   into   the   Hagia   Sophia   Cathedral,   carrying   the   icons  

and   restoring   them   to   their   rightful   place   in   the   church.    This   was   done   on   the   first   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast   and  
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was   from   that   time   on,   commemorated   and   known   as   the   Sunday   of   Orthodoxy.    Many   churches   celebrate   this  

commemoration   by   processing   their   own   collection   of   icons   around   the   church   on   this   day.  

   

So   how   did   this   information   impress   my   Witness   friend?    Not   very   much,   I’m   afraid.    She   quoted   various   excerpts  

from   scripture   like   the   ones   listed   below,   calling   attention   to   the   fact   that   God   the   Father   specifically   and  

emphatically   told   the   early   Israelites   NOT   to   make   images   resembling   any   living   thing.      

   

Exodus   20:4-5      You   shall   not   make   for   yourself   a   carved   image,   or   any   likeness   of   anything   that   is   in  

heaven   above,   or   that   is   in   the   earth   beneath,   or   that   is   in   the   water   under   the   earth.   You   shall   not   bow   down   to  

them   or   serve   them,   for   I   the   Lord   your   God   am   a   jealous   God,   visiting   the   iniquity   of   the   fathers   on   the   children   to  

the   third   and   the   fourth   generation   of   those   who   hate   me.  

 

Leviticus   26:1-2  “You   shall   not   make   idols   for   yourselves   or   erect   an   image   or   pillar,   and   you   shall   not   set  

up   a   figured   stone   in   your   land   to   bow   down   to   it,   for   I   am   the   Lord   your   God.    You   shall   keep   my   Sabbaths  and  

reverence   my   sanctuary:   I   am   the   Lord.  

 

I   agreed   that   God   did   indeed   caution   us   against   making   such   images,   but   asked   her   to   continue   reading   those  

verses   further   to   get   the   full   message.    He   isn’t   angry   about   the   making   of   images   so   much   as   He   is   about   His  

followers   worshipping   those   images.    The   Israelites   of   the   time   lived   in   close   proximity   to   pagan   tribes   who  

constantly   sought   for   God   but,   not   having   had   Him   reveal   Himself   to   them,   they   did   not   know   him.    They   made  

gods   for   themselves   out   of   familiar   objects   and   began   to   offer   them   worship.    God   did   not   want   His   people   to   be  

tempted   to   do   the   same.    His   problem   was   not   with   the   object,   but   with   the   false   worship   of   it.      

 

Psalm   97:7  All   worshipers   of   images   are   put   to   shame,   who   make   their   boast   in   worthless   idols;   worship  

him,   all   you   gods!  

   

As   Christians,   we   encounter   a   new   and   wonderful   idea   not   yet   known   to   the   early   Israelites.    They   were   told   that  

whosoever   looked   upon   the   Face   of   God   would   surely   die,   so   magnificent   and   unencounterable   is   our   Heavenly  

Father.    No   one   could   ever   attempt   to   fashion   an   image   of   Him,   or   His   heavenly   angelic   escorts,   since   they   had   no  

earthly   body   to   replicate.    It   was   a   futile   exercise.    Then   along   came   Christ.      

   

Colossians 1:15      He   is   the   image   of   the   invisible   God,   the   firstborn   of   all   creation.   For   by   him   all   things  

were   created,   in   heaven   and   on   earth,   visible   and   invisible,   whether   thrones   or   dominions   or   rulers   or  

authorities—all   things   were   created   through   him   and   for   him.  

   

Now,   when   the   second   person   of   the   Blessed   Trinity   became   a   human   being,   it   became   possible   for   God   to   be   seen  

and   heard;   those   who   encountered   Christ   did   not   die.    Christ   makes   the   unencounterable   God,   able   to   be  

encountered.    Not   only   can   we   see   Him,   but   we   can   remember   what   He   looked   like   in   His   earthly,   physical   body   and  

copy   the   image   on   canvas   to   be   passed   on   to   future   generations.    Legend   tells   us   that   St.   Luke   painted   the   first   icon  

as   a   portrait   of   the   Mother   of   God.    Christ,   Himself,   left   the   imprint   of   His   Holy   Face   upon   the   veil   of   St.   Veronika,  

and   the   imprint   of   His   crucified   body   on   the   Shroud   of   Turin.    Miraculous   cures   and   healing   events   have   been  

attributed   to   the   placement   of   these   “images”   upon   the   sick   and   suffering.    Surely,   he   is   not   opposed   to   the   painted  

image.      

 

Another   example   of   God’s   tolerance   for   artistic   images   of   heavenly   things   comes   to   us   in   the   book   of   Exodus   when  

He   tells   the   Israelites   how   to   construct   the   Ark   of   the   Covenant.  
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Exodus   25:18-20  And   you   shall   make   two   cherubim   of   gold;   of   hammered   work   shall   you   make   them,   on  

the   two   ends   of   the   mercy   seat.    Make   one   cherub   on   the   one   end,   and   one   cherub   on   the   other   end.   Of   one   piece  

with   the   mercy   seat   shall   you   make   the   cherubim   on   its   two   ends.    The   cherubim   shall   spread   out   their   wings   above,  

overshadowing   the   mercy   seat   with   their   wings,   their   faces   one   to   another;   toward   the   mercy   seat   shall   the   faces   of  

the   cherubim   be.  

   

Why   would   God   instruct   them   to   build   images   Cherubim   out   of   gold   to   adorn   the   Ark   if   He   was   opposed   to   graven  

images   all   together?    The   answer   is   that   He   is   not.    He   IS,   however,   opposed   to   the   worship   of   those   images.    This   is  

precisely   the   distinction   that   the   Council   of   Nicea   sought   to   solidify   in   the   minds   of   all   Christians.    Icons   are   not  

dangerous   to   the   faith   of   the   Christian   who   venerates   them,   so   long   as   the   veneration   given   to   the   icon   is  

understood   to   be   transferred   to   the   image   it   represents.      

   

For   example,   I   carry   a   picture   of   my   children   in   my   wallet.    When   I   am   far   from   home   and   miss   them   terribly,   I   may  

be   inclined   to   spend   time   before   their   image,   contemplating   my   relationship   with   them,   conversing   with   them   in  

my   mind,   and   even   kissing   the   image   of   their   faces.    I   may   treasure   that   photograph   above   all   my   other  

possessions.    Yet,   if   I   was   to   raise   my   eyes   from   the   photograph   and   see   that   my   children   had   come   into   the   room,   I  

would   toss   it   to   the   floor   in   order   to   run   to   them!    This   is   so   for   the   icon   as   well!    Who   would   forsake   the   beloved  

for   His   picture?    It’s   common   sense.      

   

This   Sunday,   let   us   contemplate   how   much   these   sacred   icons   have   enhanced   what   we   know   about   the   Lord,   His  

Blessed   Mother,   the   Angels   and   Saints,   and   the   feast   days   of   the   church.    Before   people   could   read   and   write   they  

could   consult   these   icons   and   remember   facts   about   their   catechism.    When   we   feel   far   away   from   God   due   to   the  

state   of   our   souls,   the   state   of   the   world,   or   the   circumstances   in   which   we   find   ourselves,   we   can   always   turn   to  

these   images   to   find   comfort   and   solace,   before   our   Beloved   enters!  
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Activity  
Collect   the   icons   in   your   home   and   have   a   procession!   

Place   them   on   display   in   your   family   Icon   Corner   and   decorate  

them   with   flowers   and   ribbons!  

Discuss   the   ones   that   are   particularly   special   to   your   family,  

where   or   when   they   were   obtained,   who   they   depict,   why  

they   are   significant.   

 

Did   you   know   that   the   Empress   Theodora,   who   called   for   the  

procession   of   all   the   icons   back   to   the   Cathedral   in   843   AD,  

was   always   a   lover   of   icons?    She   kept   many   of   them,   as   her  

very   own   in   the   imperial   palace.    One   day,   during   the   height   of  

the   iconoclastic   heresy,   a   servant   had   seen   the   Empress   in   her  

chambers,   praying   and   venerating   her   icons.    She   ran   to   tell  

the   Emperor,   Theophilus,   what   she   had   seen,   attempting   to  

cause   trouble   for   Theodora.    When   the   Emperor   had  

questioned   his   wife   about   the   incident,   the   legend   tells,   she  

told   him   that   she   was   simply   playing   with   her   dolls.    The   two  

icons   have   been   referred   to   as   “Theodora’s   Dolls”   to   this   day,  

and   are   on   display   every   year   on   the   Sunday   of   Orthodoxy   at  

the   Vatopedi   Monastery   on   Mount   Athos,   in   Greece.  

 

Let’s   make   a   diptych   today   to   remember   the   Empress   Theodora   for   restoring   the   icons   to   our   Church.    The   word  

“diptych”   comes   from   a   Greek   word   which   means   “folded   in   two”.     The   icons   on   the   next   page   are   copies   of   the  

very   icons   that   the   Empress   Theodora   once   had   in   her   royal   palace!    Photocopy   (or   trace)   the   image   on   the   next  

page   onto   a   piece   of   cardstock.    Cut   it   out;   fold   it   in   two,   along   the   dotted   line,   so   that   the   diptych   can   stand   up.  

Use   some   clear   tape   to    lightly    fasten   pieces   of   plain   paper   carefully   over   the   icons   shown,   and   then   glue   some   dry  

pasta   onto   the   outside   edge   of   the   frame   as   a   decoration.    When   the   glue   is   completely   dry,   you   can   spray   paint   the  

entire   thing   with   gold   or   silver   paint.    Allow   the   paint   to   dry   completely   before   you   remove   the   paper   coverings  

from   the   icons.    Now   you   too   can   “play   with   Theodora’s   Dolls”   anytime   you   like!  
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The   Second   Week   of   the   Fast  
 

Monday:  
  For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

 
Today   we   think   about   how   Our   Jesus   prayed   in   the   Garden   of   Gethsemane   after  

the   Passover   meal   had   ended.    He   knew   that   the   evil   one   had   enacted   his   plan  

and   that   the   darkness   was   about   to   overtake   Judas,   who   would   then   betray  

Him.    He   wanted   His   friends   to   sit   with   Him   and   pray   so   that   He   wouldn’t   be   so  

afraid…but   they   fell   asleep.    Poor   Jesus!   

 

Were   you   ever   afraid   in   the   dark   all   by   yourself?    How   much   easier   would   it   be  

to   endure   that   same   darkness   in   the   company   of   a   friend?    Companionship  

always   makes   difficult   things   easier   and   when   we   are   there   for   our   brothers  

and   sisters,   we   are   there   for   Our   Jesus   too.   

 
Nothing,   you   see,   equals   prayer.    It   makes   the   impossible   possible,   the   difficult   easy,   and   the   crooked   way   straight.    
~St.   John   Chrysostom  

 
Activity :     Do   you   know   someone   who   is   going   through   a   very   difficult   time?  

Perhaps   it   is   someone   who   is   ill   or   sad.    Visit   this   person   today,   if   you   are   able.  

If   you   are   not,   visit   them   spiritually   by   offering   a   prayer   to   God   for   them.  

Perhaps   you   can   send   them   a   card   with   a   note   to   let   them   know   that   you   have  

prayed   for   them   and   that   you   are   there   with   them   in   spirit!   

 

It   can   be   very   much   fun   to   send   some   paper   flowers   to   your   friend!    You   can  

make   them   any   way   you   like,   or   draw   them   on   a   piece   of   paper   or   cardstock.  

As   you   make   each   flower,   you   can   say   the   Jesus   Prayer,   the   Hail   Mother   of   God  

prayer,   or   any   other   prayer   you   like,   and   create   an   entire   Bouquet   of   Prayers  

just   for   them!    We   call   these   “Spiritual   Bouquets”   and   they   can   brighten  

anyone’s   day   at   any   time   of   year!    Just   think   how   much   Jesus   would   have   liked  

one   of   these   as   He   struggled   in   the   Garden   that   night.    It   would   have   reminded  

Him   that   He   is   special   to   us   and   that   we   love   Him   enough   to   have   made   such   a  

gift   of   love   and   prayers.    How   wonderful   is   this!    When   you   give   your   gift   to  

your   friend,   you   give   it   to   Jesus   too!!  

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Tuesday:  
 

For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Jesus   spent   a   very   long   time   in   that   Garden   before   His   arrest.    There,   the  

enemy   whispered   thoughts   into   His   ear   and   tried   to   persuade   Him   not   to  

secure   our   salvation.    He   told   Jesus   that   it   would   be   too   hard.    He   told   Him  

that   nobody   cared,   and   that   it   was   a   waste   of   time.    You   see,   when   Adam   and  

Eve   chose   to   sin,   they   forfeited   their   ability   to   live   in   the   presence   of   God   in  

heaven,   so   when   people   died   back   then,   their   souls   went   to   a   place   of  

waiting.    When   Jesus   offered   His   life   for   us,   He   too   had   to   go   to   that   place,  

because   He   was   human.    But   since   He   was   also   God,   His   presence   in   that  

place   would   set   all   those   many   souls   there   free,   and   we   who   would   come  

after   His   death   would   never   have   to   endure   such   a   separation!    By   offering  

His   Life,   He   would   trample   death   and   save   us!    This   was   the   Divine   Plan   and  

the   enemy   knew   it.    He   told   Jesus   in   the   Garden   that   the   sins   that   people  

committed   all   over   the   world,   in   every   place   and   in   every   time   period   were  

way   too   enormous   for   Him   to   overcome   even   with   His   Divine   Love.    Of  

course,   this   was   a   lie.    Jesus   love   for   us   would   conquer   it   all!  

  

Did   anyone   ever   tell   you   that   you   weren’t   good   enough   to   complete   a   task  

that   you   KNOW   you   were   ready   to   try?    Sometimes   the   remarks   of   others   can  

be   discouraging.    Discouraging   means   that   they   take   your   courage   away.  

Although   Our   Jesus   endured   extreme   discouragement   that   night,   He   did   not  

give   up!    When   we   are   faced   with   the   temptation   to   be   discouraged   because  

of   what   we   hear   others   say,   we   must   remember   Our   Jesus   and   stay   steadfast  

like   He   did.   

Be   the   kind   of   person   who   encourages,   rather   than   discourages.    Sometimes  

this   is   all   that   it   takes   for   souls   to   become   great   saints!  

 
“Do   not   say,   “I   have   sinned   much,   and   therefore   I   am   not   bold   enough   to   fall   down   before   God”.    Do   not  
despair!    Simply   do   not   increase   your   sins   in   despair   and,   with   the   help   of   the   All-Merciful   One,   you   will  
not   be   put   to   shame,   for   He   said,   “he   who   comes   to   me   I   will   not   cast   out!””  

       ~St.   Gennadius   of   Constantinople  
 
Activity:      Plant   some   crocus   bulbs   or   basil   seeds,   in   2   pots   today;   one   as   a  

gift   for   someone   who   has   encouraged   you,   and   one   for   YOU!  

Write   your   friend   a   little   note   to   accompany   your   gift   and   tell   them   how  

much   you   appreciate   them.    Now   you   can   exercise   your   patience   by   taking  

care   of   your   plants   and   waiting   for   them   to   grow   and   bloom.    Be   sure   to  

encourage   them   with   just   the   right   amount   of   water   and   sunlight!  

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Wednesday :       
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  

 
O   Joyful   Light   of   the   Holy   Glory   of   the   Father   immortal,   

the   heavenly,   holy,   Blessed   One;   O   Jesus   Christ.   

Now   that   we   have   reached   the   setting   of   the   sun   

and   see   the   evening   light,   we   sing   to   God,   +Father,   Son   and   Holy   Spirit.   

It   is   fitting   at   all   times   to   raise   a   song   of   praise   in   measured   melody   to   You,  

O   Son   of   God,   the   giver   of   life.    Therefore   the   universe   sings   your   glory.  

Priest:      Wisdom!   Be   attentive!   The   Light   of   Christ   shines   upon   everyone!  

People:   Make   three   great   prostrations   in   silence.  

 

Did   you   know   that   this   is   a   very   ancient   hymn,   and   that   it   is   considered   the   very   oldest   song,  

besides   those   written   in   scripture,   that   Christians   still   sing   today?     We   know   that   it   was   written  

sometime   before   the   fourth   century,   because   it   was   recorded   in   the   Constitution   of   the   Apostles,  

which   was   written   at   that   time.    St.   Basil   the   Great,   who   also   lived   during   that   time   period,  

mentioned   in   his   writings   that   it   was   a   beloved   hymn   in   his   day   as   well.    After   the   Resurrection,  

when   Christians   would   gather   at   the   empty   tomb   of   Christ   in   Jerusalem   for   worship,   there   was  

always   a   vigil   candle   kept   in   the   tomb   in   honor   of   the   great   event   that   happened   there.    It   would  

remind   the   Christians   that   Jesus   had   brought   so   much   Light   into   the   world   and   into   the   heart   of  

everyone   who   believed   in   Him.    When   this   lamp   was   ceremoniously   brought   out   for   all   of   the  

faithful   to   see,   this   was   the   hymn   that   the   believers   would   offer   to   God   in   memory   of   the   Light  

that   had   joyfully   come   into   the   world.     By   the   end   of   the   fourth   century,   it   was   incorporated   in  

the   Byzantine   Vespers   service   and   we   can   hear   it   sung   every   evening   at   Vespers   to   this   very   day!   

 
When   we   live   in   darkness,   we   do   not   see   very   clearly.    We   can   miss   a   lot,   and   become   content   to  

live   without   really   understanding   what   is   surrounding   us.    Although,   when   light   enters,   we  

suddenly   begin   to   see   everything   clearly!    The   details   that   were   once   lost   to   us   are   now   very   much  

apparent   and   we   can   navigate   much   more   easily!    THIS   is   what   the   Light   of   Christ   does   for   a   soul.  

The   presence   of   His   Light   gives   us   clarity   and   confidence.    No   wonder   the   Faithful   have   always  

referred   to   Him   as   a   Joyful   Light.   

 
Activity:      Do   you   have   a   candle   for   your   prayer   table?  

 

*Make   rolled   beeswax   candles   from   a   kit,   or   pour   some   melted   wax   into   a   decorated   jar,   with   a  

wick   in   it,   of   course!   

*Check   to   see   that   your   home   has   a   collection   of   blessed   candles   for   your   family   to   use   at   times   of  

prayer   or   during   illness,   storms,   or   other   times   of   devotion,   strife,   or   difficulty.   
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Thursday :   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
We   have   already   accompanied   Our   Jesus   for   two   hours   in   the   Garden   of  

Gethsemane,   and   He   still   has   one   final   hour   to   go.    The   first   hour   He   felt   alone.    The  

second   hour   he   felt   discouraged,   and   this   last   hour   He   was   allowed   to   see   all   the  

many   souls   who   would   refuse   to   love   Him,   even   after   He   would   give   His   life   for  

them,    and   he   felt   totally   abandoned   and   very   much   in   need   of   friends   to   love   Him!  

Will   you   be   His   friend?    How   can   we   be   a   friend   to   Jesus?   

 
Jesus   has   so   many   special   friends,   and   I   bet   you   already   know   some   of   them;   they  

are   called   “Saints”!    Anyone   can   be   a   saint,   did   you   know   that?    God   made   all   of   us  

to   achieve   this   goal,   but   very   few   even   think   to   try.    We   should,   really.    This   would  

make   Jesus   so   happy!    So…what   does   one   have   to   do   to   become   a   saint?  

 

First,   you   should   take   the   example   of   a   great   saint   named   Therese,   and   ASK   God   to  

make   you   a   saint.    With   His   help,   all   things   are   possible,   and   if   you   ask   anything   of  

Him   in   Jesus   name,   Our   Jesus   promises   that   it   will   be   granted   for   us   if   it   is   for   our  

good.    So   we   should   definitely   ASK!  

 

Second,   you   should   learn   about   your   friend,   Jesus,   by   reading   stories   of   His   life,  

praying   to   Him   often,   and   observing   His   teachings   in   all   you   do!    Your   parents   can  

help   you   understand   how   to   do   this   well.    By   being   good,   you   are   pleasing   Jesus   very  

much   and   will   give   Him   comfort   by   your   friendship.  

 

Don’t   forget,   while   He   prayed   in   the   garden,   Jesus   could   see   all   people,   in   all   times  

and   in   all   places.    He   was   so   discouraged   to   see   the   faces   of   those   whom   He   loved  

and   created   who   would   reject   Him.    But   then   an   angel   came   and   gave   Him   courage,  

and   He   saw   all   the   faces   of   His   saints   too!    There   were   many   who   would   love   Him  

and   accept   Him   into   their   hearts   as   their   Lord!    You   and   I   can   remember   this   and  

know   that   it   was   possible   that   Our   Jesus   saw   our   faces   that   day   as   well.   

 
“The     saints   were   people   like   all   of   us!    Many   of   them   came   out   of   great   sins,   but   by   repentance   they   attained   the  
Kingdom   of   Heaven!”  

             ~St.   Siloan   the   Athonite  
Activity:      
Let’s   do   a   little   research   today   about   Jesus’   special   friends,   the   saints.    Did   you   know  

that   each   day   on   our   Church   calendar   is   dedicated   to   one   or   more   of   these   special  

people?    Look   on   the   parish   calendar,   or   online,   and   see   who   the   saint   of   the   day   is  

for   today.   Find   out   something   about   this   saint,   your   patron   saint,   or   one   you  

especially   like.    Get   into   the   habit   of   checking   the   calendar   each   day   to   learn   a   bit  

more   about   this   special   group   of   Jesus’   friends!  

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Friday:   
 When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
 
Psalm   103:   
Bless   the   Lord,   O   my   soul!   
Lord,   my   God,   how   great   You   are!   
Clothed   in   majesty   and   glory,   
wrapped   in   light   as   in   a   robe ………..imagine   God   in   a   coat   made   of   light!  
You   stretch   out   the   heavens   like   a   tent,   
above   the   rains   You   build   Your   dwelling.   
You   make   the   clouds   your   chariot,   
You   walk   on   the   wings   of   the   wind …………..how   fun   would   that   be   to   fly   around   on   a   cloud!  
You   make   Your   angels   spirits   
and   Your   ministers   a   flaming   fire ………………imagine   the   mighty   angels   with   fiery   faces.  
You   founded   the   earth   on   its   base   
to   stand   firm   from   age   to   age.   
You   wrapped   it   with   the   ocean   like   a   cloak: ……………   Have   you   seen   the   ocean?   
the   waters   stood   higher   than   the   mountains.   
At   your   threat   they   took   to   flight,   
at   the   voice   of   your   thunder   they   fled …………where   does   the   water   go   when   you   hear   thunder?  
They   rose   over   the   mountains   and   flowed   down   
to   the   place   which   you   had   appointed ………………is   there   a   stream   near   your   house?   
You   set   limits   they   might   not   pass  
lest   they   return   to   cover   the   earth …………..remember   Noah’s   rainbow?  
You   make   springs   gush   forth   in   the   valleys;   
they   flow   in   between   the   hills.   
They   give   drink   to   all   the   beasts   of   the   field;   
the   wild   asses   quench   their   thirst …God   provides   for   all   the   animals   too!  
On   their   banks   dwell   the   birds   of   heaven;   
from   the   branches   they   sing   their   song ……like   the   seagulls   at   the   shore.  
From   your   dwelling   You   water   the   hills;   
earth   drinks   its   fill   of   your   gift.   
You   make   the   grass   grow   for   the   cattle   
and   the   plants   to   serve   man’s   needs,   
that   he   may   bring   forth   bread   from   the   earth  …..bread   is   made   from   wheat.    
and   wine   to   cheer   man’s   heart.    …………….wine   is   made   from   grapes.  
oil   to   make   his   face shine  
and   bread   to   strengthen   man’s   heart.      
The   trees   of   the   Lord   drink   their   fill,   
the   cedars   He   planted   on   Lebanon.  
There   the   birds   build   their   nests;  
On   the   treetop   the   stork   has   her   home.   
The   goats   find   a   home   on   the   mountains,   
the   rabbits   hide   in   the   rocks………………………… every   animal   has   its   perfect   habitat.    
You   made   the   moon   to   mark   the   months; …………………………..… what   is   your   favorite   season?  
the   sun   knows   the   time   for   its   setting……………..…….…. God   gives   us   “time”   in   a   wonderful  
cycle.    
When   You   spread   the   darkness,   it   is   night    
and   all   the   beasts   of   the   forest   creep   forth ……many   animals   are   nocturnal.    Can   you   name   some?  
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The   young   lions   roar   for   their   prey   
and   ask   their   food   from   God   …………………. did   you   ever   imagine   that   the   lion’s   roar   is   his   prayer?  
At   the   rising   of   the   sun   they   steal   away    
and   go   to   rest   in   their   dens …………………………………………………….Yep!   Lions   are   nocturnal!   
Man   goes   out   to   his   work  …………………..………………..……………Humans   are   not   nocturnal.    
to   labor   till   evening   falls …………………………….   We   like   to   come   home   at   night   and   go   to   sleep.  
How   many   are   your   works,   O   Lord!   
In   wisdom   You   have   made   them   all:   
  the   earth   is   full   of   your   riches!.................… sometimes   the   greatness   of   God   is   just   overwhelming!!    
There   is   the   sea,   vast   and   wide,   
with   its   moving   swarms,   past   counting………….. fish   swim   in   “schools” in   order   to   scare   predators  
living   things   great   and   small    ……………………………………What   kinds   of   beings   live   in   the   sea?  
The   ships   are   moving   there   
and   the   monsters   You   made   to   play   with……………………….. …………………………….WHALES!  
All   of   these   look   to   You   
to   give   them   their   food   in   due   season.   
You   give   it,   they   gather   up;    
You   open   your   hand,   they   have   their   fill…. ………..Yes,   God   provides   for   all   the   animals   in   the   wild!  
You   hide   your   face,   they   are   dismayed;   
You   take   back   Your   spirit,   they   die   
Returning   to   the   dust   from   which   they   came…..… animals    are   created,   but   not   in   the   image   of   God.  
You   send   forth   Your   Spirit,   they   are   created;    
And   You   renew   the   face   of   the   earth!.................... It   is   wonderful   how   God   is   always   creating   things!  
May   the   glory   of   the   Lord   last   forever,   
may   the   Lord   rejoice   in   his   works.   
He   looks   on   the   earth   and   it   trembles;    
The   mountains   send   forth   smoke   at   His   touch …………what   kinds   of   mountains   smoke?    Volcanos!  
I   will   sing   to   the   Lord   all   my   life,   
make   music   to   my   God   while   I   live……………………………………..…………… are   you   singing? .   
May   my   thoughts   be   pleasing   to   Him   
I   find   my   joy   in   the   Lord.   
Let   sinners   vanish   from   the   earth   
and   the   wicked   exist   no   more.   

Bless   the   Lord,   O   my   soul!   

 
God   has   made   so   many   wonderful   things   when   He   made   our   world!    On   the   ride   to   and   from   the   Presanctified  

Liturgy   tonight,   look   out   the   window   and   see   how   many   of   these   things   you   can   see!  

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Saturday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
 
Today   we   will   consider   how   brave   and   willing   Jesus   was   to   go   with   the  

soldiers   who   came   to   arrest   Him   in   the   Garden   of   Gethsemane.      Although  

they   were   His   enemies   and   Jesus   knew   that   they   would   not   treat   Him   well,  

He   also   knew   that   this   difficulty   would   be   necessary   if   He   was   going   to   be  

able   to   free   us,   and   so   He   went   with   them   quickly   and   without   complaint.  

He   recognized   the   situation   as   having   been   planned   by   His   Heavenly   Father  

for   love   of   us,   and   He   wanted   to   be   a   good   and   obedient   Son   and   assist   His  

Father   perfectly   in   every   way.   

 

Are   there   times   when   we   are   asked   to   do   things   that   are   necessary   or   even  

good   for   us,   but   we   find   them   to   be   unpleasant?    Do   we   complain   when  

we   are   asked   to   do   our   chores?    Do   we   roll   our   eyes   when   we   must   help  

our   little   brothers   and   sisters   during   our   free   time?    Do   we   dawdle   and   fool  

around   instead   of   doing   our   lessons?    You   know,   all   these   tasks   are   good  

and   necessary   things,   but   they   are   not   necessarily   fun   things.    As   we   learn  

today   when   we   think   about   Our   Jesus   at   His   arrest,   not   all   good   and  

necessary   things   are   fun.    We   must   be   like   Him   and   be   quick   to   accomplish  

them   anyway.    They   are   for   our   benefit!    We   must   follow   His   example   of  

prompt   obedience   and   willingness   to   do   good   things   and   to   come   to   the  

aid   of   those   in   need.    Pray   for   this   grace!  

 
“By   obedience,   man   is   guarded   against   pride.    Prayer   is   given   for   the   sake   of   obedience.    The   grace   of   the   Holy  
Spirit   is   also   given   for   obedience.    This   is   why   obedience   is   higher   than   prayer   and   fasting!”  

              -St.   Siloan   the   Athonite  
 
Activities:  
 
Today   we   will   try   to   become   prompt   and   obedient,   just   like   Jesus!   

Whenever   you   are   asked   to   do…  

a   good   deed,   or   

a   chore,   or   

some   other   difficult   task   today…  

 

Let’s   try   to   see   how   quickly   and   pleasantly   we   can   accomplish   it.    You   can  

keep   track   of   these   on   your   chotki   that   you   made   before   the   Fast!    See   if  

you   can   count   ten   prompt   good   deed   today,   and   make   this   a   daily   habit!  

 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Second   Sunday   of   the   Fast:    St.   Gregory Palamas  
 
I   do   not   run.    I   have   friends   who   do,   and   they   tell   me   the   just   love   it.    Imagine   that!   They   say   anyone   can   do   it.    If   you   begin  

slowly,   walking   daily,   then   briskly   walking,   jogging   and   eventually   sprinting   throughout   your   jog,   anyone   can   learn   to   run.    It  

takes   discipline   and   dedication.    What   interests   me,   however,   is   the   fact   that   my   friends   tell   me   that   when   they   begin   to   run  

regularly,   they   become   quite   addicted   to   the   feeling   they   get   when   they   do.   When   they   don’t   run,   they   miss   it,   and   they   even  

begin   to   dream   of   running,   planning   everything   in   their   schedule   around   their   run.   They   simply   love   the   feeling.    It’s   a   type   of  

euphoria   that   they   experience   when   they   reach   their   peak   speed   and   begin   to   coast   along.   Something   carries   them   and   this,  

they   say,   makes   it   all   worth   the   effort.      

   

Now,   I   do   not   run;   but   I   pray…and   I   get   it.      

 

Matthew   17:2-4     And   he   was   transfigured   before   them,   and   his   face   shone   like   the   sun,   and   his   clothes   became  

white   as   light.    And   behold,   there   appeared   to   them   Moses   and   Elijah,   talking   with   him.    And   Peter   said   to   Jesus,  “Lord,   it  

is   good   that   we   are   here.”  

   

Anyone   can   do   it.    You   can   begin   slowly,   in   the   Church   perhaps,   or   even   in   your   car   on   the   way   to   work,   or   at   home,   reading  

spiritual   material,   praying   verbal   prayers   such   as   the   Rule   of   the   Theotokos   (the   Rosary),   meditating   on   a   mystery   or   two,   or  

even   on   a   single   word.    Once   you   do   this   for   some   time,   you   will   find   yourself   sitting   in   silence   contemplating   the   fact   that   He   is  

there,   and   that   you   are   looking   at   Him   as   He   is   looking   at   you,   and   it   will   become   quite   addictive.   Soon   you’ll   miss   prayer   if   you  

don’t   make   time   for   it.    You’ll   pray   in   your   sleep   (yes,   you   will!)   and   you’ll   begin   to   plan   everything   else   around   your   prayer   time.  

 The   euphoric   feeling,   the   sudden   understanding   of   truths,   the   utter   peace   begins   to   carry   you   along   and   makes   it   all   worth   the  

time   and   effort   and   the   grace   of   God   will   overwhelm   your   soul   and   you   will   say,    “Lord,   how   good   it   is   that   we   are   here!”          

 

The   Church   dedicates   the   second   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast   to   St.   Gregory   Palamas.    He   was   born   in   the   year   1296AD   and   at   the  

age   of   20,   went   to   Mount   Athos   to   enter   the   novitiate.    After   a   few   years,   he   entered   a   new   monastery   where   the   elders   began  

to   teach   him   about   the   use   of   mental   prayer,   a   type   of   quiet   contemplation,   after   a   school   of   thought   known   as   hesychasm.    St.  

Gregory   became   quite   fond   of   this   type   of   prayer,   and   made   it   an   essential   part   of   his   life.    In   1326,   St.   Gregory   fled   to  

Thessolonika   to   escape   the   Turks   and   was   there   ordained   to   the   priesthood,   serving   his   community   while   continuing   his   practice  

of   mental   prayer.    Monday   thru   Friday were   spent   in   silence   and   prayer   as   a   hermit,   and   only   on   Saturday   and   Sunday   did   Father  

Gregory   minister   to   his   people.    During   this   time,   he   was   also   able   to   establish   a   community   of   monks   who   practiced   this   same  

type   of   prayer.  

   

In   1330,   a   monk   named   Barlaam   arrived   from   Calabria   in   Italy.    He   was   quite   well   educated   and   was   well   known   as   an   eloquent  

orator,   but   also   as   a   serious   critic   of   hesychasm.    Barlaam   asserted   that   the   essence   of   God   was   unable   to   be   understood   and  

that   mental   prayer   was   pure   heresy.    He   engaged   the   monks   in   countless   disputes   and   attempted   to   explain   the   white   light   of  

Christ’s   Transfiguration   as   a   physical,   not   a   mystical   event.    St.   Gregory   attempted   to   address   Barlaam   verbally   in   debate,   but  

found   it   more   successful   to   put   his   defense   into   writing   and   wrote  Triads   in   Defense   of   the   Holy   Hesychasts .    In   1341,   at   the  

Hagia   Sophia   Cathedral   during   the   Constantinople   Council,   St.   Gregory   formally   debated   Barlaam.    Gregory   proposed   that   while  

the   essence   of   God   was   unable   to   be   known,   God   reveals   Himself   to   us   by   way   of   His   energies,   an   example   of   which   is   the   light  

seen   on   Mount   Tabor   at   the   Transfiguration.    These   energies   are   not   material   in   nature   (physical),   nor   are   they   created   like   the  

light   of   the   sun,   but   are   part   of   God,   Himself,   and   yet   by   God’s   will,   these   energies   are   able   to   be   contemplated   by   man.    On   May  

27, 1341,   the   Council   accepted   St. Gregory’s   position   and   condemned   Barlaam   as   a   heretic,   after   which   he   fled   back   home   to  

Calabria.      

   

One   would   think   that   the   battle   was   won   and   all   would   be   well.    This   was   not   so.    A   Bulgarian   monk   named   Akyndinos,   along  

with   several   other   patriarchs   refused   to   understand   St.   Gregory’s   point   and   had   him   locked   in   prison   for   a   while;   eventually   he  

was   freed.   Although   St.   Gregory   Palamas   was   canonized   a   saint   in   our   Church,   and   his   defense   of   hesychasm   has   become   the  
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focal   point   of   this   Sunday’s   message,   there   are   many   who,   even   today,   fail   to   understand   the   nature   of   mental   prayer   and   even  

refuse   to   believe   that   such   a   thing   exists.      

Carmelite   spirituality   is   based   on   the   charism   of   mental   prayer,   its   motto   being   “to   know   God   so   that   He   may   be   known”.   The  

order   originates   from   those   who   model   their   prayer   lives   after   Elijah,   when   God   appeared   to   him   on   Mount   Carmel,   in   a   still  

whisper.      

   

1   Kings 19:11-14  And   he   said,   “Go   out   and   stand   on   the   mount   before   the   Lord.”   And   behold,   the   Lord   passed   by,   and  

a   great   and   strong   wind   tore   the   mountains   and   broke   in   pieces   the   rocks   before   the   Lord,   but   the   Lord   was   not   in   the  wind.  

And   after   the   wind   an   earthquake,   but   the   Lord   was   not   in   the   earthquake.   And   after   the   earthquake   a   fire,   but  the   Lord  

was   not   in   the   fire.   And   after   the   fire   the   sound   of   a   low   whisper,   And   when   Elijah   heard   it,   he   wrapped   his  face   in   his   cloak  

and   went   out   and   stood   at   the   entrance   of   the   cave.   And   behold,   there   came   a   voice   to   him   and   said,   “What   are   you   doing   here,  

Elijah?”  

   

That   low   whisper   was   God;   not   the   strong   wind,   not   the   earthquake,   not   the   fire.    Sometimes,   because   God   speaks   to   us   in  

exactly   this   type   of   whisper,   it   is   nearly   impossible   for   us   to   hear   Him   unless   we   try.    Everything   competes   for   our   attention.    This  

is   the   plan   of   the   enemy.      

   

Matthew   6:6   But    when   you   pray,   go   into   your   room   and   shut   the   door   and   pray   to   your   Father   who   is   in   secret.   And  

your   Father   who   sees   in   secret   will   reward   you.  

   

Why   do   you   think   Christ   gave   us   this   directive?    When   you   go   into   your   room   and   shut   the   door,   you   leave   the   distractions   of   the  

world   outside.      

   
Psalm   46:10          “Be   still,   and   know   that   I   am   God!  

 
Once   again,   such   stillness   takes   practice,   persistence,   and   patience.    Yet   the   rewards   are   great.   Soon,   you  will   incorporate  

your   dialogue   with   God   into   everything   and   practice   it   everywhere   you   can.      

 
1   Thessalonians 5:17  … pray   without   ceasing  

 
Colossians   4:2      Continue   steadfastly   in   prayer,   being   watchful   in   it   with   thanksgiving.  

   
During   this   time   of   the   Fast,   our   Holy   Mother   Church   knew   that   we   would   begin   to   grow   weary   and   reconsider   our   commitment  

to   fasting,   almsgiving,   and   prayer.    Last   week,   we   were   encouraged   to   look   to   the   icons   for   education   and   support.    This   week,  

we   are   encouraged   to   look   to   deep   contemplative   prayer   for   help.    The   Church   encourages   us   to   try   to   discover   the   energies   of  

God   as   He   reveals   Himself   to   us.    We   need   not   be   afraid   of   heresy   when   we   try.   St.   Gregory   taught   his   monks   to   sit   alone   in  

silence,   with   their   heads   down,   and   their   eyes   closed,   waiting   for   God   to   reveal   his   light   to   them.    We   can   try   it   too.    Once   we  

see   this   light   with   the   eyes   of   our   soul,   we   will   never   be   the   same.    We   will   have   gotten   one   step   closer   to   the   goal   that   God   has  

for   us   of   total   union   with   Him   and   we   will   know   “how   good   is   that   we   are   here!”  
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Activity  
The   practice   of   mental   prayer   is   a   difficult   challenge   for   most   adults,   let   alone   children.   It   has   been   my   experience,  

however,   that   if   the   children   are   brought   up   having   been   exposed   to   the   idea   of   hesychasm,   and   have   been   actively  

encouraged   to   practice   it,   they   quickly   develop   an   active   prayer   life   and   are   better   able   to   pray   as   adults.    After  

discussing   the   life   of   St.   Gregory   Palamas   and   his   devotion   to   mental   prayer,   here   are   some   further   activities   that  

are   helpful   to   encourage   your   children   to   embrace   the   practice.  

 

Set   up   a   family   icon   corner:  

It   is   a   long   standing   tradition   among   the   Slavic   people   to   have   a  

miniature   altar   within   our   domestic   churches   at   which   the   family   can  

gather   for   prayer,   or   to   which   individual   members   can   retreat.    This   can  

be   as   simple   or   elaborate   as   you   like.     It   may   revolve   around   icons   of  

Christ   (on   the   right)   and   His   Blessed   Mother   (on   the   left)   as   patterned  

after   the   Iconostasis   in   the   church.    It   may   include   such   items   as   a  

crucifix,   holy   water,   a   shelf   for   prayer   books,   blessed   candles,   a   jar   for  

alms,   hooks   for   chotki   and   rosaries,   and   a   place   to   burn   incense.   

 

Some   families   have   set   up   icon   corners   in   each   child’s   bedroom   where  

they   can   go   any   time   of   day   or   night   to   better   focus   on   prayer.    They   may  

opt   to   install   a   corner   shelf   on   which   they   can   place   the   icon   of   the  

child’s   patron   saint,   holy   water   that   they   are   free   to   use   whenever   they  

wish,   their   own   prayer   beads   and   perhaps   even   a   little   battery   operated  

(safe)   candle   which   can   even   be   used   as   a   night   light!  

 

Another   idea   may   be   to   dedicate   a   closet   as   a   personal   prayer   chapel.  

This   can   either   be   done   for   the   family,   or   for   each   child.    A   small   corner  

of   a   closet   is   the   perfect   place   for   a   little   one   to   go   to   be   alone   with  

Jesus!    They   may   have   icons   on   the   wall   of   the   interior   of   the   closet,   at  

their   height,   with   perhaps   a   small   shelf   to   hold   beads   and   battery  

operated   candles,   and   a   basket   of   their   favorite   children’s   bible   story  

books   or   prayer   books!     A   pillow   and   blanket   will   help   make   it   a   favorite  

and   cozy   place   to   snuggle   up   with   Jesus   and   just   be.   

 

Whatever   your   family   decides   to   implement,   just   use   it   to   encourage  

your   children   to   take   the   time   to   be   alone   in   prayer,   to   look   at   Jesus’   eyes   and   speak   to   Him   from   their   little   hearts  

and   He   will   take   care   of   the   rest.  
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The   Third   Week   of   the   Fast  
Monday:  

For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
When   Jesus   was   arrested,   the   soldiers   treated   Him   very   roughly.    They  

tied   Him   up,   dragging   Him   along   like   an   animal,   and   at   one   point   He   fell  

into   a   very   muddy   stream.    Poor   Jesus!    Here   He   was,   all   pure   and   good  

on   the   inside,   and   all   muddy   and   quite   smelly   on   the   outside.    This   made  

Our   Jesus   think   about   all   the   poor   people   there   were   who   had   dirty   souls.  

These   people   may   have   been   sparkling   clean   on   the   outside,   but   on   the  

inside   they   were   filthy…   (remember   the   Pharisee   cookies?).    Jesus  

resolved   to   endure   this   humiliation   and   discomfort   specifically   for   them  

and   for   their   conversion.    He   loves   us   and   is   willing   to   help   us   even   when  

we   sin;   ESPECIALLY   when   we   sin!    He   wants   to   forgive   us   when   we   confess  

our   sins   and   repent,   and   then   wash   away   all   the   spots   on   our   souls   with  

His   sanctifying   grace.   

 

Poor   Jesus   understood   at   that   moment,   how   horrible   it   felt   to   be   so   dirty  

and   what   a   wonderful   feeling   it   would   have   been   to   be   clean.    Clean   is  

always   better!    When   we   take   a   bath,   we   feel   better   and   others   like   to   be  

around   us   more   too!    When   we   dust   the   furniture   it   shines   and   looks  

more   beautiful,   and   we   can   appreciate   its   craftsmanship   even   more.  

When   we   wash   our   clothes,   all   the   stains   of   the   day   come   out   and   they  

look   like   new   again.    We   must   strive   to   keep   our   souls   as   clean   as   possible  

by   refusing   to   commit   sin,   confessing   our   sins   when   we   make   a   mistake,  

and   polishing   our   souls   with   graces   whenever   we   can   acquire   them!  

 
“Cleanse   your   mind   from   anger,   remembrance   of   evil   and   shameful   thoughts,   and   then   you   will   find  
out   how   Christ   dwells   in   you!”  

  -St.   Maximos   the   Confessor  
Activity:      
While   we   think   of   these   things,   we   can   offer   to   help   around   the   house   by  

dusting   a   room,   or   cleaning   the   bathroom.    As   you   wipe   away   the   grime  

and   dust,   think   about   the   dust   that   might   accumulate   on   a   soul   who   has  

neglected   the   sacraments   for   a   while.    Pray   for   those   souls   to   come   back  

to   the   Church   again   and   become   clean   by   way   of   the   sacraments,   and  

vow   never   to   allow   your   soul   to   become   dusty   yourself!   
 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Tuesday:    
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Yesterday   we   thought   about   how   the   soldiers   dragged   Jesus   away   after   His   arrest   in   the  

garden.    They   were   taking   Him   to   see   one   of   the   High   Priests   named   Annas,   who   was  

jealous   of   Jesus   and   eagerly   wanted   to   see   Him   get   into   trouble.    Annas   demanded   that  

Jesus   account   for   the   things   that   He   taught   in   the   temple   which   had   embarrassed   the  

Pharisees,   and   then   humiliated   Him   by   allowing   one   of   his   servants   to   slap   Jesus   in   the  

face.    Remember,   Annas   did   not   realize   that   the   man   he   had   before   him   was   none   other  

than   God.    Because   his   heart   was   hardened   and   his   soul   was   blind,   Annas   acted   out  

before   he   understood   the   truth   about   Jesus.    He   had   Jesus   taken   away   and   placed,   all  

alone,   in   a   dungeon   until   morning.    Do   you   ever   act   out   impulsively,   before   you   had   the  

chance   to   think   about   it?    Have   you   ever   hurt   someone   who   was   innocent   because   you  

didn’t   know   all   the   information?    Has   anyone   ever   done   this   to   you?    Sometimes   people  

act   out   against   someone   who   challenges   their   way   of   life,   even   if   it’s   for   their   own   good.  

People   who   are   immersed   in   sin   often   find   it   too   uncomfortable   to   endure   the   presence  

of   holiness,   so   they   mock   and   insult   it.    We   will   see   this   often   in   life.    Be   ready   to  

encounter   this   by   praying   often   for   the   strength   to   stand   by   Jesus   and   defend   the   Faith  

whenever   you   are   called   upon   to   do   so.    Learn   your   catechism   well   and   know   WHY   we  

believe   what   we   believe   so   that   you   are   ready   to   explain   it   and   convert   the   hearts   of  

those   who,   like   Annas,   simply   don’t   understand.  

 
Activity:   
In   order   to   defend   your   faith,   you   first   have   to   understand   it.    How   well   do   you   know  

what   you   believe   as   a   Christian?  

When   the   Christian   Church   was   only   just   a   few   centuries   old,   some   theologians   became  

confused   about   the   nature   of   Jesus   Christ.    Was   He   truly   God?    Is   He   the   same   as   the  

Father?    Was   he   simply   a   really   holy   human   being   who   was   blessed   by   God   the   Father?  

A   particular   bishop   named   Arius   was   very   confused.    He   believed   that   Jesus   wasn’t   truly  

God,   and   he   led   his   congregation   into   some   terrible   errors!    The   Emperor   Constantine  

had   heard   of   these   teachings   and   was   concerned   about   the   errors   that   were   taught  

among   his   subjects   so   he   called   together   over   300   bishops,   most   of   whom   were   Eastern,  

to   come   to   his   summer   home   in   Nicea   for   a   council   meeting   to   discuss   the   matter   and  

end   the   controversy   once   and   for   all.    Constantine   insisted   that   there   be   a   uniform   code  

of   beliefs   that   all   Christians   should   adopt   and   profess   so   that   no   further   divisions   and  

controversies   like   this   one   could   ever   arise   again.   The   bishops   provided   arguments   on  

both   sides   of   the   issue,   and   we   know   that   it   must   have   been   a   hotly   contested   debate,   due   to   the   story   of   how   St.  

Nicholas   of   Myra,   who   was   one   of   the   bishops   present   at   the   council,   had   been   so   scandalized   at   Bishop   Arius’   proposals  

that   he   couldn’t   contain   himself   and   had   slapped   Arius   in   the   face!    But   that’s   a   story   for   another   time.   

There   was   a   certain   man   named   Eusebius   who   was   also   present   at   Nicea   and   he   wrote   a   detailed   account   of   the  

proceedings.    He   stated   that   eventually,   the   heretical   idea   that   Jesus   didn't   exist   before   he   was   born   in   Bethlehem   was  

condemned.    He   stated   that   nearly   everyone   at   the   council   agreed   with   the   Emperor   Constantine   that   Jesus   was   "One   in  

Substance"   with   the   Father   and   had   existed   with   Him   before   all   ages.      

 

There   is   a   legend   that   tells   us   that   one   of   the   bishops   at   the   council   took   a   lit   candle   and   from   it,   lit   another   candle.    He  

noted   that   the   size,   nature   and   brilliance   of   each   flame   was   identical,   and   that   nothing   was   lost   from   the   original   flame  

while   everything   belonging   to   it   was   equally   present   in   the   second   flame.    So   it   is   with   the   Father   and   Christ;   Light   from  

light,   true   God   from   true   God.  

 

 



/

A   rough   draft   for   the   creed   that   we   know   today   was   crafted   at   the   Council   of   Nicea   in   325   AD,   but   it   wasn’t   until   381AD,  

at   the   Council   of   Constantinople   that   the   final   draft   was   written   which   led   to   the   prayer   as   we   know   it   today.    The   Creed  

proclaimed   that   Christ   is   “One   in   Substance”   with   the   Father,   and   is   therefore   divine   and   worthy   of   our   worship   as   God.   

As   for   Bishop   Arius   however,   he   received   his   correction   and   was   subsequently   exiled.    

 
I   Believe…  
In   One   God,   the   Father   Almighty,    

Creator   of   heaven   and   earth   and   of   all   things   visible   and   invisible.  
 

And   in   one   Lord,   Jesus   Christ,   Son   of   God,   the   Only   Begotten,  
  Born   of   the   Father   before   all   ages.  

 
Light   of   Light,   True   God   of   True   God,   Begotten,   not   made,    

One   in   essence   with   the   Father   before   all   things   were   made.  
 

Who   for   us   men   and   for   our   salvation   came   down   from   heaven  
And   was   incarnate   of   the   Holy   Spirit   and   Mary   the   Virgin,   and   became   man.  

 
He   was   also   crucified   for   us   under   Pontius   Pilate,   

And   suffered,   
And   was   buried….  

 
And   he   rose   again   on   the   third   day   according   to   the   scriptures,  

  And   He   ascended   into   Heaven   and   is   seated   at   the   right   hand   of   the   Father.  
And   He   is   coming   again   in   glory   to   judge   the   living   and   the   dead   and   His    

             kingdom   will   have   no   end.  
 

And   in   the   Holy   Spirit,   the   Lord   and   creator   of   life,   Who   proceeds   from   the   Father  
Who,   together   with   the   Father   and   the   Son   is   worshipped   and   glorified,   Who  

                        spoke   through   the   prophets.  
 

In   one   holy   Catholic   and   Apostolic   Church,   I   profess   one   baptism   
for   the   remission   of   sins.  
 

I   expect   the   resurrection   of   the   dead;   and   the   life   of   the   world   to   come.  
 

Amen.  
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Wednesday:       
 When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
 
First   Antiphon  
Psalm   120:   
I   lift   my   eyes   to   the   mountains   
from   where   shall   come   my   help;   
my   help   shall   come   from   the   Lord   
who   made   heaven   and   earth.   
May   He   never   allow   you   to   stumble  
Let   Him   sleep   not,   your   Guard!   
No,   He   sleeps   not,   nor   slumbers,  
Israel’s   guard.  
The   Lord   is   your   guard   and   your  
shade;   at   your   right   hand   He   stands.   
By   day,   the   sun   shall   not   smite   you,   
nor   the   moon   in   the   night.   
The   Lord   will   guard   you   from   evil,   
He   will   guard   your   soul;   
The   Lord   will   guard   your   going   and   coming   
both   now   and   forever.  
 
Have   you   ever   been   afraid   of   the   dark?   

This   prayer   reminds   us   that   God,   who   is   our   Guardian,   doesn’t   ever   sleep…EVER.    He   has   no  

physical   body   because   He   is   a   pure   Spirit,   so   he   has   no   need   to   refresh   it   with   sleep!    When   you  

are   afraid   to   go   to   sleep,   remember   this   and   know   that   Jesus   has   no   body,   so   He   doesn’t   sleep;  

Our   Lady   doesn’t   sleep;   your   guardian   angel   doesn’t   sleep   either!    All   of   your   patron   saints   are  

awake   and   alert   as   well,   and   are   ready   to   come   to   your   side   when   you   call   upon   them!   

 

Did   you   know   that   there   is   a   beautiful   icon   called    The   Unsleeping   Eye ,   which   depicts   little   Jesus  

awake   on   his   bed?    I   like   to   show   this   to   my   children   and   let   them   know   that   Little   Jesus   once  

had   trouble   sleeping   too!   

 

Read   this   psalm   again   and   see   the   promises   that   God   makes   to   us,   then   rest   well.   

 

Activity:    

Make   an   extra   beaded   chotki   to   hang   on   the   bedpost,   or   wear   around   your   wrist   when   you   go   to  

bed,   so   you   can   spend   some   time   with   Jesus   in   prayer   if   you   ever   awaken   during   the   night.  

 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Thursday:    
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
 
Today   we   remember   that   although   Jesus   must   have   been   very   hurt   and  

frustrated   when   He   was   questioned   again   by   Caiaphas,   He   never   once   lost  

his   temper   but   remained   calm   and   in   control   of   Himself.    Oh   how   hard   it   is  

not   to   lose   our   temper   when   we   are   tired,   angry   or   frustrated!   We   must  

realize   that   when   we   do   become   overwhelmed   with   emotion,   we   don’t  

think   clearly   and   don’t   behave   and   communicate   properly.    This   makes   it  

difficult   for   those   around   us   to   understand   why   we   are   upset   and   what  

they   can   do   to   help   us.   The   problem   takes   longer   to   solve,   or   it   doesn’t   get  

solved   at   all,   but   instead,   we   get   a   nap   or   a   time   out!      It   is   always   better  

to   keep   our   peace   of   soul   and   think   before   we   act   or   speak.     We   must  

remember   this   when   we   are   frustrated   and   are   tempted   to   lose   patience  

or,   worse   yet,   to   throw   a   tantrum .   
  
“When   you   have   been   insulted,   cursed,   or   persecuted   by   someone,   do   not   think   of   what   has   happened  
to   you,   but   of   what   will   come   from   it   and   you   will   see   that   your   insulter   has   become   the   cause   of  
many   benefits   to   you,   not   only   in   this   age,   but   in   that   which   is   to   come.”  

          -St.   Mark   the   Ascetic  
 
Activity:      
Did   you   know   that   you   can   practice   the    Jesus   Prayer    in   a   special   way   to   help  

you   to   calm   your   mind   and   your   soul?    It   has   to   do   with   how   you   breathe   when  

you   say   the   words.    Here’s   how   it   goes:  

 

Slowly   breathe    in    as   you   say:     Lord   Jesus   Christ,   Son   of   God…  

Then   breathe    out    as   you   say:   … have   mercy   on   me,   a   sinner.  

 

It   isn’t   important   how   quickly   or   how   many   times   you   say   this,   only   that   you  

take   your   time   and   breathe   deeply   and   slowly   to   help   you   calm   yourself   down  

and   think   clearly   as   you   call   upon   Jesus   to   help   you!    You   can   say   this   quietly   to  

yourself   anytime   you   are   upset,   nervous,    or   when   you   just   have   to   calm  

yourself   down,   especially   at   nap   or   bed   time,   

 

Practice   this   today   as   you   create   a   calm   and   peaceful   atmosphere   and   tidy   up  

your   room!    Keeping   a   clean   and   organized   environment   can   help   your   mind  

stay   organized   and   keep   your   soul   at   peace!    Always   put   away   your   toys   and  

hang   up   your   things   before   you   climb   into   bed   for   nap   or   bedtime.    When   you  

wake   up   refreshed,   a   happy   and   peaceful   environment   will   be   waiting   for   you!   

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Friday:   
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
Third   Antiphon  
Psalm   127:   
Blessed   are   those   who   fear   the   Lord,   
and   walk   in   his   ways.   
By   the   labor   of   your   hands   you   shall   eat.  
You   will   be   happy   and   prosper.  
Your   wife   like   a   fruitful   vine   
in   the   heart   of   your   house;   
Your   children,   like   shoots of   the   olive  
around   your   table.   
Indeed   shall   be   blessed   
the   man   who   fears   the   Lord.   
May   the   Lord   bless   you   from   Zion;   
may   you   see   the   prosperity   of   Jerusalem   all   the   days   of   your   life.   
May   you   see   your   children's   children.   
On   Israel,   peace!  
 

Every   Eastern   Christian   who   hears   this   song   recognizes   it   as   the   wedding   psalm.    It   is   the   one  

which   is   sung   by   the   choir   as   the   bride   walks   down   the   aisle   toward   Christ   in   the   sanctuary   and  

toward   her   new   husband   as   he   waits   for   her   there.    It   reminds   the   newly   crowned   family   that   if  

they   unite   themselves   to   Christ   in   their   marriage,   God   will   abundantly   bless   them   with   success   in  

their   labor,   fruitfulness   in   the   bearing   of   children   and   a   long   and   happy   life   with   Him!   

 

Let’s   think   about   your   own   family.    When   Mom   and   Dad   were   married,   the   priest   crowned   them  

as   martyrs.    Martyrs   give   their   lives   for   God.    The   married   couple   is   expected   to   give   up   their   own  

individual   lives,   their   desires   and   will,   for   the   desires   and   will   of   the   other   in   order   to   be   of   one  

heart   and   mind,   as   Jesus   and   the   Father   are   One.    In   this   way,   each   family   is   called   to   be   like   our  

Jesus   and,   if   they   do   so,   they   will   be   truly   happy.    The   husband   reflects   the   characteristics   of   the  

Heavenly   Father   by   providing   for   his   family,   guiding   and   protecting   them;   the   wife   reflects   Christ  

when   she   suffers   to   bring   new   life   into   the   world,   she   teaches   and   nourishes   the   children   and  

raises   them   in   harmony   with   her   husband.    Then   God   promises   that   their   children,   who   reflect   the  

breath   of   the   Holy   Spirit,   will   bring   new   life   and   wonder   to   the   family.    God   promises   holy   families  

that   their   children   will   be   as   numerous   as   the   shoots   that   spring   up   around   a   freshly   cut   olive   tree!  

A   holy   family   is   a   perfect   image   of   the   Holy   Trinity!  

 

Think   of   how   your   own   family   is   made   in   the   image   of   God!    Photocopy   (or   trace)   the   coloring  

page   found   on   the   next   page   and   paste   or   draw   pictures   of   your   mother   and   father   in   the   center  

where   the   crowns   are,   (or   write   their   names!).    Then   paste,   or   draw,   your   own   picture   and   those  

of   your   brothers   and   sisters   in   the   little   olives   among   the   olive   shoots!  
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 



/

 
Ps   127:1~”Blessed   are   those   who   fear   the   Lord,   and   walk   in   His   ways…”  
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Saturday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

The   scriptures   tell   us   once   again   that,   while   Jesus   was   treated   terribly   by   the   soldiers,  

He   didn’t   fly   into   a   rage   or   even   lose   His   temper.    He   kept   silent   and   still.    Jesus   is  

always   silent   and   still   in   the   Eucharist,   isn’t   He?    He   waits   there,   quietly,   to   enter   into  

the   hearts   and   souls   of   everyone   who   will   receive   Him.    Some   receive   Him   warmly,  

with   prayer   and   praises,   with   love   and   joy.    He   loves   that!    In   these   hearts,   He   can  

work   freely.    Some   receive   Him,   but   without   thinking   about   it   very   much.    They  

entertain   the   distractions   in   their   own   minds   like   what   they’ll   have   for   breakfast   or  

whether   there   is   a   game   on   television   that   they   want   to   see.    Jesus   isn’t   as   happy  

here.    He   feels   neglected.    Some   will   even   receive   Jesus   while   thinking   about   sin.    Poor  

Jesus!    He   can’t   stand   to   be   in   the   presence   of   sin!    How   uncomfortable   He   must   be   in  

the   hearts   of   these!    Yet   He   remains   silent   and   still   just   as   He   did   that   night   while   in  

the   company   of   the   wicked   soldiers.    He   doesn’t   give   these   souls   away,   but   gives   them  

every   opportunity   to   repent   because   He   loves   everyone,   even   the   sinners.  

 
Activity:   
Jesus   especially   loves   the   embrace   of   the   little   children   who   receive   Him   in   the  

Eucharist   a   Divine   Liturgy.    Whenever   you   receive   communion,   Jesus   is   the   closest   to  

your   heart   that   He   will   EVER   be   while   you   are   here   on   earth!    Take   the   time   to   quietly  

snuggle   with   Him   when   you   return   to   your   seat   after   Communion.    He   loves   that!  

Do   you   know   the    Prayer   Before   Communion ?   

 

O   Lord,   I   believe   and   profess   that   You   are   truly   Christ,   the   Son   of   the   Living   God,   Who  
came   into   this   world   to   save   sinners,   of   whom   I   am   the   first.    Accept   me   today   as   a  
partaker   of   Your   mystical   supper,   O   Son   of   God,   for   I   will   not   reveal   Your   mystery   to  
Your   enemies,   nor   will   I   give   You   a   kiss   as   did   Judas,   but   like   the   thief,    I   confess   to   You:  

+Remember   me,   O   Lord,   when   You   come   into   Your   kingdom.  
+Remember   me   O   Master,   when   You   come   into   Your   kingdom.  
+Remember   me,   O   Holy   One,   when   You   come   into   Your   kingdom.  

May   the   partaking   of   Your   holy   mysteries,   O   Lord,   be   not   for   my   judgment   or  
condemnation,   but   for   the   healing   of   my   soul   and   body.   
O   Lord,   I   also   believe   and   profess   that   this   which   I   am   about   to   receive   is   truly   Your  
most   precious   Body   and   Your   life-giving   Blood,    which,   I   pray,   make   me   worthy   to  
receive,   for   the   remission   of   all   my   sins   and   for   life   everlasting.   Amen.  

+O   God,   be   merciful   to   me   a   sinner.  
+O   God,   cleanse   me   of   my   sins   and   have   mercy   on   me.  
+O   Lord,   forgive   me   for   I   have   sinned   without   number.  

 
 

Practice   it   today   and   learn   it   well.    In   it   we   remind   ourselves   that   we   believe   that   what  

we   are   about   to   receive   is   TRULY   the   precious   BODY   and   the   life-giving   BLOOD   of   Our  

Jesus.    Once   you   have   studied   this   prayer,   you   may   put   a   leaf   on   your   tree.  

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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The   Third   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast:      
The   Veneration   of   the   Holy   Cross  

Mark   8:34-38;   9:1    The   Lord   said:   "If   anyone   wishes   to   come   after   me,   let   him   deny   himself   and   take   up   his   cross   and  
follow   me.   For   whoever   would   save   his   life   will   lose   it;   and   whoever   loses   his   life   for   my   sake   and   the  
gospel's   will   save   it.   For   what   does   it   profit   a   man,   to   gain   the   whole   world   and   forfeit   his   life?   For   what  
can   a   man   give   in   return   for   his   life?   For   whoever   is   ashamed   of   me   and   my   words   in   this   adulterous   and  
sinful   generation,   of   him   will   the   Son   of   man   also   be   ashamed,   when   he   comes   in   the   glory   of   his   Father  
with   the   holy   angels."   And   he   said   to   them,   "Truly,   I   say   to   you,   there   are   some   standing   here   who   will   not  
taste   death   before   they   see   the   kingdom   of   God   come   with   power."  

 

How   is   your   fast   going?    Is   it   getting   more   difficult   this   week?    Never   fear;   our   Holy   Mother   Church   knew   it   would  

be   difficult   about   now,   and   has   placed   this   Sunday   of   the   Veneration   of   the   Holy   Cross   in   our   Lenten   calendar   to  

hold   us   up   and   give   us   strength.    After   all,   the   reason   we   are   fasting   in   the   first   place   is   so   that   we   may   gain   the  

strength   and   spiritual   understanding   to   help   us   withstand   the   sorrow   of   the   coming   Holy   Week   in   which   we   will  

commemorate   the   Passion   and   death   of   Our   Lord.    The   cross   will   give   us   the   reminder   we   need   to   remain   true   to  

that   goal.   

When   we   enter   the   church   today   we   notice   that,   on   the   tetrapod,   there   is   placed   a   crucifix   for   veneration,  

surrounded   by   flowers.    We   are   to   kiss   this   cross,   and   bow   before   it   because   it   symbolizes   the   fulfillment   of   the   plan  

of   God   for   our   salvation.    Let   there   be   no   mistake;   this   is   not    worship ,   but    veneration .    We   learned   the   difference  

two   weeks   ago   during   the   Sunday   of   Orthodoxy.    Any   form   of   reverence   we   show   to   the   cross   is   transferred   to  

Christ,   who   died   on   that   cross.    But   how   is   it   that   an   instrument   of   torture,   specifically   the   torture   of   the    Christ  

should   be   an   object   of   veneration?    Let   us   consider   the   cross.   

The   scripture   passage   given   above   is   the   Gospel   reading   for   today.    Note   that   Christ   told   his   followers   that   if   they  

wanted   to   follow   Him,   to   be   like   Him,   they   should   “take   up   their   cross”.    This   is   interesting   especially   due   to   the   fact  

that   the   Lord   had   not   yet   been   arrested   and   condemned   to   a   cross…how   strange   this   must   have   sounded   to   them  

to   hear   Him   speak   of   His   own   crucifixion.    I   wonder   if   they   truly   knew   what   He   meant,   or   if   it   rang   in   their  

memories   when   it   actually   came   to   pass.     Most   of   the   followers   of   Jesus   expected   that   He   would   be   a   strong  

political   leader   who   would   save   their   people   from   the   tyranny   of   the   Romans;   not   a   meek   and   gentle   King   who  

would   allow   his   subjects   to   go   so   far   as   to   nail   Him   to   a   tree.    Yet,   from   this   passage,   we   know   that   it   was   all   part   of  

God’s   plan.   

Legend   is   all   we   have   regarding   the   origin   of   the   tree   of   the   cross;   nothing   is   mentioned   of   it   in   detail   in   scripture,  

unless   you   look   at   the   reference   to   it   in   Isaiah:  

 Isaiah   60:13    The   glory   of   Lebanon   shall   come   to   you,   the   cypress,   the   plane,   and   the   pine,   to   beautify   the  

place   of  my   sanctuary,   and   I   will   make   the   place   of   my   feet   glorious.  

The   story   goes   that   Lot,   after   fleeing   Sodom   and   Gomorrah,   was   given   three   seeds,   that   of   a   cypress,   a   fir   (plane)  

and   a   pine   tree,   which   he   planted   together   so   that   three   trees   grew   in   one   place.    Ancient   icons   depict   Lot   watering  

the   trees   with   water   which   he   obtained   from   making   many   trips   back   and   forth   to   the   Jordan,   all   the   while  

enduring   temptation   from   the   evil   one   to   let   the   seedlings   die.    It   seems   the   enemy   knew   that   he   would   someday  

suffer   on   their   account.    Many   years   later,   Solomon   was   to   have   had   the   trees   cut   down   for   use   in   building   the  

Temple   in   Jerusalem,   to   “beautify   the   place   of   my   sanctuary”   as   stated   in   the   quote   above,   and   later   still   Herod  

would   rebuild   that   temple,   discarding   the   wood   which   was   later   recovered   to   build   the   cross.    The   verse   about  
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“…and   I   will   make   the   place   of   my   feet   glorious”…,   refers,   it   is   said,   to   the   construction   of   the   foot   rest   on   the  

cross.   

While   it   is   clear   that   it   was   part   of   God’s   plan,   and   that   the   wood   of   the   cross   wasn’t   just   happenstance,   what   is  

often   unclear   is   why   God   had   to   die   upon   it   at   all.    What   is   so   magnificent   about   the   cross   that   we   must   adore   it?  

We   must   go   back   to   Genesis   to   understand.   

Genesis   3:1-9,   22-24       Now   the   serpent   was   more   crafty   than   any   other   beast   of   the   field   that   the   L ORD  

God   had   made.   He   said   to   the   woman,   “Did   God   actually   say,   ‘You   shall   not   eat   of   any   tree   in   the  garden’?”      And  

the   woman   said   to   the   serpent,   “We   may   eat   of   the   fruit   of   the   trees   in   the   garden,   but   God   said,   ‘You   shall   not   eat  

of   the   fruit   of   the   tree   that   is   in   the   midst   of   the   garden,   neither   shall   you   touch   it,   lest   you   die.’”   But   the   serpent  

said   to   the   woman,   “You   will   not   surely   die,   for   God   knows   that   when   you   eat   of   it   your   eyes   will   be   opened,   and  

you   will   be   like   God,   knowing   good   and   evil.”   So   when   the   woman   saw   that   the   tree   was   good   for   food,   and   that   it  

was   a   delight   to   the   eyes,   and   that   the   tree   was   to   be   desired   to   make   one   wise,   she   took   of   its   fruit   and   ate,   and  

she   also   gave   some   to   her   husband   who   was   with   her,   and   he   ate.   Then   the   eyes   of   both   were   opened,   and   they  

knew   that   they   were   naked.   And   they   sewed   fig   leaves   together   and   made   themselves   loincloths…   Then   the   L ORD  

God   said,   “Behold,   the   man   has   become   like   one   of   us   in   knowing   good   and   evil.   Now,   lest   he   reach   out   his   hand   and  

take   also   of   the   tree   of   life   and   eat,   and   live   forever”    Therefore   the   L ORD    God   sent   him   out   from   the   Garden   of   Eden  

to   work   the   ground   from   which   he   was   taken.   He   drove   out   the   man,   and   at   the   east   of   the   Garden   of   Eden,   he  

placed   the   cherubim   and   a   flaming   sword   that   turned   every   way   to   guard   the   way   to   the   tree   of   life.  

God’s   perfect   design   for   mankind   was   that   we   should   live   forever   and   not   sin.    If   the   man   and   woman   knew   the  

difference   between   good   and   evil   actions,   they   would   become   responsible   for   them,   and   thus,   be   able   to   sin,   so  

God   forbid   them   to   enter   into   this   state   by   forbidding   them   to   eat   of   this   tree.   Note   that   He   did   not,   however,  

forbid   them   to   eat   of   the   Tree   of   Life,   which   would   have   given   them   the   immortality   that   He   intended;   the   only  

forbidden   tree   was   the   one   which   would   enlighten   them   to   the   concept   of   sin.   

“We   may   eat   of   the   fruit   of   the   trees   in   the   garden,   but….   ‘You   shall   not   eat   of   the   fruit   of   the   tree   that   is   in   the  

midst   of   the   garden…  

They   had   not   yet   eaten   from   the   Tree   of   Life   when   they   chose   to   eat   of   the   Tree   of   Knowledge   of   Good   and   Evil,   and  

thereby   place   themselves   in   the   state   of   sin.    We   know   that   God   told   them   that   the   consequence   of   sin   is   “death”  

for   the   soul,   which   is   separation   from   God.    But   what   if   they   had   eaten   of   the   Tree   of   Life,   making   them   unable   to  

die   in   the   body,   while   their   souls   were   in   that   corrupted   state?    They   would   be   immortal,   living   forever   in   a   state   of  

sin!    This   would   give   them   no   hope   of   reunification   with   God!   What   does   our   loving   God   do   next?    He   promptly  

sends   them   out   of   the   Garden   so   that   they   would   not   be   tempted   to   eat   of   the   Tree   of   Life,   they   would   now   endure  

a   physical   death.    But   how   would   His   plan   of   salvation   be   fulfilled?  

Christ   then   became   man.    After   His   crucifixion   and   physical   death,   because   of   His   human   nature,   it   was   required  

that   His   soul   enter   the   place   of   the   dead,   separated   from   God   as   was   required   as   the   result   of   Adam   and   Eve’s   sin.  

Yet   He   WAS   God…one   cannot   be   separated   from   himself…therefore,   when   He   entered   the   abode   of   the   dead,   He  

introduced   the   souls   in   that   place   to   God!    Those   who   were   condemned   to   live   without   God   were   finally   with   God!  

Since   they   could   not   go   to   Him,   He   came   to   them!    He   restored   our   place   in   God’s   Kingdom   by   becoming   one   of   us,  

dying   like   one   of   us,   and   joining   us   in   the   place   of   separation!    We   could   no   longer   be   separated   from   God   after  

death,   because   He   Conquered   Death!!!  
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This   tree   takes   on   a   much   richer   symbolism   now.    Christ   becomes   the   new   Adam,   who   withstands   the   temptations  

of   the   serpent   this   time,   and   overcomes   them.   Because   He   is   sinless,   he   does   not   merit   the   death   which   is   the  

consequence   of   sin,   and   He   rises!     It   is   clear   to   see   that   by   a   tree,   sin   entered   our   world,   and   by   a   tree,   the   cross,   it  

is   vanquished!  

After   the   Crucifixion   took   place,   during   the   time   of   the   persecution   of   Christians,   the   wood   of   the   cross   was   buried  

and   temples   to   the   Roman   god,   Jupiter   and   to   the   goddess,   Venus   were   erected   upon   the   spot.    Later   on,   when  

Constantine   was   converted   and   Christianity   was   restored   to   the   Byzantine   Empire,   his   mother,   the   Empress   Helena,  

travelled   in   pilgrimage   to   Jerusalem   to   discover   and   preserve   the   holy   sites.    When   she   found   the   spot   on   which   the  

crucifixion   was   to   have   taken   place,   with   the   help   of   an   elderly   Jew   named   Jude,   she   ordered   the   pagan   temples  

torn   down,   and   the   earth   to   be   excavated.    Three   crosses   were   found   there,   along   with   some   nails.    Not   knowing  

which   was   Christ’s   and   which   were   those   of   the   thieves,   Helena   had   the   wood   of   each   touched   to   a   dying   woman’s  

body.    When   the   true   cross   touched   the   woman,   she   was   restored.    St.   Helena   erected   The   Basilica   of   the   Holy  

Sepulcher,   which   was   completed   in   335AD   and   relics   of   the   cross   were   said   to   have   been   venerated   there.   

Another   legend   tells   that   St.   Helena   was   led   to   the   spot   of   crucifixion   by   the   scent   of   basil,   also   known   as   the   herb  

of   kings.    It   was   to   have   sprung   up   there   under   the   cross   where   drops   of   Christ’s   blood   fell.    Some   churches   place  

the   cross   on   a   bed   of   basil   for   veneration   on   this   day,   and   on   the   Feast   of   the   Exultation   of   the   Holy   Cross,   (Sept.  

14).   

Activity  
*    To   remember   the   basil   that   St.   Helena   found   at   the   site   of   the   crucifixion,   consider   making   commemorative   Pasta  

with   Basil   Pesto   Dinner   tonight!   

 

To   make   Basil   Pesto ,    combine   the   washed   leaves   of   a   large   bunch   of   fresh   basil   (about   2   cups)   with   a  

handful   of   pine   nuts   (walnuts   or   raw   cashews   work   well   too),   a   clove   of   garlic,   the   juice   of   one   lemon   and  about   ½  

cup   of   grated   parmesan   or   Romano   cheese   in   your   food   processor.    Add   about   ½   cup   of   your  favorite   olive   oil  

to   thin   it   to   the   desired   consistency,   and   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Toss   this   sauce   over  freshly   boiled   pasta,   top  

with   more   cheese,   garnish   with   a   few   torn   basil   leaves   or   pine   nuts   if   desired   and  enjoy!  

 

*Today   at   Divine   Liturgy   you   will   notice   that   the   cross   on   the   tetrapod   is   decorated   with   flowers   and   is   placed   there  

for   our   veneration.    When   you   enter   the   church,   approach   the   tetrapod   and   venerate   the   cross   before   you   take  

your   place   and   say   your   prayers   before   the   Divine   Liturgy   begins.   

 

You   will   hear   a   special   hymn   today   as   well.    It   is   sung   instead   of   the   Trisagion   Hymn,   and   it   goes   like   this:  

 

+We   bow   to   Your   Cross,     ( Make   a   profound   bow!)  

O   Lord,  
And   we   praise   Your   Holy   Resurrection!  

 
Because   it   is   a   Sunday,   and   every   Sunday   we   commemorate   the   Resurrection,   we   do   not   kneel;   we   are   too   joyful   to  

make   a   Great   Prostration   like   we   do   during   the   week   at   the   Presanctified   Liturgy.    Instead   we   simply   make   a  

profound   bow   from   the   waist   and   touch   the   floor   in   front   of   us   with   our   right   hand,   and   then   we   make   the   sign   of  

the   cross.   
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*Consider   decorating   the   cross   on   your   family   icon   corner   with   some   flowers   this   week   too!    When   my   children  

were   little,   we   made   a   simple   wreath   of   felt   leaves   and   roses   which   we   hot   glued   to   a   chenille   pipe-cleaner   base.  

We   made   a   hook   on   the   back   out   of   the   chenille   and   hung   it   over   the   Crucifix   at   our   prayer   table.    It   can   be   as  

elaborate   or   as   plain   as   you   like,   but   it   will   be   a   wonderful   way   to   glorify   the   Cross   in   your   own   home .   
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The   Fourth   Week   of   the   Fast  
Monday:   

For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Do   you   know   the   Trisagion   Hymn?    We   pray   this   every   day!   

 
+Holy   God,   Holy   and   Mighty,   Holy   and   Immortal,   
have   mercy   on   us!  

Jesus   is   Mighty!    So   why   then,   did   He   permit   the   soldiers   to   tie   Him   up?   He  

definitely   could   have   overpowered   them   and   gotten   away.    He   could   have  

changed   their   minds   and    made    them   love   Him!    But   He   didn’t.    Why   not?  

Did   you   ever   have   a   new   little   kitten?    What   happens   when   you   try   to   catch   and  

play   with   him?    He   hides   under   the   bed!    Why   does   he   do   this?    Well,   he’s   so  

small   and   to   him,   we   are   so   very   big   that   he’s   afraid!   Although   our   intentions  

are   the   very   best   for   him,   he’s   just   a   baby   and   doesn’t   really   understand   that,   so  

he   hides.    Men   are   like   that   when   they   encounter   God.    He   is   so   mighty   and   we  

are   so   simple,   that   we   are   afraid   of   Him   in   all   His   glory   and   magnificence.   

  Let’s   think   about   this.    To   get   the   kitten   to   come   out,   you   have   to   make   yourself  

small,   get   down   on   the   floor   and   gently   call   to   him.    Show   him   that   you   are   kind  

and   good   and   only   want   to   care   for   him.    When   he   is   ready,   he’ll   slowly   creep  

toward   your   hand   and   then,   only   when   the   kitten   trusts   you,   you   can   pet   him.  

Once   you   do,   you   might   even   get   to   pick   him   up   and   cradle   him   and   become  

great   friends.    From   then   on   your   kitten   will   run   to   greet   you   and   even   pester  

you   to   play   with   him!    This   is   how   it   is   when   God   gets   close   to   a   soul!   

At   His   nativity,   God   chose   to   extend   Himself   to   us   by   becoming   small.    He   came  

down   to   our   level   and   gently   and   slowly   revealed   Himself   to   us   in   the   Person   of  

His   Son.    Jesus   would   never   jeopardize   our   trust   by   forcing   us   to   do   anything!  

When   God   created   men,   He   gave   us   each   a   special   gift   called   free   will.    I   have  

free   will,   you   have   it   and   so   did   the   soldiers   and   the   Pharisees.    Free   will   means  

the   choice   to   love   and   follow   God   or   not.    When   the   soldiers   put   the   chains  

upon   Jesus   wrists,   it   was   because   they   had   willed   to   put   the   chains   upon   their  

own   hearts   first.    They   were   not   free   to   recognize   Jesus   as   God   until   they   would  

unchain   themselves!    Jesus   loved   these   soldiers   and   Pharisees   so   much,   that   He  

was   acting   like   the   man   with   the   kitten.    He   could   not   force   Himself   upon   them;  

had   to   allow   them   to   come   to   Him!  

 
Activity:     Did   you   know   that   when   we   pray   the   Our   Father,   we   ask   that   God’s  

will   be   done   here   on   earth   (and   in   our   hearts!)   just   as   perfectly   as   it   is   in  

heaven?    Let’s   think   about   this   today   as   we   decorate   our   tree!    Photocopy   (or  

trace),   and   cut   out   the   strips   on   the   following   pages;   each   one   has   one   word  

from   the   Our   Father   prayer   on   it.    Make   it   into   a   chain,   gluing   or   taping   one   ring  

to   another   in   the   proper   word   order,   until   the   prayer   is   complete .  

 
Put   your   chain   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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OUR  FATHER  
WHO  ART  

IN  HEAVEN  
HALLOWED  BE  

THY  NAME.  
THY  KINGDOM  

COME.  THY  
WILL  BE  

 

DONE  ON  
EARTH  AS  

IT  IS  
IN  HEAVEN.  

GIVE  US  
THIS  DAY  
OUR  DAILY  
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BREAD,  AND  
 

FORGIVE  US  
OUR  TRESPASSES  
AS  WE  

FORGIVE  THOSE  

WHO  TRESPASS  
AGAINST  US,  

AND  LEAD  
US  NOT  

 

INTO  TEMPTATION,  
BUT  DELIVER  
US  FROM  

EVIL  AMEN.  
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Tuesday:    

For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Today   we   will   think   about   the   fact   that,   after   a   long   and   painful   night   in   the  

dungeon,   Jesus   was   dragged   before   Caiaphas   the   next   morning   to   answer  

to   the   charges   against   Him   once   again.    Once   again,   He   stands   silent,   so  

Caiaphas   turns   Jesus   over   to   Pontius   Pilate,   the   judge.    Imagine!    Jesus  

standing   before   a   MAN   at   judgment!    At   the   end   of   each   man’s   life   these  

roles   will   be   reversed   and   each   man   will   stand   before   Him!    All   men   will,  

and   everything   we   have   ever   said   or   done   or   thought   will   be   brought   to  

God’s   attention   in   front   of   our   very   eyes.   It   will   be   useless   for   us   to   try   to  

explain   then   because   God   already   knows   all.   Think   how   fearful   it   must   be  

for   poor   souls   who   have   passed   away   and   must   stand   before   Jesus   in  

judgment   when   they   didn’t   take   the   time   to   befriend   Him   on   earth!    We  

must   be   compassionate   and   pray   for   them,   because   after   death   they   are  

unable   to   pray   for   themselves.     How   do   you   think   Caiaphas   felt   at   his  

judgment?    Do   you   think   Pilate   was   able   to   explain   when   it   was   his   turn   to  

be   judged?    These   things   are   not   possible   for   us   to   know   because   God  

respects   the   intimate   nature   of   each   person’s   relationship   with   Him   and   He  

doesn’t   allow   us   to   judge   one   another.   There   is   always   the   possibility   that  

an   evil   man   might   repent   before   his   judgment   and   be   saved.    We   must  

always   pray   for   this,   because   it   is   God’s   greatest   desire,   and   we   are   grateful  

that   God   is   so   merciful.  

 

Jesus   tells   us   in   the   scriptures   that   if   we   acknowledge   Him   before   men,   He  

will   acknowledge   us   before   His   Father   in   heaven.    But   if   we   deny   Him  

before   others,   He   will   also   deny   us   at   our   judgment!    Our   understanding  

and   demonstration   of   the   virtue   of   mercy   will   determine   our   own   fate,   so   it  

is   an   extremely   important   virtue   to   cultivate!  
 

Activity:  
Lord,   have   mercy!  

How   many   times   do   we   ask   this   of   God   during   the   Divine   Liturgy?    Did   you  

know   that   there   is   an   ancient   prayer   to   the   Theotokos,   Jesus’   Blessed  

Mother,   which   asks   her   to   help   us   obtain   God’s   mercy?    It   is   sung   as   a  

Theotokion   at   Divine   Services   all   the   time!   Here   is   how   it   goes:  

 

Open   to   us   the   gates   of   MERCY,  
  O   Blessed   Virgin   Mother   of   God!   
That   we   who   trust   in   you   may   not   perish,   
but   that   we   be   delivered   through   you   from   misfortune,  
for   you   are   the   salvation   of   all   Christians.  

Once   you   have   prayed…or   sung…this,   you   may  

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Wednesday:       
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
 
Litany   of   Peace  
In    peace    let   us   pray   to   the   Lord….Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For    peace    from   on   high,   and   for   the   salvation   of   our   souls,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord…Lord,   have  
mercy.  
 
For    peace    in   the   whole   world,   for   the   well-being   of   the   holy   Churches   of   God   and   for   the   union   of  
all,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord…..Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For    this   holy   church    and   for   all   who   enter   it   with   faith,   reverence   and   the   fear   of   God,   let   us   pray  
to   the   Lord…..Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For   our   (lord,   the   Most   Blessed)   Metropolitan   N.,   for   our   (lord,   the   Most   Reverend)   Archbishop   N.,  
(and/or   [the   Right   Reverend]   Bishop   N.,)   for   the   honorable   presbytery,   the   diaconate   in   Christ,  
and   for    all   the   clergy   and   the   people ,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord…..Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For   our    civil   authorities    and   all   in   the   service   of   our   country,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord……Lord,   have  
mercy.  
 
For    this   city ,   for   every   city   and   country,   and   for   those   living   within   them   in   faith,   let   us   pray   to   the  
Lord…Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For    seasonable   weather ,   for   an   abundance   of   the   fruits   of   the   earth,   and   for   peaceful   times,   let  
us   pray   to   the   Lord….Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For    those   who   travel    by   sea,   air,   and   land,   and   for   the   salvation   of   the    sick,   the   suffering   and   the  
captive ,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord….   Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
For    deliverance    from   all   affliction,   wrath,   and   need,   let   us   pray   to   the   Lord…..Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
Protect   us ,   save   us,   have   mercy   on   us   and   preserve   us,   O   God,   by   your   grace…..Lord,   have   mercy.  
 
Having   remembered   our   most   holy,   most   pure,   most   blessed   and   glorious   Lady,   the    Theotokos  
and   ever-virgin   Mary   with   all   the   saints   -   let   us   commend   ourselves   and   one   another,   and   our  
whole   life,   to   Christ,   our   God…..To   You,   O   Lord.  
 
For   to   You   is   due   all   glory,   honor,   and   worship,   +Father,   Son,   and   Holy   Spirit,   now   and   ever,   and  
forever… Amen.  
 
Look   at   all   the   people   we   pray   for!    Read   over   these   petitions   one   more   time,   and   this   time   think  
of   specific   people,   places,   or   things   for   each   petition   that   are   special   to   you.    Remember   them  
silently   tonight   as   the   Priest   makes   these   petitions   for   them   at   the   Presanctified   Liturgy.  
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Thursday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Have   you   ever   seen   someone   act   foolishly   when   they   were   in   a   sacred   or   very  

serious   situation?    It’s   an   uncomfortable   sight.    Perhaps   someone   was   talking  

loudly   during   the   Liturgy   or   in   a   theater   while   others   were   trying   to   enjoy   the  

performance.    Maybe   they   were   laughing   and   joking   around   in   the   library   or   in   a  

hospital   where   people   were   trying   to   be   silent   and   rest.    Some   people   pay   no  

attention   to   the   needs   others   and   think   only   of   their   own   enjoyment.   

King   Herod   was   just   such   a   man.    Jesus   had   been   brought   to   Pilate,   the   judge,  

who   couldn’t   understand   what   the   Pharisees   had   against   Him,   so   he   sent   Him   to  

Herod.    When   Jesus   entered   the   palace,   He   was   disgusted   by   the   foolish  

spectacle   of   this   silly   King’s   court   and   lowered   His   Divine   eyes   because   of   the  

sinfulness   He   saw   there.    But   the   King   wasn’t   ashamed,   as   he   should   have   been.  

He   only   mocked   Jesus   for   it   and   called   Him   a   fool.    Imagine!  

Sometimes   people   make   fun   of   what   they   do   not   understand.   Before   you’re  

tempted   to   make   fun   of   anyone,   stop   yourself   and   try   to   determine   what   it   is  

that   you   don’t   understand   about   that   person,   and   why   he   behaves   the   way   he  

does.    You   may   find   that   there   is   a   serious   explanation   and   a   little   understanding  

may   go   a   long   way.    Whenever   someone   makes   fun   of   you,   remember   to   keep  

this   in   mind.   

Herod   was   too   silly   to   recognize   that   the   man   before   him   was   truly   God.    He   was  

too   foolish   to   deal   with   Jesus   at   all,   so   he   sent   him   back   to   Pilate   to   be   judged.   

 

“Sin   makes   man   a   coward;   but   a   life   in   Truth   makes   him   bold!”  
           -St.   John   Chrysostom  

Activity:   
We   should   remember   that   silliness,   in   itself,   is   not   a   sin.    In   fact,   sometimes   a  

little   silliness   is   fun,   and   fun   creates   a   cheerful   environment,   and   cheerfulness  

and   joy   are   virtues!    So   it’s   ok   to   be   silly   sometimes.   The   problem   comes   when  

we   don’t   stop   being   silly   when   it’s   clearly   inappropriate.    We   have   to   be   serious  

when   it’s   time   to   be   serious.    Divine   Liturgy   is   just   such   a   serious   time.    It’s   never  

proper   to   act   in   a   silly   or   distracting   manner   when   others   are   trying   to   pray.    It’s  

never   ok   to   distract   from   Jesus’   presence   in   any   way   during   the   Liturgy.    So  

therefore,   we   don’t   chat,   whisper   or   wiggle   around   in   our   seat   while   the  

services   are   going   on.    We   act   seriously,   because   we   respect   the   fact   that   it   is   a  

serious   event.    That   doesn’t   mean   we   have   to   be   still   like   statues!    NO!   We  

should   participate!    We   should   stand   when   we   are   to   stand   in   joy!    We   should  

sing   to   God   from   our   hearts!    We   should   smell   the   candles   and   the   incense,   see  

and   venerate   the   icons,   hear   the   Gospel   and   the   choir   and   the   bells,   taste   the  

Holy   Eucharist   and   feel   the   presence   of   God!   

If   we   fool   around   during   the   Divine   Liturgy   we   will   miss   all   the   fun!   

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Friday:  
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  

 
Lamp-Lighting   Psalms,   Psalm   140:   
O   Lord,   I   have   cried   out   to   You:   hear   me!   Hear   me,   O   Lord!  

O   Lord,   I   have   cried   to   you,   hear   me!  

Receive   the   voice   of   my   prayer   when   I   call   upon   You.   

Hear   me,   O   Lord!  
 
Let   my   prayer   rise   like   incense   before   You    

and   the   lifting   of   my   hands,   like   an   evening   sacrifice  

Hear   me,   O   Lord !................................................ ……... do   you   see   the   smoke   from   the   incense  

rising?  

 
O   Lord,   set   a   guard   before   my   mouth     …………………………………………sometimes   we   speak  

without   thinking   

and   set   a   seal   on   the   door   of   my   lips………….... can   you   imagine   a   door   on   your   mouth   that   you   can  

lock!  

Let   not   my   heart   be   inclined   to   evil   

nor   make   excuse   for   the   sins   I   commit…. ……………… .. have   we   ever   made   excuses   for   sinful   deeds?  

 

Let   me   never   share   in   sinner’s   feasting   ……………….… we   should   really   try   hard   to   cultivate   saintly  

friends  
If   a   just   man   strikes   or   reproves   me   it   is   kindness ……….. sometimes   we   need   just   discipline   to   be   good.  
But   let   the   oil   of   the   wicked   not   anoint   my   head   …………………..…… do   we   accept   correction   well?    
Let   my   prayer   be   ever   against   their   malice ……………….….  Do   we   pray   for   those   who   do   bad   things   to  

us?  

 

The   princes   were   thrown   down   by   the   side   of   the   rock ………..….. God   will   definitely   punish   bad   guys ,   
Then   they   understood   that   my   words   were   kind                                          but   He   wants   US   to   pray   for   them   

as   a   millstone   is   shattered   to   pieces   on   the   ground                       so   that   they   may   convert   and   be   saved.  

so   their   bones   were   strewn   at   the   mouth   of   the   grave.    
   

To   You,   Lord,   God,   my   eyes   are   turned;   

in   You   I   take   refuge.    Spare   my   soul!...................................    we   need   to   pray   for   our   own   salvation   too,    

from   the   trap   they   have   laid   for   me,   keep   me   safe.  

Keep   me   from   the   snares   of   those   who   do   evil.   ……………………. . the   enemy   will   always   try   to   trip   us  

up.    

 

Let   the   wicked   fall   into   the   traps   they   have   set   

while   I   pursue   my   way   unharmed! ……………………………………………………..… sometimes   we   must  

stand   alone,   

                 and   that’s   ok   because   we   are   with   God!  

  

 
Once   you   have   prayed   and   studied   this   psalm,   
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Saturday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Today   we   will   talk   a   bit   about   the   scourging   that   our   poor   Jesus   had   to   endure  

from   the   soldiers.    They   were   so   vicious   that   they   tore   the   Lord’s   clothing   from  

Him   before   chaining   Him   to   the   pillar,   and   for   a   while   He   remained   naked   and  

embarrassed   before   everyone   who   stood   in   the   square   to   watch   the   spectacle.  

Oh,   how   sad!    Of   course,   the   soldiers   didn’t   realize   Who   it   was   that   they   were  

handling   so   roughly.    He   is   the   purest   of   the   pure   and   yet   that   day,   He   was  

exposed   thoughtlessly.   They   had   no   idea   that   He   was   God!    They   had   no   idea   that  

Holiness   should   always   remain   respectfully   hidden   because   it   reflects   the   hidden  

nature   of   God.    The   tabernacle   is   always   hidden   behind   the   iconostasis   because   it  

contains   the   miracle   of   the   Eucharistic   presence   of   Jesus.    Babies   are   always  

hidden   within   their   mothers   until   the   time   of   their   birth,   because   they,   in   their  

complete   sinlessness,   are   the   ones   who   most   closely   resemble   the   purity   of   God  

while   He   lived   on   earth.    This   is   why   Christian   women   often   cover   themselves   with  

veils   when   they   enter   into   the   presence   of   God   in   the   church.    They   acknowledge  

the   fact   that   they   are   made   to   be   tabernacles   for   little   miracles   that   will   be  

fashioned   within   them,   and   that   these   little   ones   are   especially   holy,   because   they  

are   always   made   in   the   image   and   likeness   of   Jesus!   

Holiness   is   always   respected   when   we   allow   it   to   remain   somewhat   hidden.  

Remember   this   when   you   are   tempted   to   wear   fashions   that   are   less   than  

modesty   requires   of   a   Christian.    Cover   yourselves   properly   and   turn   your   eyes  

away   from   holy   things   that   aren’t   properly   covered   or   hidden   as   they   should   be.  

You   are   holy,   not   because   you   choose   to   live   according   to   the   will   of   God,   but  

simply   because   you   are   made   in   God’s   image!    He   expects   you   to   respect   His  

image,   in   yourself!  

 
Activity:  
*Go   through   your   closet   today   and   collect   the   clothing   that   doesn’t   fit   you  

properly,   or   that   you   don’t   want   or   need   anymore,   pack   them   up   and   donate  

them   to   those   who   are   in   need.    As   you   do   this,   be   absolutely   sure   that   everything  

in   your   closet   fits   you   properly   and   modestly,   so   that   your   holiness   is   properly  

veiled.   Never   let   anyone   see   what   is   meant   to   be   hidden!    By   properly   guarding  

your   purity,   you   acknowledge   that   you   are   made   in   God’s   image,   and   He   is   so  

pleased!  

 

*If   you   are   a   female,   consider   covering   your   head   when   you   are   in   the   presence   of  

the   Eucharist.    St.   Paul   told   the   Corinthians   that   women   should   do   so   out   of  

respect   for   the   angels.    These   beautiful,   heavenly   creatures   are   always   present  

near   the   tabernacle,   and   understand   that   women   have   such   a   special   role   in   the  

creation   of   the   human   race.    If   they   were   capable   of   envy,   they   would   surely   feel   it  

when   they   must   acknowledge   that   women   have   been   given   the   monumental   task  

of   carrying   every   one   of   God’s   newly-created,   perfect,   human   souls   into   this  

world.    What   a   gift!  

There   are   many   ways   one   might   choose   to   cover,   whether   with   a   hat,   veil,   or   scarf.  

Discuss   this   with   your   family   and   see   what   might   work   for   you.  

   

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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The   Fourth   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast:    St.   John   of   the   Ladder  
 
St.   John   felt   the   Lord   call   him   to   monasticism   when   he   was   a   teen   of   about   16,   in   the   year   585AD.    Not   very   much   is  

known   of   his   life   before   entering   the   novitiate   due   to   the   fact   that   he   took   the   concept   of   detachment   from   earthly  

life   very   seriously.    A   pious   and   humble   teen,   John   placed   himself   totally   under   the   supervision   of   an   elder   named  

Martyrios,   who   taught   him   for   four   years,   after   which   John   received   tonsure   and   became   a   monk.    During   his  

novitiate,   John   took   great   care   to   set   himself   and   his   own   will   aside,   and   strove   to   fulfill   every   command   of   his   elder  

with   humility   and   fervor,   as   if   obeying   Christ,   Himself.      

   

As   a   monk,   St.   John   spent   the   next   nineteen   years   perfecting   his   spiritual   life.    He   ate   very   little,   slept   very   little,   and  

prayed   very   much.    While   still   under   the   guidance   of   his   spiritual   father,   he   strove   to   overcome   all   the   passions   of  

life.   After   Martyrios   died,   St.   John   continued   the   spiritual   journey,   moving   to   a   desolate   hermitage   about   five   miles  

from   the   monastery,   which   was   called   Tholas.    Here,   he   lived   with   other   hermits,   in   cottages   not   far   from   each  

other,   but   quite   solitary   so   each   could   be   alone   with   God.    John   lived   there   for   forty   years,   striving   to   overcome   all  

vice   and   passion   and   to   proceed,   step   by   step,   toward   spiritual   perfection.       He   avoided   gluttony   by   eating   what   the  

other   monks   were   given   to   eat,   but   in   small   quantity.    He   conquered   anger   and   pride   by   cultivating   obedience.  

 Solitude   and   silence   helped   him   with   humility.    Often,   John   would   travel   far   from   the   monk’s   quarters   to   even  

more   solitude,   to   a   distant   cave   where   he   would   pour   out   his   heart   to   the   Lord   with   tears   shed   for   his   sins.    It   is   said  

that   he   wept   daily.   St.   John   often   found   himself   rapt   in   the   glory   of   God   (remember   that   “white   light”   of   the  

Transfiguration?)   so   that   many   often   remarked   that   he   was   among   the   angels   more   so   than   among   men!    He   would  

find   himself   wondering   whether   he   was   alive   or   dead,   asking   God   to   teach   him   the   mysteries   of   Himself,   and   feeling  

the   purification   of   God’s   presence   so   much   so   that   those   who   saw   him   afterward   noted   that   he   was   bathed   in   light.  

His   humility   prevented   him   from   sharing   these   experiences   and   he   took   great   care   to   keep   his   spiritual   adventures  

a   secret;   but   when   God   sent   him   a   spiritual   son   named   Moses,   this   began   to   change.    Moses   saw   many   wonders  

that   John   had   performed,   and   brought   them   to   the   attention   of   others.    The   young   student   noted   that   John   kept  

him   from   danger.    When   he   heard   John’s   voice   call   him   from   his   resting   spot,   Moses   rose   to   go   to   him   just   as   a  

boulder   fell   from   the   ledge   above   him   onto   the   very   spot   where   he   was   sitting.    Moses   saw   St.   John   pray   for   those  

who   were   wounded,   and   they   were   immediately   healed;   he   prayed   for   rain   and   it   fell;   and   he   witnessed   the  

conversion   of   those   who   heard   his   words.    St.   John   began   to   speak   more   often,   and   more   boldly,   due   to   the   fact  

that   he   had   a   novice   to   teach,   and   the   other   monks   began   to   resent   his   popularity.    They   spread   gossip   about   him  

being   conceited   and   boastful,   and   although   St.   John   was   sure   of   his   innocence,   he   resolved   to   say   nothing   at   all   for  

an   entire   year   rather   than   allow   them   to   be   scandalized   by   what   he   said.    After   some   time,   the   gossipers   repented,  

and   pleaded   with   St.   John   to   return   to   teaching   them   about   prayer,   having   learned   their   lesson.      

   

After   forty   years   of   living   in   the   desert,   God   called   St.   John   to   a   new   position   as   head   of   a   brand   new   monastery.  

Legend   tells   that   at   his   enthronement,   with   600   pilgrims   as   witness,   an   apparition   of   the   first   Moses,   the   Old  

Testament   prophet,   appeared   at   the   banquet   giving   instruction   to   the   cooks,   stewards   and   others.    It   was   here,   at  

this   new   monastery,   where   an   Abbott   had   asked   St.   John   to   write   instructions   for   those   who   were   serious   about   a  

life   of   prayer.    Despite   his   humility,   and   not   wanting   to   disappoint   his   friend,   he   set   out   to   compile   a   list   of   thirty  

steps   a   soul   should   take   in   order   to   pursue   salvation,   modeled   after   the   ladder   that   Jacob   saw   in   his   dream   while  

resting   his   head   upon   the   rock   of   Bethel.  
 

  Genesis   28:10-13,   16      Jacob   left   Beersheba   and   went   toward   Haran.   And   he   came   to   a   certain   place   and   stayed   there  

that   night,   because   the   sun   had   set.   Taking   one   of   the   stones   of   the   place,   he   put   it   under   his   head   and   lay   down   in   that   place   to  

sleep.   And   he   dreamed,   and   behold,   there   was   a   ladder   set   up   on   the   earth,   and   the   top   of   it   reached   to   heaven.   And   behold,   the  

angels   of   God   were   ascending   and   descending   on   it!   And   behold,   the   Lord   stood   above   it   and   said,   “I   am   the   Lord,   the   God   of  
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Abraham   your   father   and   the   God   of   Isaac…And   he   was   afraid   and   said,   “How  awesome   is   this   place!   This   is   none   other   than  

the   house   of   God,   and   this   is   the   gate   of   heaven.”  

   

The   Ladder   of   Divine   Ascent   outlines   a   step   by   step   progression   of   the   soul   as   it   strives   toward   spiritual   perfection.  

Some   of   these   steps   include renunciation   of   the   world, detachment,   remembrance   of   death,   silence,   renouncing  

the   stomach,   greed,   cowardice,   cultivating   stillness   of   the   body   and   soul,   prayer,   and   finally   perfection.      

As   you   can   see,   the   most   basic   steps   of   renunciation   of   the   attractions   and   distractions   of   the   world   are   the   first  

steps,   each   building   upon   the   other,   slowly   and   methodically   treating   every   possible   vice   and   bringing   it   to   virtue.      

The   text   was   first   written   as   an   instruction   for   monks,   and   is   still   read   widely   in   monasteries   during   the   Great   Fast,  

but   it   is   noted   also   that   lay   people   who   are   serious   about   the   pursuit   of   contemplative   prayer   and   union   with   God,  

can   and   should   benefit   from   St.   John’s   wisdom.    His   teachings   are   not   didactic,   but   are   in   the   form   of   anecdotes,  

wise   sayings   and   stories.    Many   of   his   quotes   are   worthy   of   noting,   but   my   favorite   one   deals   with   the   battle   we  

face   daily   as   soldiers   for   Christ.      

 

" Let   us   charge   into   the   good   fight   with   joy   and   love   without   being   afraid   of   our   enemies.   Though   unseen  

themselves,   they   can   look   at   the   face   of   our   soul,   and   if   they   see   it   altered   by   fear,   they   take   up   arms   against  

us   all   the   more   fiercely,   for   the   cunning   creatures   have   observed   that   we   are   scared.   So   let   us   take   up   arms   against  

them   courageously.   No   one   will   fight   with   a   resolute   fighter."  

 

When   St.   John   was   nearing   the   end   of   his   life,   he   designated   his   brother,   George,   to   take   his   place.    George,   who  

had   adopted   a   life   of   hesychasm   as   well,   reluctantly   took   charge   of   the   monastery   saying,   “So,   you   are   abandoning  

me   and   leaving!   I   prayed,   however,   that   you   would   send   me   to   the   Lord   first,   for   without   you   I   cannot   shepherd   this  

brotherhood.”   Saint   John   then   said   to   him,   “Do   not   grieve   and   do   not   be   afraid.   If   I   find   grace   before   God,   I   shall   not  

let   you   complete   even   a   year   after   me.”   Ten   months   after   John   had   died,   his   brother   George   followed.      
 

Activity:    
St.   John   Climacus   taught   his   students   that   the   heights   of   holiness   could   be   achieved   one   step   at   a   time,   like  

climbing   a   ladder.    You   can’t   get   to   the   top   of   a   30-foot   ladder   in   only   one   or   two   steps!    You   have   to   climb   each  

rung;   and   you   can’t   get   to   the   next   rung   without   standing   on   the   last   one.     This   is   why   we   shouldn’t   be   discouraged  

if   we   can’t   be   perfectly   saintly   in   only   one   day.     We   need   to   keep   trying   and   set   little   goals   for   ourselves.    Take   one  

day   at   a   time   and   move   forward   slowly   and   methodically,   taking   step   after   step   until   we   see   some   spiritual   growth.  

 

 

 

Let’s   build   a   ladder   like   the   one   our   friend   St.   John   Climacus   saw   and   place   it   on,   or   next   to   our   Zacchaeus   tree.    On  

each   rung,   let’s   write   one   of   the   spiritual   steps   that   he   taught   his   monks   to   take   in   order   to   climb   higher   and   higher  

toward   heaven.   There   are   30   steps   on   St.   John’s   ladder.    Here   are   those   steps   in   very   simple   terms.    Write   each   one  

on   a   wooden   craft   stick.    These   will   become   the   rungs   of   your   ladder.  
 

1.   God   comes   first  

2. People   are   always   more   important   than   things.  

3. Our   home   is   in   heaven.   

4. We   will   strive   to   be   obedient.  

5. We   must   BE   sorry,   not   just   SAY   sorry.  

6. Every   moment   of   life   is   important.  

7. Happiness   is   a   choice.  

8. Avoid   anger.  
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9. Be   sorry   for   our   sins.  

10. Never   say   mean   things.  

11. Sometimes   it’s   better   to   be   silent.  

12. Always   tell   the   truth.  

13. Cultivate   a   joyful   heart.  

14. Fast   sometimes.  

15. Be   pure   in   all   ways.  

16. Help   the   poor.  

17. Always   share.  

18. Recognize   evil   when   you   see   it.  

19. He,   who   sings,   prays   twice!  

20. Pray   without   ceasing.  

21. Be   brave  

22. Don’t   brag.  

23. Keep   your   thoughts   holy.  

24. Simplicity   is   best.  

25. Don’t   get   carried   away   with   the   wrong   things.  

26. Seek   holy   advice.  

27. Be   still   sometimes.  

28. Pray   with   all   your   heart.  

29. Expect   the   life   of   the   world   to   come.  

30. Do   everything   in   the   name   of   the   Father,   Son,   and   Holy   Spirit!  

 

When  you  are  finished  writing  all  30  steps  on  your  craft  sticks,  place  a  dot  of  craft  glue  on  either  side  of  each  one                         

and  glue  them  to  two  lengths  of  yarn  or  twine  to  make  a  rope  ladder.  Set  it  aside  to  dry  completely,  and                       

then   you   can   use   it   to   adorn   your   tree,   and   maybe   make   a   way   for   Zacchaeus   to   finally   climb   down!  

 

Place   your   ladder   on   the   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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The   Fifth   Week   of   the   Fast  
Monday:   

For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Today   we   will   think   a   bit   about   the   crown   of   thorns   that   the   soldiers   put   on   Jesus  

head.    They   did   this   to   make   fun   of   Him   for   daring   to   consider   Himself   a   king,   not  

knowing   that   Jesus   was   really   the   King   of   Kings!      Jesus   offered   this   suffering   for  

all   those   who   would   be   poor   leaders   and   who   would   abuse   their   power   over  

others.    When   you   are   called   upon   to   be   a   leader,   be   the   best   you   can   be   and   lead  

wisely   and   fairly   as   Jesus   would   have   you   do .  
 
Activity:   
Today   we   will   make   some  

special   pretzels   that   we   may   eat  

during   the   Fast   to   remind   us   of  

Jesus   crown   of   thorns.    You   may  

make   these   again   during   Holy  

Week   to   give   to   your   family   and  

friends.   

 

 

Crown   of   Thorns   Pretzel   Rolls  

1   package   of   dry   yeast 1-1/2   cup   Warm   Water  

1/3   cup   brown   sugar 5   cups   flour  

1   quart   water,   boiling ¼   tsp.   salt  

2   ½   Tbsp   baking   soda coarse   salt   for   topping  

 

Preheat   your   oven   to   425   degrees.    Place   the   yeast,   sugar   and   warm   water   into   a  

large   mixing   bowl   and   watch   it   proof   for   a   few   minutes.   When   bubbles   are   seen,  

add   the   salt   and   flour,   adding   the   last   cup   a   bit   at   a   time,   kneading   it   well   to   form  

workable   dough.    Work   the   dough   for   10   minutes,   then   cover   the   bowl   with   a  

damp   towel,   and   let   it   rise   in   a   warm   place   until   doubled   in   bulk,   about   1   hour.   

Punch   down   the   dough   and   form   it   into   balls   about   2’   in   diameter.    Roll   these   out  

between   the   palms   of   your   hands   and   the   work   surface   to   form   ropes,   then   join  

the   ends   of   these   ropes   to   form   crown   shapes   and   place   them   onto   a   baking   pan  

lined   with   parchment   paper.    Using   clean   scissors,   cut   “X”s   into   the   crowns   to   give  

them   a   thorny   appearance.    Be   sure   to   go   all   the   way   around   your   crowns.    Once  

they   have   been   “thorned”,   leave   them   on   the   baking   pan   to   rise   for   about   15  

more   minutes   while   you   put   a   shallow   pan   of   water   on   to   simmer   gently.    Add   the  

baking   soda,   once   the   water   has   begun   to   simmer,   then   lower   each   crown   into  

the   soda   water   and   blanch   it   for   1   minute.    When   you   remove   it   from   the   water  

and   place   it   back   on   the   baking   sheet,   immediately   sprinkle   it   with   a   little   bit   of  

coarse   salt.    Once   all   the   crowns   have   been   blanched,   bake   them   for   about   8-10  

minutes   until   done.    Now   feed   the   hungry   and   enjoy!  

 

 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree  

 



/

Tuesday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Today   we   will   meet   two   friends   of   Jesus   who   were   there   for   Him   as   examples  

to   us   all   as   He   walked   the   way   of   the   cross.   

The   first   friend   is   Veronika.    She,   according   to   tradition,   is   the   woman   whom  

Jesus   had   healed   of   a   hemorrhage   when   she   dared   to   touch   the   hem   of   His  

garment.    She   was   so   grateful   to   Christ   for   healing   her   and   so   taken   by   His  

doctrine   that   she   followed   Him   ever   afterward,   securing   lodging   and   food   for  

Him   and   His   disciples.    A   mystic   named   Anne   Katherine   Emmerich   said   that   she  

was   even   responsible   for   setting   the   table   for   the   Last   Supper!    When   she   saw  

Our   Lord   in   such   agony,   carrying   the   heavy   cross   toward   His   death,   her   heart  

was   filled   with   compassion   and   she   bravely   slipped   past   the   angry   guards   and  

began   to   give   Jesus   comfort   by   wiping   His   Holy   Face.   

The   second   friend   is   Simon   of   Cyrene.    It   had   become   obvious   that   Jesus   was  

too   weak   to   continue.   Simon   was   just   walking   along,   attending   to   his   own  

business,   when   he   was   ordered   by   the   soldiers   to   assist   Jesus   in   carrying   the  

heavy   cross.    Simon   had   never   even   met   Jesus   until   that   moment.    He   was  

disgusted   at   the   thought   of   carrying   Jesus’   cross   with   Him   because   of   the   fact  

that   Jesus,   who   Simon   thought   was   a   common   criminal,   was   so   bloodied;   the  

cross   was   so   heavy;   and   his   own   affairs   were   to   be   delayed.    But   because   he  

was   a   decent   man,   and   also   because   he   was   somewhat   afraid   of   the   soldiers,  

he   stepped   in   next   to   Jesus   and   lifted   the   cross   onto   His   own   shoulders   and  

walked   the   rest   of   the   way   alongside   Jesus.   

  God   had   orchestrated   these   events   for   us   to   see.    He   wanted   us   to   know   that  

we   should   be   brave,   like   Veronika,   and   step   out   of   our   own   comfort   zone   in  

order   to   help   those   who   are   suffering.   When   we   do,   we   continue   her   ministry  

and   wipe   Jesus   face   all   over   again!    Remember,   whatever   we   do   for   others,   we  

do   for   Him!    He   wanted   us   to   know   that   it   is   expected   that   human   beings,   just  

like   Simon,   are   to   help   Jesus   carry   the   cross,   even   if   we   don’t   understand   why!  

Simon   came   to   see   the   patience   and   kindness   of   Jesus   so   intensely   after  

walking   this   way   of   suffering   with   Him,   that   he   changed   his   life   forever  

afterward.    We   can   change   too   after   carrying   a   cross   of   some   kind,   just   as   Jesus  

did.    Sometimes,   this   is   the   only   way   we   can   be   saved.   

 
Activity:   
Look  for  ways  to  help  Jesus  today,  like  Veronika  did,  by  wiping  the  face  of  those                 

who  are  suffering  and  giving  refreshment  to  those  who  are  weary.  Perhaps             

you  have  a  cross  to  carry,  yourself!  Unite  your  cross  to  Jesus’  and  be  like                

Simon!  Offer  to  help  someone  else  carry  a  cross  that  is  difficult  for  them  to                

bear   by   doing   a   good   deed   or   saying   a   prayer   for   them.   

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 

 
 
 

 



/

Wednesday :      
 When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
Second   Antiphon  
 

Psalm   122:  
To   You   have   I   lifted   up   my   eyes,      
You   who   dwell   in   the   heavens;   
My   eyes,   like   the   eyes   of   slaves  
On   the   hand   of   their   lords.  
Like   the   eyes   of   a   servant  
On   the   hand   of   her   mistress  
So   our   eyes   are   on   the   Lord,   our   God  
Till   he   show   us   His   mercy.  
Have   mercy   on   us,   Lord   have   mercy.  
We   are   filled   with   contempt.  
Indeed,   all   too   full   is   our   soul   with   the   scorn   of   the   rich,  
With   the   proud   man’s   disdain.  
 

Do   you   play   a   sport?    Does   your   coach   ever   tell   you   to   keep   your   eye   on   the   ball?    Why   do   you  

need   to   do   that?    If   your   goal   is   to   make   contact   with   the   ball,   then   it   only   makes   sense   to   watch  

it   carefully.    If   it   curves   one   way   or   the   other,   you   need   to   know   that   and   adjust   your   movements  

accordingly   in   order   to   address   it   properly   and   play   well.    When   the   coach   shows   you   how   to  

perform   on   the   field,   you   must   pay   close   attention   to   him   so   that   you   get   it   just   right.  

 

It   is   the   same   with   our   relationship   with   God!    It   is   very   important   for   us   to   keep   our   eye   on   Him!  

If   our   goal   is   to   make   contact   with   God   and   achieve   union   with   Him,   it   only   makes   sense   to   watch  

Him   carefully.   But   how   can   we   keep   our   eye   on   God?    We   can   do   this   by   studying   His   Word,  

learning   our   catechism,   and   spending   time   with   Him   by   attending   to   our   prayers.    If   we   notice  

that   our   movements   are   not   in   line   with   His   will,   we   must   adjust   them   accordingly   so   that   we   can  

meet   Him   properly   and   live   happily   and   well.    Jesus   was   God   in   the   flesh.    He   came   down   to  

earth   so   that   we   could   see   His   example   and   follow   His   directions   to   Heaven.    We   must   watch   Him  

as   our   Heavenly   Coach   to   see   that   we   get   our   habits   just   right.  

 

Read   this   psalm   once   more   before   the   Presanctified   Liturgy   so   that   you   will   recognize   it   when  

you   hear   it   chanted   tonight.    Remember   to   always   keep   your   eyes   on   the   ways   of   Jesus   in   order  

to   see   clearly   and   be   quick   to   follow   Him.   

 
Activity:      Remember   that   Jesus   said   that   whatever   you   do   for   your   brothers   and   sisters,   you   do  

for   Him.    With   this   in   mind,   let’s   keep   our   eye   on   Jesus   today.    Choose   a   member   of   your   family  

and   watch   over   him   today.    Watch   what   he   is   doing,   being   careful   not   to   become   a   nuisance,   of  

course.    Anticipate   the   things   he’ll   need   and   try   as   hard   as   you   can   to   help.    For   example,   when  

Mom   is   about   to   do   the   dishes,   go   get   a   towel   and   offer   to   dry   them.    When   dad   is   doing   work  

outside,   be   ready   to   help   him   and   hand   him   whatever   he   needs.    If   you   notice   that   your   little  

brother’s   shoe   is   untied,   tie   it   up   for   him   so   he   doesn’t   trip   and   fall.     Learning   to   keep   your   eye  

on   the   needs   of   others   helps   us   to   serve   Jesus   better!  
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 



/

Thursday:    
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
I   remember   when   I   was   expecting   the   first   of   my   children,   and   nearing  

the   date   on   which   she   was   expected   to   be   born   into   the   world,   I   was   a  

bit   afraid   because   I   didn’t   know   what   it   would   be   like   to   bring   her   into  

the   world   and   I   wanted   to   be   prepared   to   endure   it   well.    But   when   I  

thought   about   how   much   I   wanted   to   hold   her   and   see   her   little   face,   to  

know   that   she   was   safe   and   sound   with   me   so   I   could   take   care   of   her  

and   love   her,   every   bit   of   intimidation   vanished.    When   the   time   came  

to   deliver   her   I   was   no   longer   afraid.    I   rushed   to   the   delivery   room   and  

was   ready   to   do   whatever   it   took   to   see   her.    I   worked   very   hard   that  

day,   and   afterward   there   was   absolute   joy!    Now   that   her   delivery   is  

over   and   she   is   safely   here   with   me,   (all   grown   up   and   beautiful   by  

now),   I   know   that   I   would   do   it   over   and   over   again   for   love   of   her;   and   I  

DID   do   it   over   and   over   again!     I   felt   this   way   every   time   I   brought   each  

and   every   one   of   my   five   children   into   the   world,   and   I’m   sure   your   own  

mom   did   too   when   she   had   you!   There   is   nothing   a   mother   will   not   do  

for   love   of   her   children!  

 

You   see,   Jesus   gave   to   us   mothers   this   gift   of   having   to   willingly   endure  

some   suffering,   in   order   to   bring   new   life   into   the   world   so   that   we  

would   understand   just   what   He   must   have   felt   when   He   willingly  

endured   the   crucifixion   in   order   to   bring   us   into   our   new   life   with   Him  

in   eternity.    There   is   nothing   He   would   not,   and   did   not,   endure   to   save  

us.    He   did   all   that   because   of   love!   He   loves   the   Publican;   the   Pharisee;  

the   Prodigal   Son;    the   Roman   soldiers   who   beat   Him;   all   the   Apostles,  

even   Judas   Iscariot;   Pontius   Pilate;   Caiaphas;   Annas;   Herod:   His   blessed  

mother;   Veronika;   Simon   of   Cyrene;   the   bad   guys   as   well   as   the   good  

guys;   He   loves   you   and   He   loves   me!    He   loves   us   all,   and   would   endure  

crucifixion   to   save   each   and   every   one   of   us,   even   those   who   reject   and  

refuse   His   love,   as   If   he   were   the   only   one   who   existed.    Just   as   mom  

will   love   you   forever,   no   matter   what   you   do,   Jesus   will   love   us   this   way  

too.    Like   our   earthly   parents,   He   may   even   be   stern   with   us   at   times,  

but   He   will   always,   always   love   us   simply   because   we   are   His.   

 
Activity:  
When   we   are   tempted   NOT   to   love   someone,   we   must   remember   what  

Jesus   endured   to   save   this   person’s   soul.    This   will   help   us   to   be   like   Him  

and   love,   even   when   it   isn’t   returned.   

 

Make   a   Valentine   card   for   someone   today   and   tell   them   how   much  

Jesus   loves   them.  

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 
 

 



/

Friday:       
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
The   Great   Entrance    
 

(While   the   priest   incenses,   the   people   kneel)   
 

Now   the   powers   of   heaven   are   serving   with   us   invisibly,   
for   behold   the   King   of   glory   enters.   
They   escort   the   mystical   sacrifice,   
Already   accomplished.   

 
Let   us   draw   near   with   faith   and   love  
That   we   may   become   partakers   of   life   everlasting.   
Alleluia,   Alleluia,   Alleluia    

 
( 3    prostrations   are   made,   in   silence)  

 
This   is   a   beautiful   hymn!    It   begins   by   telling   us   to   recognize   that   the   powers   of   Heaven   (this  

means   the   angels),   are   present.    You   cannot   see   them,   but   there   are   many   of   them   there,   and  

do   you   know   why?    Each   person   attending   the   Liturgy   has   his   Angel   Guardian   with   him   (yours  

is   there   too;   he’s   always   with   you!).    There   are   many   of   them   on   the   altar   as   well   because   they  

are   ministering   to   the   priest,   and   to   Jesus,   Himself!    The   hymn   tells   us   that   the   King   of   Glory   is  

entering;   that’s   Jesus.   

 

  As   you   know,   the   Presanctified   Liturgy   is   a   Divine   Service   held   instead   of   the   Divine   Liturgy   of  

St.   John   Chrysostom   (or   St.   Basil   the   Great)   during   the   penitential   weekdays   of   the   Great   Fast.  

We   choose   not   to   celebrate   the   Divine   Liturgy   because   it   is   just   too   joyful   and   is   intended   to  

remind   us   of   the   Resurrection.    At   these   Liturgies,   which   are   a   mixture   of   a   Vespers   Service   and  

the   Communion   rite,   we   receive   communion   that   was   consecrated   at   Divine   Liturgy   on   the  

Sunday   before   and   is   held   in   the   tabernacle.    When   it   is   time   for   the   Presanctified   Liturgy,  

Father   places   these   gifts   on   the   side   altar   in   the   same   way   that   the   bread   and   wine   are   placed  

there   before   the   Divine   Liturgy   on   Sunday.    He   processes   them   to   the   main   altar   during   the  

Presanctified   Liturgy   while   we   all   sing   this   hymn…but   there   is   one   BIG   difference.    During   this  

Liturgy,   the   gifts   that   are   processed   to   the   altar   are   already   consecrated!    It   isn’t   bread   and  

wine   that   is   about   to   become   Jesus,   it   IS   Jesus!    It   reminds   us   of   this   by   saying   so   in   the   hymn  

when   it   says   that   the   King   enters,   and   that   the   sacrifice   which   is   already   accomplished,   comes  

forth.   This   is   why   so   many   angels   are   there   accompanying   Father   as   he   carries   Jesus   to   the  

altar.    When   we   hear   these   words   we   should,   just   like   the   angels,   be   overcome   with   love   and  

praise   for   Jesus,   and   this   is   why,   at   this   point,   everyone   in   the   congregation   leaves   his   place  

and   silently   makes   three   prostrations   before   Him   once   He   is   on   the   altar.   

 

Practice   your   prostrations   today   and   be   sure   to   say   hello   to   the   angels   tonight!  

 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 



/

Saturday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Two   weeks   from   today   we   will   hear   a   very   special   hymn   which   comes   from   the  

Liturgy   of   St.   James   and   was   probably   written   before   the   dawn   of   the   fourth  

century.    It   will   be   sung   in   place   of   the   Cherubic   Hymn   during   the   Liturgy   on  

Great   and   Holy   Saturday.    Picture   our   poor   Jesus   suspended   upon   the   cross   for  

everyone   to   see   as   you   read   this   hymn.  

 

Let   all   mortal   flesh   be   silent  
And   let   them   stand   in   fear   and   awe,   
Having   no   earthly   thought.  
The   king   of   kings,   and   the   Lord   of   Lords  
Comes   to   be   sacrificed   and   to   be   given   as   food   to   the   faithful.  
Before   Him   go,   Choirs   of   angelic   hosts,   Powers   and   Principalities,   
The   many-eyed   Cherubim   and   the   six-winged   Seraphim,  
They   cover   their   faces   while   they   chant,   Alleluia.   Alleluia.   Alleluia.  
 
Have   you   ever   done   something   that   you   immediately   wish   you   had   not?   When  

you   realize   your   mistake,   it   seems   as   if   everything   goes   in   slow   motion;   time  

stops,   and   you   hold   your   breath   as   you   wish   you   could   go   back   and   undo   what  

you   just   did.    Imagine   the   chaos   of   frantic   activity   that   must   have   ensued   in  

order   to   place   Jesus   on   the   cross,   and   then   to   lift   Him   up   for   all   to   see.    Then  

imagine   the   stunned   silence   as   everyone   stood   there   and   realized   what   they  

had   just   done,   and   that   it   could   never   be   undone.    They   all   kept   silent.   This   is  

why   we   observe   silence   on   Great   and   Holy   Friday   during   the   hours   that   Jesus  

spent   on   the   cross.    There   are   just   no   fitting   words   to   say.   

 

Activity:   

This   beautiful   hymn,   only   sung   on   Holy   Saturday,   is   sung   at   the   Great   Entrance,  

when   the   prepared   gifts   of   bread   and   wine   are   taken   in   procession   to   the   altar  

to   be   consecrated   by   the   priest   into   Jesus’   Body   and   Blood.    This   is   what   they  

mean   when   they   say   that   Jesus   “comes   to   be   sacrificed   and   given   as   food   for  

the   faithful”.    Like   the   hymn   we   studied   yesterday,   this   one   also   says   that   choirs  

of   angels   go   before   Him!    What   do   you   think   angels   look   like?    As   it   says   in   the  

hymn,   the   Cherubim,   one   of   the   nine   choirs   of   angels,   have   many   eyes,   and   the  

Seraphim,   another   of   the   choirs,   have   six   wings   and   cover   their   faces   while   they  

chant.    Although   we   cannot   see   them,   we   trust   that   they   are   there   following   the  

priest   in   procession.     Do   you   know   why   these   nine   groups   of   angels   are   called  

“Choirs”?    This   is   because   they   sing!    At   Liturgy,   they   sing   along   with   us!    Do   you  

sing   along   with   your   angel   at   Liturgy?   

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 
 

 



/

Fifth   Sunday   of   the   Great   Fast:    St.   Mary   of   Egypt  
 
It   is   during   this   week   that   our   area   Eastern   rite   churches   typically   hold   their   annual   Lenten   Mission.    Each   night,   a   different  

church   hosts   the   services   and   repast   so   that   we   can   all   experience   a   bit   of   the   customs   and   traditions   of   our   other   eastern   rite  

friends.    One   year,   the   speaker   was   a   wonderfully   inspiring   and   holy   priest.    His   main   message   was   that   very   few   of   us   truly  

understand   the   depth   of   God's   love   for   each   individual   soul.    He   kept   telling   us   to   trust   in   His   infinite   love,   to   rest   in   it,   to   savor  

it,   and   to   be   assured   that   there   was   no   length   too   great   for   God   to   go   in   order   to   show   us   His   love.    This   is   the   lesson   we  

learn from   this   Sunday's saint,   St.   Mary   of   Egypt.  

 

By   the   time   she   was   twelve,   Mary's   disrepute   knew   no   bounds.    She   attempted   to   seduce   everyone   and   anyone   to   sin,   and  

admittedly   enjoyed   doing   so.    When   she   was   seventeen,   she   had   heard   of   a   voyage   to   Jerusalem   and   desired   to   accompany   the  

pilgrims,   not   to   see   the   holy   sites,   but   to   take   advantage   of   the   passengers   who   would   be   onboard   the   ship.    Once   they   arrived  

in   the   Holy   Land,   she   went   about   her   usual   business.    It   was   the   feast   of   the   Exultation   of   the   Holy   Cross,   and   when   she   noticed  

that   the   pilgrims   were   heading   to   the   church,   she   thought   to   go   along,   but   to   her   amazement,   an   invisible   force   stopped   her   in  

the   doorway   and   would   not   let   her   enter   the   church.   She   tried   again   and   again,   watching   the   other   pilgrims   enter   with   ease,   but  

she   remained   outside.    After   some   time,   it   became   apparent   to   her   that   her   sinful   nature   was   what   was   keeping   her   from  

entering   and   venerating   the   relic   of   the   Life-Giving   Cross   inside.    For   the   first   time   in   her   life,   she   felt   sorrow   and   despair   over  

her   sins   and   she   began   to   cry.   She   fell   to   her   knees   on   the   front   steps   of   the   church,   in   front   of   an   icon   of   the   Theotokos   to  

whom   she   lifted   her   heart.    She   pleaded   with   Our   Lady   to   obtain   for   her   the   grace   to   be   able   to   enter   and   venerate   the   cross  

and   if   she   would   do   so,   Mary   would   pledge   never   to   sin   in   this   manner   again.    Summoning   her   courage,   she   rose   up   and   tried  

once   more,   finding   that   this   time   she   was   able   to   enter   and   venerate   the   cross.    Overwhelmed   with   joy   on   her   way   out   of   the  

church,   she   passed   by   that   icon   again   and   renewed   her   pledge.    This   time,   she   heard   the   words,   "If   you   cross   the   Jordan,   you   will  

find   rest".      

 

So,   heeding   the   words   of   Our   Lady,   Mary   endeavored   to   cross   the   river   Jordan   and   conceal   herself   in   the   desert   as   a   penitent,  

praying   and   fasting   for   her   sins,   and   met   not   a   soul   for   forty-seven   years.    After   that   time,   a   priest   named   Fr.   Zosimas   had  

retreated   to   the   desert   during   the   time   of   the   Great   Fast,   in   order   to   find   spiritual   fulfillment,   never   dreaming   that   he   would  

meet   Mary   there   instead.    When   she   heard   a   man   approaching,   she   hid   behind   a   rock   since   she   was   naked.    When   he   called   out  

to   her   to   come   forward   and   identify   herself,   she   asked   him   for   his   cloak   to   cover   herself   so   she   could   receive   his   blessing.    Even  

before   she   spoke   to   him   she   knew   his   name,   and   that   he   was   a   priest,   convincing   Fr.   Zosimas   that   she   must   have   been   a   very  

holy   woman.    After   speaking   for   a   while,   he   heard   her   confession   and   promised   to   return   on   Holy   Thursday   with   the   Eucharist,  

which   he   did   and   at   that   time.    Mary   asked   the   priest   to   return   to   visit   her   the   following   year,   but   when   he   did,   he   found   not  

Mary,   but   the   skeletal   remains   of   the   saint   in   the   spot   where   they   agreed   to   meet.    Alongside   her   body   was   a   note   written   in   the  

earth   by   Mary,   herself   before   she   died.    She   had   passed   away   the   year   before,   on   the   very   day   of   their   last   visit,   after   having  

received   Our   Lord   in   the   Eucharist!    Fr.   Zosimas   desired   to   do   her   the   favor   of   properly   burying   her   body,   but   having   no   shovel,  

he   fell   discouraged.    It   was   then   that   a   lion   had   appeared   and   walked   out   of   the   bush   toward   him!    To   his   amazement,   the  

creature   had   begun   to   dig   with   his   massive   paws   beside   the   body,   apparently   helping   him   to   perform   this   work   of   mercy.    After  

burying   the   body   of   the   saint,   the   lion   and   the   priest   parted   ways,   each   going   to   his   own   home.    The   monks   of   the   monastery  

have   passed   down   and   preserved   the   story   of   St.   Mary   of   Egypt   to   this   very   day.  

 
For   us,   as   we   near   the   end   of   the   Great   Fast,   reality   may   begin   to   set   in;   we   are   not   the   saintly   souls   we   had   envisioned  

ourselves   to   be   at   the   outset.    By   now   our   will   has   been   tried   and   our   resolve   tested,   and   we   aren't   entirely   sure   we   will   live   up  

to   our   promises   by   the   end   of   the   Fast.    How   will   we   face   the   Lord   on   the   cross?    How   will   He   look   upon   us,   weak   and   sinful   as  

we   are?    Once   again,   our   Holy   Mother   Church   provides   us   with   an   example   of   repentance   and   forgiveness   in   the   venerable   Mary  

of   Egypt.    She   was   given   the   chance   to   repent   by   a   miraculous   and   instantaneous   gift   from   God;   this   was   the   gift   of  

enlightenment   that   she   received   at   being   so   abruptly   barred   from   His   presence.    She   seized   that   opportunity   quickly,   but   her   will  

wasn't   perfected   in   a   day!    She   told   Fr.   Zosimas   that   she   had   spent   at   least   seventeen   years   in   utter   torment,   facing   and  

wrestling   with   the   sinful   thoughts   and   memories   that   tempted   to   lure   her   to   failure   even   in   the   desert!    This   made   up   for   the  

seventeen   years   she   spent   living   in   sin.      

 



/

 

We   do   not   change   instantly   when   we   repent   either.   The   desert   of   our   suffering   and   temptation   may   take   years!   But   day   by   day,  

little   by   little,   if   we   trust   in   God's   grace,   which   is   infinitely   more   powerful   than   any   earthly   temptation,   He   will   see   to   it   that   we  

will   overcome   everything   and   we   will   be   free!  

Activity:    
Because   it   IS   a   Sunday,   and   it   IS   a   fast-friendly   recipe…let’s   make   St.   Mary   of   Egypt’s   Lion   Cupcakes   to   remember   our   friend!  

 

St.   Mary   of   Egypt’s   Lion   Cupcakes Makes   30   cupcakes  

Cupcakes:  

3   cups   flour 2   cups   sugar 1   tsp.   vanilla dash   salt  

1   tsp   salt 2   tsp   baking   soda 2   Tbsp   white   vinegar 2   cups   water  

2/3   cup   cocoa   powder 3   Tbsp   coconut   oil,   softened   or   melted  

 

Preheat   your   oven   to   350   degrees.    Sift   together   all   the   dry   ingredients   in   a   large   mixing   bowl.    In   another   bowl,   mix  

all   the   remaining   wet   ingredients   and   mix   well.    Stir   the   wet   ingredients   into   the   bowl   with   the   dry   ingredients   and  make   a  

batter.    Spoon   into   cupcake   pans   which   have   been   lined   with   cupcake   papers   (about   half   full)   and   bake   for  about   15- 20  

minutes.    Allow   to   cool   completely.    While   the   cupcakes   cool,   you   can   prepare   the   frosting.  

 

Frosting:  

1   ½   cups   sugar 1/3   cup   non   dairy   milk 1   tsp   vanilla  

1   Tbsp   peanut   butter* 1/3   cup   coconut   oil, dash   of   salt  

 

Combine   all   ingredients   except   for   the   vanilla,   in   a   pot   and   bring   to   a   boil   on   the   stove,   stirring   to   combine   completely.   

  Remove   from   heat,   and   add   vanilla   once   it   stops   boiling.    Beat   with  

a   mixer   or   wooden   spoon   until   the   frosting   begins   to   thicken.    Once  

it   is   nearly   cold,   you   can   frost   your   cupcakes.   Don’t   wait   too   long  

because   the   frosting   hardens   when   it   cools!   

*NOTE:    Almond   Butter,   Cashew   Butter   or   Sun   butter   are   good  

substitutes   if   a   peanut   allergy   is   an   issue.    This   recipe   also   works  

just   fine   if   the   nut   butter   is   eliminated   entirely.   

 

Decoration:  

1-2   cups   of   corn   flake   cereal  

30   dried   apricots  

90   raisins  

 

Once   the   cupcakes   are   frosted,   you’ll   have   to   work  

somewhat   quickly   to   be   sure   that   your   lion   decorations  

adhere   before   the   icing   sets.    Make   a   mane   for   your   lion  

with   the   flake   cereal   by   making   a   rim   around   the   edge   of  

your   cupcake.    Make   his   big   cheeks   from   the   apricots,  

(once   you   have   pulled   the   two   halves   apart!)   and   his   eyes  

                   and   nose   from   the   raisins.   

 



/

Sixth   Week   of   the   Fast  
Monday:    
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

Have   you   ever   missed   someone   you   love   who   has   been   away   for   a   long   time?  
Perhaps   it   is   a   grandparent   who   lives   in   another   state,   or   a   good   friend   who   has  
moved   away.    How   would   you   feel   if   you   knew   you   were   soon   to   be   reunited   with  
this   friend?    How   would   you   feel   if   you   knew   that   it   was   to   be   for   always?    These  
very   thoughts   were   on   Jesus’   mind   during   His   last   moments   of   agony   on   the   cross.  
How   He   longed   to   be   reunited   to   all   those   beloved   souls   that   were   separated   from  
Him   due   to   the   fall   of   Adam   and   Eve!    When   Adam   and   Eve   sinned   in   the   Garden   of  
Eden,   we   know   that   they   were   cast   out   of   Eden,   but   they   were   cast   out   of   their  
heavenly   home   as   well.    When   those   souls   died,   they   were   not   permitted   to   enter  
into   God’s   presence.    They   had   to   remain   in   a   dark   place   of   waiting   called   Hades,   or  
Abraham’s   Bosom.    It   is   called   this   because   Abraham,   the   father   of   the   chosen  
people   of   God,   welcomed   each   and   every   soul   who   ever   was   created   to   wait   with  
him   there   until   they   would   be   rescued   by   the   Christ   and   permitted   to   be   reunited  
with   God   in   heaven.    Now,   imagine   that   you   are   a   soul   who   had   been   there   in   this  
desolate   place   for   a   very   long   time,   perhaps   even   centuries.    Suddenly,   Simeon   the  
Elder   appears   there,   upon   his   death,   telling   you   that   the   Christ   has   appeared   as   a  
baby   on   earth   and   that   he   has   actually   held   Him!    Now   you   have   hope!    Then  
imagine   a   while   later   you   meet   the   soul   of   John   the   Baptist   who   tells   you   that   the  
Christ   has   begun   His   ministry   on   earth   and   he   knows   this   is   so   because   John   had  
baptized   Him   and   heard   Him   preach!    Now   imagine   that   a   man   named   Dismas  
enters   and   tells   you   that   he   was   a   thief   who   was   executed   alongside   the   Christ   and  
that   He   told   him   that   he   would   be   with   Him   in   paradise   that   very   day!    Imagine   the  
excitement   that   must   have   built   up   in   that   place   over   the   span   of   the   life   of   Jesus.  
Imagine   the   hope   and   the   longing   for   God   that   these   souls   must   have   experienced.   
While   on   earth,   the   Divine   Soul   of   Jesus   left   his   Body,   there   was   thunder   and   the  
whole   earth   trembled   in   fear   because   His   presence   was   so   suddenly   and   violently  
taken   away.    Meanwhile,   the   Divine   Soul   of   Jesus   was   not   dead.    He   was   so   very  
active   and   strong!    Below,   in   Abraham’s   Bosom,   the   Light   of   Christ   had   finally  
reached   the   dark   place   and   there   was   so   much   joy   and   peace!    Souls   were  
introduced   into   the   presence   of   their   God   for   the   very   first   time   and   that   place   was  
no   more!    The   impossible   was   accomplished.    Death   had   been   conquered.    Those  
souls   on   earth   did   not   know   all   that   was   going   on   below   in   that   place,   but   soon  
they   would   understand   that   Jesus   love   knows   no   bounds,   not   even   death.    Soon   He  
would   rise   and   give   them   peace   and   joy   as   well.   
 
Activity:  
Imagine   how   the   souls   might   have   prepared   to   meet   the   Divine   Soul   of   Jesus   in  
Abraham’s   Bosom.    On   the   Feast   of   the   Resurrection   which   is   only   two   weeks  
away,   we   will   rejoice   with   Him   at   Resurrection   Matins   and   Divine   Liturgy   where   we  
will   sing   a   wonderful   song   of   praise,   
 

“Christ   is   Risen   from   the   Dead!  
By   death,   He   trampled   Death,  

and   to   those   in   the   tombs,   He   granted   Life!”  
 

Do   you   know   this   song?    Be   sure   to   practice   it   so   you   can   be   ready   to   sing   it   loudly  
and   beautifully   on   Easter   Sunday   morning!    (Be   sure   to   practice   it   privately   of  
course,   since   He   isn’t   truly   risen   yet…we   wouldn’t   want   to   confuse   anyone!)   

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

 

 



/

Tuesday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
After   the   earthquake   and   the   thunder   had   stopped,   the   soldiers   were   justly   afraid   and  
wanted   to   finish   their   task   and   take   shelter.    They   told   Longinus,   one   of   the   centurions  
assigned   to   the   crucifixion   of   Jesus,   to   make   sure   Jesus   was   truly   dead.    Did   you   know  
that   before   this,   Longinus   was   nearly   blind?    Legend   says   that   the   other   soldiers   often  
teased   him   because   he   squinted   due   to   his   poor   eyesight.    When   Longinus,   following  
the   orders   given   to   him,   had   plunged   his   spear   into   the   side   of   Jesus   and   into   His   heart,  
some   of   the   Precious   Blood   that   he   spilled   had   landed   in   his   afflicted   eyes.    Longinus  
was   then   able   to   see   quite   clearly   from   that   moment   on.    He   was   healed!    Christ’s   Body  
may   have   been   dead,   but   His   Divine   Soul   was   very   much   alive   and   still   very   active.  
From   beyond   death,   Jesus   loved   and   healed   the   very   least   of   His   brethren,   even   those  
who   had   killed   Him!   
 
Longinus   not   only   had   perfect   vision,   but   the   eyes   of   his   soul   were   opened   as   well   and  
he   had   become   acutely   aware   of   what   he   had   just   done.    This   affected   him   deeply.  
Later,   he   was   assigned   to   be   one   of   the   soldiers   who   would   guard   the   tomb.    When   it  
was   found   that   Christ   had   risen   from   the   dead,   money   was   offered   to   the   soldiers   to  
keep   the   affair   quiet,   but   Longinus,   now   knowing   exactly   what   had   happened   to   the  
body   of   Jesus,   would   not   be   bought.    He   refused   the   money   and   had   to   flee   into  
seclusion   to   escape   being   killed.    He   defected   from   the   army,   consulted   with   the  
apostles   who   gave   him   the   sacrament   of   baptism,   and   returned   to   his   homeland   of  
Cappadocia   where   he   was   free   to   preach   about   the   Lord   and   what   He   had   done   for   him.  
He   preached   for   a   long   time   until   the   emperor   had   sent   a   squadron   of   soldiers   to   escort  
him   to   his   martyrdom.      Many   miracles   of   sight   have   been   attributed   to   the   saint.  
 
Activity:  
Here   is   a   fast-friendly   side-dish   recipe   that   has   become   a   favorite   way   for   our   family   to   remember  

St.   Longinus.    Spears   to   remember   what   Longinus   did,   and   carrots   to   protect   your   own   eyesight!      

 

  St.   Longinus’s   Spears   

Wash   and   trim   one   bunch   of  

asparagus   spears.    Cut   some   carrot  

sticks   to   about   the   same   size   and  

combine   in   a   bowl.    Add   2   Tbsp.  

melted   coconut   oil,   about   2-3   tbsp  

toasted   sesame   seeds   (optional)   or  

2-3   Tbsp   chopped   dill   (also  

optional),   the   juice   and   zest   of   one  

lemon   (once   when   I   was   out   of  

lemons,   I   used   a   tangerine...yum!).  

and   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.    Toss  

this   well   and   place   mixture   onto   a  

cookie   sheet   and   roast   at   350  

degrees   for   about   20   minutes   till   the   vegetables   look   well   roasted,   but   not   too   brown.      

 
Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Wednesday:   
When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   prayer:  
   

We   give   you   thanks,   O   Christ   our   God  
That   You   have   made   us   sharers  
Of   the   mystery   of   Your   redemption,  
Your   pure   Body   and   precious   Blood  
Poured   forth   for   the   world  
Unto   the   forgiveness   of   sins.  
Alleluia!   Alleluia!   Alleluia!  

 

This   is   the   hymn   that   we   sing   after   having   received   the   Presanctified   Eucharist.    We   spoke   a   bit   about   the  

fact   that   we   believe   that   the   bread   and   the   wine   that   we   receive   is   not   really   bread   and   wine   at   all,   but   the  

True   Presence   of   Jesus   Christ.    When   we   recite   the   prayer   before   communion,   we   remind   ourselves   of   this  

fact   and   now   that   we   have   been   given   so   great   a   gift   as   Jesus’   presence   within   our   souls   and   bodies,   we  

must   render   Him   proper   thanks.   

St.   John   Chrysostom,   who   is   the   man   responsible   for   the   writing   of   our   beloved   Divine   Liturgy,   is   quoted   to  

have   said,   

“When   we   have   received   the   precious   Body   of   Jesus   Christ,   we   should   take   care   not   to   lose   its   heavenly   flavor   by   turning   too   soon   to  
the   cares   and   business   of   the   world.”  
 
As   we   near   the   end   of   the   last   week   of   the   Great   Fast   and   begin   to   prepare   our   hearts   to   walk   with   Jesus  

through   the   upcoming   Holy   Week,   we   remember   that   Jesus   will   undergo   all   kinds   of   suffering   in   order   to  

save   our   souls   from   Death.    We   know   that   without   His   death   and   decent   into   Abraham’s   Bosom,   we   would  

have   never   been   able   to   look   forward   to   being   present   with   Him   in   Heaven.    But   now,   after   having   received  

the   gift   of   the   Eucharist,   we   understand   that   we   don’t   even   have   to   wait   until   we   leave   the   earth   to   be  

present   with   our   Jesus!     At   the   Last   Supper,   He   taught   the   disciples   to   consecrate   the   bread   and   wine   of   the  

Passover   meal   into   something   wonderful;   Himself!    He   instructed   them   to   partake   of   it   in   order   to  

remember   Him   and   keep   them   with   Him.    He   knew   that   all   the   disciples   would   miss   Him   terrible   after   He  

was   gone   from   them,   and   that   they   and   we   too,   would   long   to   be   with   Him.    This   is   why   He   lovingly  

instituted   a   way   for   us   to   have   the   luxury   of   His   divine   presence   within   each   and   every   one   of   us   every  

single   day!    Every   time   we   receive   Him,   we   can   be   with   Him,   even   while   we   are   here   on   earth.    He   told   the  

disciples:  

 

` Matthew   28:20    “…behold,   I   am   with   you   always,   even   to   the   end   of   the   age.”  

 

When   we   return   to   our   place   after   having   received   Christ   in   the   Eucharist,   take   a   moment   to   be   silent   and  

recognize   His   presence   within   your   heart.   This   is   the   closest   that   Jesus   will   ever   be   to   you   while   you   are  

here   on   earth!    Snuggle   with   Him   a   while   and   let   Him   know   that   you   truly   are   thankful   for   the   gifts   that   He  

has   given   us;   for   our   salvation,   our   redemption,   and   His   presence   with   us   until   the   end   of   the   age!  

 
 
 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Thursday:   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
 
One   someone   you   love   passes   away   into   eternal   life,   there   is   a   helpless   feeling  

that   you   get   in   the   pit   of   your   stomach   which   makes   everything   seem   to   move   in  

slow   motion.    Nothing   matters   quite   so   much   as   the   emptiness   you   feel   and   you  

find   it   hard   to   keep   going   forward.    Imagine   the   feeling   that   all   of   Jesus’   followers  

must   have   felt   at   His   death.    They   knew   He   was   the   Savior,   and   believed   that   He  

would   lead   them   forever,   yet   now   He   was   gone   from   them.    What   would   they   do?  

The   Sabbath   day   was   the   very   next   day   and   the   Jews   never   worked   or   buried  

anyone   on   the   Sabbath   day,   so   they   had   to   work   quickly   to   lay   Jesus   Body   in   the  

tomb.    His   Blessed   Mother   would   grieve   over   His   body   hastily,   kissing   all   his  

wounds   and   anointing   them   with   oil.    His   friends   Joseph   of   Arimathea   and  

Nicodemus   would   quickly   take   Him   down   before   sunset,   when   the   Sabbath   would  

properly   begin,   and   wrap   Him   in   a   shroud.    They   made   hasty   provisions   for   the  

Body   to   be   placed   in   a   new   tomb   in   the   burial   garden.    They   would   place   it   there  

quickly   for   now   and   go   back   and   prepare   it   for   a   proper   burial   later,   after   the  

Sabbath.    How   ironic   that   they   postponed   properly   caring   for   God   in   order   to  

properly   care   for   God!    But   they   still   didn’t   understand   what   they   were   doing,   and  

that   was   all   right   because   God   understood,   and   He   used   their   ignorance   of   the  

situation   to   suit   His   plan.    They   would   set   Him   aside   for   now   and   when   they   would  

return,   they   would   find   Him   risen!  

Activity:  

Is   there   ever   a   time   when   you   put   Jesus   hastily   away   in   order   to   tend   to   other,   less  

important   things?    We   all   tend   to   do   this   from   time   to   time.    We   say   grace   as  

quickly   as   we   can   so   we   can   eat   our   favorite   meal.    We   say   our   night   prayers   lying  

down   instead   of   giving   Him   our   full   attention   because   we   are   just   so   tired.  

Sometimes   we   forget   to   pray   at   all   on   a   particular   day   because   we   are   busy   and  

have   not   set   aside   the   time   to   do   so.    We   need   to   examine   ourselves   and   readjust  

our   thinking.  

Are   we   ever   so   busy   praying   that   we   forget   to   eat,   or   so   intense   about   a  

conversation   with   God   that   we   just   cannot   sleep?    Do   we   ever   hurry   to   complete  

our   daily   tasks   so   that   we   can   be   alone   in   prayer?   

Set   aside   some   special   time   to   pray   today.    Go   into   your   room,   or   to   your   prayer  

corner,   and   just   sit   alone   with   Jesus.    Look   Him   in   the   eye   and   tell   Him   about   your  

day   as   if   you   were   speaking   to   someone   who   loves   you   the   very   most   of   anyone   in  

the   world…because   you   are!    “Our   Fathers”   and   “Glories”   and   “Lord   Have  

Mercies…”   are   wonderful   prayers   and   we   should   pray   them   too,   but   the   BEST  

prayers   are   those   that   you   make   up   yourself   and   say   to   Jesus   with   love.    He   just  

wants   you   to   put   Him   first,   and   if   you   do,   He’ll   put   YOU   first   too!  

 

Put   a   leaf   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  
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Friday:   
 When   you   attend   Presanctified   Liturgy   tonight,   listen   for   this   hymn:  
 

Having   suffered   the   passion   for   us,   
Jesus   Christ,   Son   of   God,  
Have   mercy,   Have   mercy,   Have   mercy   on   us!  

(make   a   great   prostration)   
 

This   is   a   wonderful   hymn   that   is   customarily   sung   at   the   end   of   the   Presanctified   Liturgy.    It   is   a   version   of  

the   Jesus   Prayer!    On   this   last   day   of   the   Great   Fast,   remember   that   Jesus   was   abundantly   merciful.    He  

showed   mercy   to   Judas,   who   betrayed   Him   by   washing   his   feet   and   by   not   denying   him   the   Most   Holy  

Eucharist.    He   showed   mercy   to   Malchus   who   arrested   Him   by   healing   his   injured   ear.    He   showed   mercy   to  

Longinus,   the   centurion   who   pierced   His   heart,   by   restoring   his   eyesight.    He   showed   mercy   to   Dismas,   the  

good   thief   who   repented   while   being   crucified   beside   Him.    He   showed   mercy   to   all   the   souls   of   the   dead   in  

Abraham’s   Bosom,   by   releasing   them   into   heaven.    He   shows   mercy   to   everyone   and   in   abundance,   almost  

to   the   point   of   being   ridiculous!    This   is   because   He   loves   us   to   the   point   of   being   ridiculous!  

 

Now,   don’t   forget:    in   order   to   pass   the   final   exam   and   be   a   sheep   and   not   a   goat   (do   you   remember   that   far  

back   in   the   lessons?)   Jesus   wants   us   to   love   like   He   loves,   forgive   like   He   forgives,   and   cultivate   a   sense   of  

mercy   that   is   just   as   ridiculously   generous   as   His.    Furthermore,   we   must   extend   this   mercy   and   forgiveness  

to   those   who   betray   us   like   Judas   betrayed   Him,   to   those   who   arrest   us   like   Malchus,   to   those   who   injure   us  

like   Longinus,   and   to   those   who   steal   from   us   as   did   Dismas.    Whatever   we   do   for   the   LEAST   of   our  

brethren,   we   do   for   Jesus!    Only   when   we   resolve   to   do   our   best   to   show   mercy   as   Christ   showed   mercy,   are  

we   to   expect   Him   to   have   Mercy   on   us!  

 

Great   Lent   is   now   over.    Holy   week   is   about   to   begin.    Now   that   you   know   the   story   of   what   will   happen   to  

Jesus   this   week,   you   can   pay   closer   attention   to   the   services   that   will   commemorate   this   event.    Tomorrow  

is   Lazarus   Saturday.    Jesus   is   about   to   show   mercy   yet   again,   and   restore   life   to   His   best   friend   Lazarus   and  

give   him   back   to   his   two   sisters,   Mary   and   Martha.    Everyone   will   rejoice   at   the   might   and   the   goodness   of  

Jesus,   except   for   the   Pharisees.    They   will   be   jealous   of   Jesus   influence   over   the   Jewish   people   and   will   plot  

to   kill   Jesus   in   order   to   keep   power   for   themselves.    Keep   watch   and   see.   

 

But   for   now,   let’s   prepare   to   rejoice   along   with   Mary   and   Martha,   and   all   the   Jews   in   Bethany   and  

Jerusalem   at   the   resurrection   of   Lazarus,   and   let’s   prepare   some   treats   to   enjoy   after   the   Liturgy   tomorrow  

morning!  

 

 

Activity:  
Tomorrow   morning   it   will   surely   rain; it   always   does.    After   all,   creation   is   mourning   the   death   of   our   friend  

Lazarus   of   Bethany.    The   sun   will   come   out   in   the   afternoon   though;   it   always   does,   after   Jesus   has   raised  

him   from   the   dead.   

Let’s   make   up   a   simple   batch   of   our   favorite   bread   dough   tonight   and   make   some   special    Lazarus   Buns    to  

celebrate   this   great   miracle   after   Liturgy   in   the   morning!   
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To   make   the   Dough:  

1   package   of   dry   yeast  

2   cups   warm   water   (about   100   degrees)  

2   Tbsp   sugar  

1   Tbsp   salt  

½   cup   coconut   (or   other)   oil,   melted  

5-7   cups   of   flour  

Add   the   warm   water   to   the   yeast   and   sugar   in   a   large   mixing   bowl   and   allow   it  

to   sit   10   minutes   or   so   until   the   yeast   begins   to   bubble   (proof).    Add   the   salt   and   oil,   and   then   the   flour,   mixing   in   the  last   cup  

or   so   only   if   necessary,   to   make   a   workable   dough.    Knead   10   minutes   until   smooth   and   elastic.    Cover   with  plastic   wrap   and  

allow   the   dough   to   sit   in   a   warm   place   until   doubled   in   bulk,   (about   an   hour)  

 

Once   our   dough   has   risen   and   doubled,   we   can   roll   it   out   and   use   a   gingerbread-man   cookie   cutter   to   make   little 

Lazarus.    Give   him   two   raisin   eyes,   then   place   him   on   a   greased   baking   sheet   and   cover   him   with   a   clean   white  

cloth...poor   fellow.    It   is   time  to   mourn   the   death   of   our   friend,   Lazarus. While   he's   laid   out   (in   a   warm   place)   you  can   read  

the   bible   story,   so   we   know   exactly   what   has   happened   to   Jesus’   best   friend.      

 

John   11:1-45      (see   text   box   for   tomorrow)  

 

How   would   you   feel   if   you   were   standing   in   the   cemetery   and   had   just   seen   someone   call   out   a   man   who   was   buried   there   for  

four   days?    What   would   you   do?    Well,   first   I   would   probably   run   until   I   couldn’t   run   anymore!    But   then,   I   would   think   about  

what   I   just   saw.    No   wonder   they   wanted   to   make   him   a   king!    What   power!    What   influence!   They   all   shouted   and   waved   and  

welcomed   Jesus   into   Jerusalem   as   a   triumphant   king!   All   but   the   Pharisees...THEY   wanted   the   influence!    THEY   had   the   power!  

And   to   them,   Jesus   only   got   in   their   way.      

  After   the   story,   you   can   place   our   poor   friend   Lazarus   in   the   tomb...I   mean,   the   oven...and   bake   at   about   375   degrees,   for   about  

12-15   minutes   or   so,   just   until   he's   risen   (and   slightly   golden   brown!).   When   the   timer   goes   off   and   he's   done,   the   children   may  

imitate   Our   Lord   and   shout,   "Lazarus,   Come   forth!", before   you   open   the   oven   door....they   always   love   to   do   that.    Once   the  

Lazarus   Buns   are   completely   cooled,   you   can   mix   up   his   winding   sheet  

glaze.  

 

To   make   the   Winding   Sheet   Glaze:  

In   a   medium   mixing   bowl,   combine:  

1   cup   powdered   sugar  

  a   dash   of   vanilla   or   almond   flavoring  

water  

Add   one   Tbsp   of   water   at   a   time,   to   make   a   glaze   of   a   “white   glue”  

consistency.    Spoon   it   into   a   plastic   bag.    Cut   the   tip   off   the   bag   and   

then   pipe   on   his   winding   sheet,   making   sure   not   to   cover   his   eyes!  
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Part   Three:  

Holy   Week   
and   Paskha  
 
 
Friday   of   the   sixth   week   marks   the   end   of   the   Great   Fast.    Next   we   will   commemorate   the  

raising   of   Lazarus   and   the   Entry   of   Jesus   into   Jerusalem,   the   events   which   brought   about   the  

condemnation   and   death   of   Jesus,   and   then   we   will   observe   Holy   Week   which   is   not   properly  

part   of   the   Great   Fast,   but   is   a   separate   penitential   season   in   itself.   

 

For   this   last   chapter   of   our   journey,   we   will   read   the   Gospel   and   some   other   scripture   readings  

prescribed   for   each   day,   and   pretend   to   be   bystanders   who   stand   alongside   those   original  

Christians   as   they   watched   the   events   unfold.   
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Lazarus   Saturday:    
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For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Last   evening,   we   thought   about   how   it   must   have   felt   to   have   been   a   bystander   in   the   cemetery   garden   on   the   day   that   Christ  

called   Lazarus   forth   from   his   grave.    Lazarus   was   a   very   well-known   man   in   Bethany,   and   there   must   have   been   many   guests   at  

the   funeral   and   many   mourners   with   his   sisters   at   the   cemetery   garden   when   Jesus   came   there   to   perform   this   miracle.    What   a  

spectacle   it   must   have   been!    How   often   does   someone   see   a   man,   especially   one   who   had   been   dead   for   four   days,   wake   up  

and   come   back   to   life?   

  I’m   sure   they   all   RAN   home   (at   top   speed…I   know   I   would   if   I   saw   someone   come   out   of   a   tomb!)    And   I’m   sure   they   told  

absolutely   everyone   they   met   about   what   Jesus   had   just   done.     People   were   so   impressed   by   this   miracle,   that   they   all   resolved  

that   Jesus   should   be   their   king.    They   would   meet   Him   as   He   entered   the   city   for   Passover!    They   began   setting   to   work,  

organizing   their   friends   to   line   the   streets   to   meet   Him,   and   collecting   palm   branches   and   olive   branches   to   wave   at   Him.   

 
Activity:  

Pussy   Willow   Treats  

Tomorrow   will   be   a   spectacular   day   indeed!    We   will   go   to   Divine  

Liturgy   and   hear   the   Gospel   account   of   the   Entrance   into   Jerusalem.  

We   will   be   given   blessed   palms   and   willow   branches   to   carry   and  

wave   during   the   Liturgy   in   celebration   of   the   feast!    We   will   march   in  

procession   with   them   in   honor   of   those   who   marched   along   with  

Jesus   through   the   streets   of   Jerusalem   that   day!  

 

We   should   have   a   special   treat   for   after   the   Liturgy   to   share   with   our  

friends   as   well!  

Did   you   know   that   our   ancestors   in   the   Carpathian   Mountains   of  

Eastern   Europe   lived   in   a   climate   that   is   much   colder   than   it   was   in  

Jerusalem?    There   are   no   palm   trees   there,   nor   olive   trees   for   that  

matter.    At   this   time   of   the   year,   spring   is   only   just   starting   to   show  

any   signs   at   all   and   the   only   living   thing   outdoors   may   be   a   pussy  

willow   tree   that   is   just   starting   to   flower.    This   is   why   our   people  

bless   and   carry   willow   branches,   and   not   palms   on   Palm   Sunday.  

Here   are   some   pussy-willows   that   you   can   eat.    They   are   easy   and  

fun   to   make.   

You   can   make   up   a   bunch   for   your   family,   or   even   double   the   recipe   and   make   a   whole   basket   of   them   to   share!  

 

You’ll   need:   

  A   container   of   pretzel   rods  

A   large   bag   of   chocolate   chips,   melted   and   spooned   into   a   tall   jar  

  A   bag   of   mini   marshmallows  

  (White   ones   are   best,   but   the   multi-colored   ones  

are   a   pretty   alternative)  

Melt   the   chocolate   and   pour   or   spoon   it   into   a   tall   jar.    Dip   each   pretzel  

rod   into   the   chocolate,   leaving   the   end   for   holding,   and   set   it   onto   a  

baking   tray   that   has   been   lined   with   parchment,   or   wax   paper.    Arrange  

the   mini-marshmallows   by   setting   them   in   the   chocolate   to   look   like   the  

catkins   of   a   pussy-willow.    Allow   them   to   dry   and   set   completely.  

Once   they   are   completely   dry,   you   can   arrange   them   in   a   nice   basket   to  

take   to   Liturgy   and   share   with   your   friends   afterward!  
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Flowery   (Palm)   Sunday  
Yesterday   we   imagined   that   we   were   bystanders   in   the  

cemetery   when   Jesus   raised   His   friend,   Lazarus,   from   the  

grave   after   having   been   buried   there   for   four   long   days.    We  

imagined   how   terrified   and   awestruck   we   would   have   been!  

We   realize   that   our   impression   of   Jesus   at   that   moment   would  

have   been   greatly   influenced   by   what   we   had   just   seen   Him  

do,   and   that   there   was   no   wonder   that   the   people   had   wanted  

to   make   Him   their   king.   

Today   we   imagine   that   we   walk   alongside   those   men   and  

women   of   Jerusalem   who   greeted   Jesus   as   He   entered   the   city  

for   the   celebration   of   Passover.    Before   the   Divine   Liturgy,   the  

priest   will   bless   palm   branches   and   pussy   willows.    These   will  

be   given   to   you   to   be   carried   in   honor   of   the   King   of   Kings,   just  

as   they   were   carried   by   the   Jews   who   saw   Him   raise   Lazarus  

from   the   dead.   We   will   sing,   “Hosanna!    Blessed   is   He   Who  

comes   in   the   name   of   the   Lord!”   just   as   the   crowd   shouted   at  

Jesus   on   that   day.   

Listen   to   the   priest’s   prayer   as   he   blesses   the   palms   and  

branches!  

Let   us   pray   to   the   Lord!  

Lord,   have   mercy!  

 

O   Lord   our   God,   Who   sit   upon   the   Cherubim,   You  

have   reaffirmed   Your   power   by   sending  Your  

only-begotten   Son,   our   Lord   Jesus   Christ,   to   save  

the   world   through   His   cross,   Burial,   and  

Resurrection.    When   He   came   into   Jerusalem   to  

suffer   His   voluntary   passion,   the   people   that   sat   in  

darkness   and   in   the   shadow   of   death   took   boughs  

of   trees   and   branches   of   palms   as   signs   of   victory,  

thus   foretelling   His   Resurrection.    O   Master,   keep  

and   preserve   us   who,   in   imitation   of   them,   carry  

palms   and   branches   in   our   hands   on   this   eve   of   the  

Feast.    As   we   join   the   crowds   and   the   children   who  

sang   “Hosanna”   to   You,   may   we,   with   hymns   and  

spiritual   songs   attain   the   life-creating   Resurrection  

on   the   third   day.    Through   Jesus   Christ   our   Lord,  

with   Whom   You   are   blessed,   together   with   Your  

most   holy,   good,   and   life-creating   Spirit,   now   and  

ever   and   unto   ages   of   ages.   

          Amen.  
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It   is   customary   in   many   Churches   to   bless   the   palms   and   branches   before   the   Divine   Liturgy   so   that   the   faithful   may  

hold   them   during   the   service   and   truly   pretend   to   be   among   the   crowd   who   came   out   to   greet   the   Lord   on   that   first  

Palm   Sunday.    My   children   especially   enjoyed   this!    Be   sure   to   remain   respectful   and   keep   your   branches   still,   and  

not   wave   them   about   too   wildly   so   as   to   become   a   distraction   to   others   who   are   trying   to   pray!   

After   Divine   Liturgy,   you   may   take   your   branches   home.    Many   people   weave   their   blessed   palm   branches   into  

elaborate   crosses   or   braids   to   use   as   decorations   in   the   home   or   to   take   to   the   sick   or   elderly   who   are   unable   to  

come   to   Divine   Liturgy.    Some   carry   a   small   piece   of   the   blessed   willows   in   their   cars,   or   purses.    Many   use   them   to  

decorate   behind   a   holy   picture   or   icon   in   their   homes.    Remember,   they   are   sacramentals   now,   having   been   blessed  

by   the   priest,   and   must   be   handled   with   respect.    If   they   need   to   be   discarded,   do   not   place   them   in   the   common  

household   trash,   but   remember   to   burn   them.    At   our   house,   it   has   become   the   custom   to   place   any   spent,   blessed  

willow   branches   in   the   fireplace   at   this   time   each   year.    There   they   will   sit,   all   spring   and   all   summer   long,   until   that  

very   first   fire   of   the   fall   season.    It’s   nice   to   think   that   the   first   thing   we   burn   will   be   a   blessed   offering   to   God   in  

thanksgiving   for   a   wonderful   summer.   

 

Come   then;   let   us   run   with   him   as   he   presses   on   to   his   passion.    Let  
us   imitate   those   who   have   gone   out   to   meet   him,   not   scattering  
olive   branches   or   palms   in   his   path,   but   spreading   ourselves   before  
Him   as   best   we   can,   with   humility   of   soul   and   upright   purpose.    So  
may   we   welcome   the   Word   as   He   comes,   so   may   God   who   cannot   be  
contained   within   any   bounds,   be   contained   within   us!  

            ~St.   Andrew   of   Crete  

 

Activity:  

If   you   place   your   willow   branches   in   a   vase   filled   with  

water,   perhaps   on   your   prayer   table,   be   sure   to   check  

on   them   in   a   few   days   to   see   if   they   have   grown   roots!  

These   can   be   planted   in   your   yard   so   that   you   will  

always   have   your   very   own   source   for   willows   for   Palm  

Sunday!  
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Great   and   Holy   Monday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples:  

During   this   Holy   Week,   the   Church   begins   to   prepare   us   to   undergo   the  

Passion   of   Jesus.    Today   we   are   reminded   of   the   promise   that   Jesus   made  

to   return   to   us   a   second   time   and   of   the   signs   to   look   for   to   signify   His  

return.    He   tells   us   that   just   as   you   expect   to   see   that   summer   is   near   when  

there   are   new   leaves   on   the   fig   tree,   so   you   can   expect   to   see   Him   coming  

again   when   all   these   things   he   spoke   of   come   to   pass.    He   purposefully  

tells   us   these   things,   not   to   frighten   us,   but   because   He   wants   us   to   be  

prepared   to   welcome   Him   then.    Jesus   also   tells   us   in   today's   Gospel  

reading   that   His   words   are   true   today   and   always,   so   that   we   can   always  

trust   completely   in   Him   and   believe   what   He   has   said.    But   at   Matins,   there  

is   another   story   about   a   fig   tree.  

 
Matthew   21:18-20 .     Now   in   the   morning,   when   He   was  

returning   to   the   city,   He   became   hungry.       Seeing   a   lone   fig  tree   by  
the   road,   He   came   to   it   and   found   nothing   on   it  except   leaves   only;   and   He  
said   to   it,   "No   longer   shall   there  ever   be   any   fruit   from   you."   And   at  
once   the   fig   tree  withered.    Seeing   this,   the   disciples   were   amazed   and  
asked,  "How   did   the   fig   tree   wither   all   at   once?  
 
Jesus   saw   that   the   fig   tree   was   adorned   beautifully   with   leaves   and  

because   it   appeared   so   lush   and   healthy,   He   expected   that   there   should   be  

some   fruit   on   this   tree   as   well.    Sometimes   trees,   as   well   as   people,   can   be  

strong   and   healthy,   and   adorned   with   all   sorts   of   attributes   and   beauty,  

but   sadly,   they   bear   no   fruit.       Fruit   is   something   like   a   gift   that   the   tree  

gives   for   the   nourishment   of   others.    People   who   are   only   concerned   with  

themselves   and   outward   appearance,   but   give   no   support   or   care   for  

others   bear   no   spiritual   fruit   and   are   like   this   tree.    Our   Lord   was   not   happy  

with   the   fig   tree   at   all   because   it   was   useless!    He   cursed   the   barren   tree  

so   that   it   withered   and   died.     Remember   the   Pharisee   cookie?    The  

Pharisee   in   that   parable   had   on   fine   clothing   and   was   filled   with   extensive  

knowledge   of   the   law,   but   he   had   no   virtue.    There   was   no   love,  

understanding   or   compassion   to   be   found   in   him.    Jesus   was   speaking  

about   people   like   that   Pharisee.    He   was   sad   at   the   fact   that   His   chosen  

people,   the   Jews,   were   extremely   observant   of   the   law,   but   had   no   virtue.  

Many   people   believe   that   this   was   what   Jesus   was   thinking   when   he  

cursed   the   barren   fig   tree,   which   is   a   symbol   of   the   Jewish   nation.   

  Now   we   must   imagine   ourselves   to   be   a   fig   tree   in   Jesus’   sight.    Those   who  

go   through   their   whole   lives   adorned   with   beauty   and   exist   only   for  

themselves,   but   nourish   no   one,   risk   provoking   the   same   response   from  

Jesus   and   jeopardize   their   eternal   life   with   Him   in   heaven.    This   reading  

reminds   us   that   we   must   find   a   way   to   nourish   others   and   help   them   grow!  

     So,   how   can   we   be   a   fruitful   fig   tree?    What   sort   of   things   do   you   need   to  

nourish   your   spirit   and   help   you   grow   closer   to   Christ?    How   can   we  

provide   these   for   each   other?   

Let’s   brainstorm   with   our   family   and   make   a   list   today   of   all   the   ways   each  

of   us   can   be   fruitful   in   our   own   homes.   
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Here   are   some   ideas:  

● Nourish   your   little   brother   or   sister   by   reading   them   a   bible  story,  

or   telling   them   about   Jesus.  

● Nourish   them   (and   mom)   by   helping   her   to   feed   them   lunch.  

● Learn   a   new   prayer   and   pray   it   for   someone.  

● Do   a   good   deed   for   someone   in   secret,   and   surprise   them.  

● Be   kind   to   someone   who   is   not   kind   to   you.  

● Be   a   wonderful   example   of   Christianity   to   all   those   who   will   be  

in   your   company   today.   

 

Activity:  

Now,   we   know   that   a   good   tree   bears   fruit   to   nourish   others,   just   like   a   good  

person   bears   fruit   by   helping   others,   so   it   follows   that   we   must   have   some  

figs   on   our   Zacchaeus   Tree   too!    Let's   make   some   today!  

 

Instead   of   using   the   leaves   from   your   basket   to   keep   track   of   your   good  

deeds   today,   you   can   use   these   figs.     Make   up   a   bunch,   and   each   time   your  

parents   catch   you   doing   something   nourishing   for   the   soul   of   someone   else  

this   week,   you   get   to   put   a   fig   on   your   Zacchaeus   Tree!  

Here's   how   you   make   them:  
 

You   will   need:  

A   few   small,   round,   crimson   or   purple   balloons  

A   small-neck   funnel  

Some   white   flour  

 

Take   one   of   the   balloons   and   stretch   the   neck   of   it   over   the   end   of   the  

funnel.    Spoon   some   of   the   flour   into   the   balloon   until   it   resembles   a   small,  

ripe   fig,   being   careful   not   to   overfill.    Tie   the   balloon-fig   closed   and   tie   a  

green   ribbon   around   the   knot,   to   use   as   a   loop   to   hang   it   on   your   tree.   

 

  If   you   prefer,   you   can   photocopy,   or   trace   the   fig   and   leaves   on   the   next  

page   to   cut   out   and   color.    Punch   a   hole   in   them   and   tie   them   together   with  

the   ribbon   to   make   your   fig.   

 

 



/
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Great   and   Holy   Tuesday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
Have   you   ever   been   to   a   wedding   banquet?    Of   all   the   parties   and   festivals   I  

have   been   to,   wedding   banquets   are   by   far   some   of   the   most   elaborate   events.  

    Jesus   tells   us   that   He   is   preparing   a   wonderful   banquet   for   us   when   He   comes  

to   earth   again.    At   this   wedding   banquet,   He   will   be   the   bridegroom,   and   we,  

the   Church,   will   be   the   Bride!!!!!    When   He   comes   we   are   to   be   prepared   to  

greet   Him,   with   oil   in   the   lamps   of   our   souls   so   that   we   might   shine   bright   and  

not   go   out.    The   "oil"   we   need   for   our   souls   is   the   fuel   that   keeps   the   light   of  

Christ   alive   in   us.    It   should   be   something   we   strive   to   acquire   and   accumulate  

every   day.    How?     By   prayer,   fasting,   giving   alms,   reading   the   scriptures,  

attending   Liturgy   and   receiving   the   sacraments;   in   short,   we   can   acquire   the  

fuel   to   keep   the   light   of   Christ   alive   in   our   souls   by   living   according   to   the   will  

of   God.    We   must   not   waste   time   foolishly   and   let   time   pass   without   striving   to  

prepare   properly!    We   do   not   know   when   we   will   meet   Jesus   face   to   face,  

whether   at   the   end   of   time,   or   at   our   own   personal   judgment,   but   one   thing   is  

certain,   that   day   will   come,   and   we   want   to   be   ready!  

Activity:  

We   can   make   a   useful   oil   lamp   today   to   remind   us   to   gather   oil,   that   is,   to  

prepare   ourselves   properly,   every   day   so   that   the   light   of   Christ   will   shine  

brightly   in   us.      

You   will   need:  

Air   dry   terra   cotta   clay,   (use   good   quality   clay   to   ensure   you'll  

            have   no   leaks   or   fire   hazards)  

Cotton   wick   (twine   will   do,   even   cotton   yarn)  

Olive   oil  

 

Take   some   clay,   about   the   size   of   a   small   apple,   and   knead   it   well   to   soften   it.  

 Shape   it   into   a   disc,   about   half   an   inch   thick,   (being   careful   to   keep   an   even  

thickness,   and   that   it   doesn't   become   too   thin).   Begin   to   bring   the   sides   up,  

shaping   it   like   a   bowl,   even   tapering   the   sides   toward   the   center   to   form   a  

place   for   the   oil.      

Now   is   where   you   may   begin   to  

summon   all   your   creativity!  

You   must   pinch   one   end   of   the  

bowl   to   form   a   spout;   you   can  

close   it   up   to   form   a   hole,   or  

just   pinch   it   slightly   to   form   a  

narrow   channel.    Just   be   sure  

to   make   the   opening   higher  

than   the   bowl,   so   the   oil   won't  

run   out.    Once   you   have   the  

shape   you   want,   you   can  

decorate   your   lamp   with   some  
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of   the   leftover   clay,   or   by  

etching   designs   into   the  

lamp   while   the   clay   is   still  

wet.    There   are   so   many  

possibilities   for   your   design!   

Allow   your   lamp   to   dry  

overnight.   If   your   clay   is  

especially   wet,   you   may   find  

that   you   require   another  

24-48   hours   for   the   lamp   to  

harden   completely.     You  

must   exercise   the   virtue   of  

patience.     It   is   important  

that   the   clay   be   dry,   so   that  

the   oil   won’t   leak   through  

the   bottom.     In   the  

morning,   you   may   cut   a  

piece   of   cotton   twine   (to  

make   the   one   shown   in   the  

photograph,   I   used   ordinary  

kitchen   twine)   to   form   a  

wick   of   about   six   inches,  

and   coil   it   into   the   bowl.  

 Pour   a   few   tablespoons   of  

oil   into   the   bowl   and   allow  

it   to   completely   saturate   the  

wick.    (Once   again,   this   was  

not   any   special   oil   of   any  

kind.    I   used   ordinary   olive  

oil   that   I   had   on   hand   for  

cooking)   Once   the   wick   is  

saturated   with   the   oil,   take  

one   end   and   bring   it   up   so  

that   it   peeks   through   the   spout.    This   is   the   end   that   you’ll   light.    Now,   ONLY   with   your   parents'   supervision,   you  

may   light   your   lamp!   

 

*****Remember   NEVER   to   leave   this   lamp   unattended   and   to   use   it   ONLY   under   adult   supervision!!!!!!*****  
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Great   and   Holy   Wednesday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

So   today   we   must   think   about   all   that   is   going   on   behind   the   scenes   before   the  

coming   passion   and   death   of   Jesus.    We   must   pretend   that   we   are   among   the  

disciples   this   evening,   at   the   dinner   table   with   Jesus.    We   see   the   woman  

disciple   enter   and   anoint   Jesus   with   a   costly   and   precious   gift   of   perfumed  

ointment.    This   is   done   out   of   gratitude   and   love   for   Him   and   it   is   obvious   that  

the   woman   did   not   worry   about   the   monetary   cost   of   her   gift.    It   is   also  

obvious   that   the   Holy   Spirit   is   at   work   through   her   by   foreshadowing   the  

preparation   of   Jesus   Body   for   burial,   almost   as   if   she   knew   that   He   was   about  

to   undergo   the   suffering   and   death   that   awaited   Him.   It   seems   as   if   she   desires  

to   help   prepare   Him   for   it,   and   to   give   Him   strength   and   comfort   by   reminding  

Him   that   He   is   indeed   precious   to   her.    Her   actions   that   day   are   full   of   loving,  

spiritual   significance.  

We   also   see   that   Judas   is   blind   to   her   motive.    He   only   sees   the   money   that  

was   “wasted”   on   such   a   gift.    He   has   only   one   dimension   to   his   spirit.    Perhaps  

we   even   know   people   like   him.    Many   people   only   measure   worth   in   terms   of  

money,   not   love.    They   don’t   waste   time   on   feelings   such   as   love,   and   other  

things   they   cannot   see   or   touch.    Many   people   do   not   think   to   express   deep  

emotion   or   entertain   deep,   spiritual   thoughts.    They   consider   them   a   waste   of  

time.    They   only   live   half   of   a   life,   and   the   other   half,   the   spiritual   and   most  

important   half   which   gives   life   fullness   and   meaning,   is   neglected   and  

becomes   stunted   and   unable   to   grow.    Don’t   be   afraid   to   think   deeply,   to   look  

for   spiritual   significance,   and   to   offer   acts   of   love   and   thanks   to   others   and   to  

God.    This   is   like   much-needed   water   for   the   tree   of   your   soul   and   by   it   you   will  

grow!  

Tonight   at   the   Presanctified   Liturgy   there   will   be   a   special   anointing   for   us   as  

well!    The   priest   will   ask   you   to   come   forward   and   he   will   pray   over   you   and  

anoint   your   head   and   hands   with   oil,   and   you   will   receive   healing!    This   is   the  

sacrament   of   holy   unction.    All   are   invited   to   approach   and   be   healed   of   both  

bodily   and   spiritual   illness,   not   just   the   visibly   sick,   because   at   some   level,   we  

are   all   in   need   of   healing   so   that   we   can   grow   properly   in   the   direction   God  

intends   for   us.    If   only   Judas   had   turned   in   that   direction!    If   only   he   had  

understood   the   significance   of   the   woman’s   gift   and   had   not   been   so   blind.  

Instead   he   left   the   presence   of   Jesus   and   went   instead   to   His   enemies   and  

decided   to   begin   to   look   for   the   opportunity   to   join   forces   with   them   against  

Him.    Tomorrow   we   will   see   what   Judas   decided   to   do.   

Activity:     Before   Liturgy,   take   a   moment   to   think   of   all   the   things   that   you  

might   need   to   be   healed   of,   whether   physically   or   emotionally,   and   thank  

Jesus   in   advance!  
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Great   and   Holy   Thursday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

Tonight   we   will   pretend   to   be   at   the   table   with   the   disciples   at   the   Last  

Supper,   listening   to   Jesus   as   He   introduces   His   followers   to   the   concept  

of   the   Holy   Eucharist.     Whenever   we   hear   the   words   of   consecration,  

we   can   close   our   eyes   and   place   ourselves   there,   listening   attentively   to  

the   words   Jesus   spoke,   and   understanding   that   He   speaks   them   to   us  

again   at   every   Divine   Liturgy.    As   we   receive   the   Eucharist,   we   are   aware  

that   it   is   given   to   every   disciple   who   approaches,   whether   worthily   of  

unworthily,   because   no   one   knows   the   heart   of   another,   only   God  

knows.    We   see   that   Judas   receives   Christ   into   his   own   heart   as   well,   but  

does   not   appreciate   His   presence   there.    Instead   he   leaves   the   table  

early   and   runs   to   His   enemies   in   order   to   betray   Him.    Oh   what   a  

heart-ache   this   must   have   been   for   Jesus.    Because   you   understand   this,  

be   sure   to   console   Jesus   each   and   every   time   you   receive   Him!   

Listen   carefully   to   the   hymn   that   will   be   sung   tonight   at   the   Great  

Entrance.    It   speaks   directly   to   Jesus:  

Let   me   this   day,   O   Son   of   God,   

be   a   partaker   of   Your   mystical   supper;   

for   I   will   not   reveal   Your   Mysteries   to   Your   enemies,   

nor   will   I   betray   You   with   a   kiss,   as   did   Judas;  

  but   like   the   repentant   thief,   I   openly   profess   You.   

  Remember   me,   O   Lord,   in   Your   kingdom!  

 

In   many   Churches   it   is   also   customary,   either   tonight   or   early   tomorrow  

morning,   to   chant   the   12   Gospels   which   comprise   the   entire   story   of  

Jesus   betrayal,   trial,   and   crucifixion.    Twelve   men   stand   in   the   front   of  

the   church,   each   holding   a   lighted   candle,   and   after   each   gospel   reading,  

one   blows   out   his   candle   and   returns   to   his   seat.    This   signifies   each   of  

the   twelve   disciples   who   abandoned   Jesus   on   the   night   of   his   betrayal,  

leaving   the   priest,   who   represents   Jesus,   all   alone   at   the   altar.   

 

Activity:  

We   know   from   our   meditations   that   Jesus   was   betrayed   in   the   Garden  

of   Gethsemane,   and   then   dragged   before   the   high   priests   and   left   as   a  

prisoner   in   a   dungeon   overnight   as   He   awaited   His   audience   with   Pilate  

in   the   morning.    Take   your   chotki   to   bed   with   you   tonight.    If   you   awaken  

during   the   night,   remember   to   say   a   prayer   to   Jesus   in   order   to   spend   a  

little   time   consoling   Him   there.   
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Great   and   Holy   Friday  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

Today   is   the   saddest   day   in   the   whole   world.    It   is   also   the   most  

joyful   day.    How   can   this   be?   

We   remember   that   this   day   Our   Lord   Jesus   was   delivered   to   His  

enemies,   suffered   terrible   torment   and   died   upon   the   cross.  

This   evening   we   will   place   ourselves   among   the   mourners   as   we  

attend   a   Solemn   Vespers   and   Burial   Service.    Vespers   will   begin,  

as   it   usually   does,   and   the   hymns   will   once   again   tell   the   story   of  

the   day.    Listen   closely   to   them   as   they   begin:  

 

All   creation   was   transformed   with   fear,   when   it   beheld  

You   hanging   on   the   cross,   O   Christ.    The   sun   was   darkened  

and   the  foundations   of   the   earth   trembled.    All   creation  

suffered   with   the  One   Who   created   all   things.    O   Lord,  

Who   willingly   suffered   for  us,   glory   to   you.   

 

The   hymns   continue   to   tell   the   story,   and   at   the   end   of   the  

Vespers   service,   Father   will   take   the   Plaschanitsa   (Burial   Shroud)  

and   carry   it   upon   his   back   as   if   he,   himself,   was   Joseph   of  

Arimathea.    We   will   follow   him   in   a   procession,   as   if   we   were  

with   Nicodemus   and   the   holy   women,   around   the   outside   of   the  

church,   pretending   that   we   are   taking   Jesus’   Body   to   the   burial  

garden   as   we   sing   this   hymn:  

 

The   noble   Joseph,   took   down   from   the   cross   
Your   most   pure   body.   
Annointing   it   with   spices,  
He   wrapped   it   in   pure   linen   and   placed   it   in   a   new   tomb.  

 
Glory   to   the   Father   and   to   the   Son   and   to   the   Holy   Spirit,  

Now   and   ever   and   forever,   Amen.  
 

The   angel,   standing   by   the   grave  
Exclaimed   to   the   myrrh-bearing   women;  
“Spices   are   meant   for   the   dead.   
But   Christ   reveals   Himself   as   not   subject   to   corruption!”  

 

When   we   arrive   back   at   the   front   doors   of   the   church,   some   of  

the   men   will   help   Father   hold   the   Plaschanitsa   up   by   its   corners  

in   order   for   us   to   be   able   to   walk   under   it   as   we   re-enter   the  

church.    When   we   do   this,   we   mystically   place   ourselves   in   the  

tomb   with   Christ,   burying   our   sins   with   Him   in   order   for   Him   to  

save   us   from   them.    As   we   return   to   our   places,   Father   will   place  

the   shroud   in   a   tomb   that   has   been   prepared   in   the   church   to  

receive   Him,   and   the   congregation   will   approach   Christ   in   this  

tomb   at   the   end   of   the   service,   on   their   knees,   to   venerate   the   
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Shroud.    We   remember   that   because   of   the   decision   made   at   the   council   of   Nicea,   any   respect   that   we   show   to   the  

Plaschanitsa   is   transferred   directly   to   the   Body   of   Jesus.    It   is   proper   for   us   to   kiss   his   five   wounds:   his   two   hands,  

two   feet   and   side,   but   we   do   not   kiss   His   face   because   the   memory   of   the   kiss   of   Judas   makes   it   inappropriate.  

Many   people   will   choose   to   remain   in   the   church   afterward   to   pray.    Many   churches   will   remain   open   all   night,   and  

all   the   next   day,   with   parishioners   taking   turns   at   vigil,   so   that   Jesus   Body   may   not   be   left   unattended.   

 

All   the   earth   mourns   the   loss   of   Jesus,   but   meanwhile,   in   the   depths   of   Hades,   after   centuries   of   waiting   in  

darkness,   He   finally   arrives.    For   these   captive   souls,   it   is   the   most   joyful   day   in   the   entire   world.   
 
Activity:   

We   know   that   Jesus   called   Himself   the   Bread   of   Life,   because   He   knew   that   He   would   give   us   the   gift   of   the  

Eucharist,   which   would   look,   smell,   feel   and   taste   like   bread…even   though   it   really   isn’t.    It   is   Him!    When   we   make  

the   Paskha   bread   that   we   will   eat   on   the   feast   of   His   Resurrection,   we   remember   that   Jesus   chose   to   take  

something   so   simple   and   so   universal   to   us   as   bread   and   transform   it   into   something   powerful.    When   we   take   our  

Paskha   bread   to   the   church   to   be   blessed,   we   will   cover   it   with   a   very   special   cloth   to   remind   us   of   the   burial  

shroud,   but   instead   of   being   sad,   our   cloth   will   be   decorated   with   beautiful   designs   and   bright   colors   to   reflect   the  

joy   that   we   feel   when   we   see   Jesus   resurrected   from   the   dead!   

 

You   will   need:  

A   man’s   plain   white   handkerchief  

Fabric   markers  

 

            When   my   children   were   little,   we   would  

prepare   the   Paskha   dough   together   and  

then,   in   order   to   give   Mommy   some   time  

to   craft   the   braids   which   would   adorn   our  

loaves   of   bread,   each   child   got   his   own  

little   lump   of   dough   and   an   empty,  

washed-out   tuna   can   in   which   to   pan   and  

bake   his   very   own   little   Paskha.    Some  

were   big,   some   were   small,   some   had  

braids,   some   had…something   else?...on  

top.    Each   was   unique   and   perfect   and   the  

proud   creation   of   my   little   bakers   who  

would   proudly   carry   it,   in   its   own   little  

basket,   to   church   to   be   blessed.    While  

the   little   loaves   are   in   the   oven,   the  

bakers   can   decorate   their   own   little  

basket   covers   with   crosses,   flowers   and  

the   words,   “Christ   is   Risen!”  
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Great   and   Holy   Saturday   
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  
 
Today   is   a   very   confusing   day.    We   are   still   sad   because   of   the   sorrowful   death   of   Jesus,   but   because   we   know   how   happy   the  

souls   in   Hades   have   become,   and   because   we   anticipate   what   is   soon   to   happen,   we   cannot   help   but   be   joyful!    We   prepare   our  

homes   by   cleaning   them   well.    We   prepare   to   celebrate   by   preparing   the   foods   from   which   we   have   fasted   these   past   40   days.  

When   we   attend   the   Vigil   Liturgy,   which   is   also   known   as   the   First   Resurrection,   we   will   see   the   church   adorned   in   black,  

commemorating   the   sorrow   of   the   cross.    The   lights   are   low   and   the   mood   is   solemn.    Vespers   begins,   as   it   usually   does,   and   the  

hymns,   once   again,   reflect   the   events   of   the   day.    Listen   to   how   the   story   unfolds   as   they   are   chanted:  

 

“Today   the   Abyss   sighed   and   cried   out,   ‘I   should   never   have   received   the   One   Who   was   born   of   Mary;  

  for   He   came   against   me   and   destroyed   my   power   and   crushed   my   gates   of   bronze.   

Being   God,   He   raised   the   souls   which   I   once   held.’   

Glory   to   Your   cross   and   resurrection,   O   Lord!”  

 

Here   we   begin   to   see   a   glimpse   of   what   is   about   to   happen.    The   Abyss,   Hades,   is   spoken   about   as   if   it   was   a   person,   and   we   are  

made   to   understand   just   how   upsetting   is   the   event   which   is   taking   place   as   Christ   enters   it.    Just   before   the   Gospel,   the   canticle  

of   the   three   youths   in   the   fire   is   sung,   and   the   people   sing   the   following   verse:  

 

“Arise,   O   God;   and   judge   the   earth   for   all   nations   belong   to   You!”  

 

Now   we   are   calling   to   Jesus   to   arise.    While   this   is   happening,   we   see   a   change!    The   priest’s   vestments   are   changed   from   dark  

to   white.    The   altar   linens   are   changed   and   the   lights   are   lit   as   well.    What   does   this   mean?      The   disciples   and   the  

myrrh-bearing   women   are   all   in   their   beds.    Unbeknownst   to   any   mortal   being,   in   the   stillness   of   the   night,   the   Resurrection   has  

taken   place   in   secret!     It   is   as   if   we   are   permitted   to   peek   into   the   tomb   and   see   what   is   happening   while   the   world   is   asleep.   

Keeping   this   joyfully   in   mind,   the   Divine   Liturgy   now   continues   and   the   hymns   reflect   this   special   secret.      At   the   Great   Entrance,  

the   special   Cherubic   Hymn   is   sung   that   we   spoke   of   a   few   weeks   ago,   which   tells   us   of   how   all   mortal   flesh   is   silent   as   Jesus,   the  

King   of   Kings   and   the   Lord   of   Lords,   enters.   Only   the   angels   know   that   He   is   risen!   

  The   Communion   hymn   tells   us   that,   

 

“The   Lord   arose   as   out   of   a   sleep   and   having   resurrected,   He   saves   us.    Alleluia!   Alleluia!   Alleluia!”  

 

Divine   Liturgy   ends   and   the   Church   is   still   once   again   as   we   all   await   the   coming   of   the   myrrh-bearers.  

 

Activity:   
 

Holy   Saturday   is   usually   the   day   that   families   prepare   the   traditional   basket   of   foods   to   be   eaten   on   Paskha.    These   items   can  

vary   quite   a   bit   from   family   to   family,   but   usually   include   the   things   from   which   we   have   fasted   for   the   past   40   days.    Since   it   is  

the   custom   of   those   in   the   Byzantine   Church   to   fast   from   meat,   eggs,   dairy,   wine,   and   oil   for   the   Great   Fast,   these   items   are  

most   often   represented.    Many   families   add   dishes   that   are   most   meaningful   to   them   and   ones   that   will   be   enjoyed   on   Easter  

Sunday.    Remember   as   you   stud   your   ham   with   spices,   how   Jesus’   Body   was   anointed   with   spices   by   the   women   and   His   mother  

before   His   burial.    Remember   that   the   Paskha   Bread   we   made   represents   the   Risen   Body   of   Christ.    We   cover   it   with   the  

beautiful   covers   we   made   just   as   Jesus’   Body   was   covered   in   a   shroud.    We   see   the   greenery   like   scallions   and   greens   and  

remember   the   new   life   that   awaits   us   all   when   we   rise   again,   just   as   Jesus   will   do   on   Paskha   morning.    We   see   the   red   eggs   and  

remember   the   story   of   Mary   Magdalene,   who   used   such   an   egg   to   explain   the   resurrection   of   Christ   to   Tiberius   Caesar.    We   see  

the   lamb,   made   of   butter,   and   remember   that   Jesus   stood   silent   as   a   lamb   when   He   was   before   the   judge.    We   will   bury   our  

celebratory   feast   in   the   refrigerator   tonight   to   wait   until   He   is   risen!  
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Resurrection   Matins  
For   Your   Little   Disciples :  

The   last   time   we   were   present   in   the   church   we   were   made   aware   of  

a   wonderful   secret.    We   recall   that   the   world   does   not   yet   know   that  

Christ   has   come   back   to   life!    We   enter   the   church   very   early   today  

to   find   it   still   dark,   outside   as   well   as   inside.   We   are   getting   ready   to  

accompany   the   women   who   will   come   to   the   tomb   to   anoint   the  

Body   of   Jesus.     When   the   service   begins   everyone   kneels   while  

Father   goes   to   the   tomb   and   removes   the   Plaschanitsa,   which   is   the  

special   burial   cloth   upon   which   is   embroidered   the   image   of   the  

Body   of   our   Lord,   Jesus   in   burial.    He   carries   it   up,   behind   the  

iconostasis,   and   to   the   altar   where   he   places   it   to   signify   that   Jesus’  

Body   is   now   in   Heaven.    When   you   entered   the   church   this   morning,  

you   were   given   a   candle.    Once   the   Body   of   Christ   is   on   the   altar,   a  

flame   is   passed   to   everyone   in   the   congregation   who   now   will   get  

out   of   their   seats   and   follow   the   priest   and   all   the   altar   servers  

outside   and   walk   in   procession   around   the   church.    We   pretend   that  

we   are   among   the   Myrrhbearers,   who   expect   to   find   Jesus’   poor  

Body   which   they   had   hastily   left   in   the   grave,   behind   the   heavy  

stone   that   barred   its   entrance.    Suddenly,   the   procession   stops   in  

front   of   the   main   doors   to   the   church.    We   arrive   at   the   tomb.  

Father   begins   to   sing   the   opening   verses   of   psalm   68;  

 

Let   God   arise,   and   let   His   enemies   be   scattered,   
and   let   those   who   hate   Him   flee   from   before   His  

face!  
 

Everyone   begins   to   sing   the   Paschal   Troparion:  

Christ   is   Risen   from   the   dead!    By   death,   He  
trampled   Death  

And   to   those   in  
the   tombs,   
He   granted   life!  
 
Did   you   know   that   Saint  

Athanasius,   third   century  

bishop   of   Alexandria,   was  

once   permitted   to   ask   the  

devil   a   question?    Because  

the   enemy   was   with  

Athanasius   in   the   presence  
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of   Almighty   God,   the   saint   was   assured   that   the   devil   would   not   lie.    When   asked   which   verse   of   scripture   the  

demons   most   hated,   the   devil   told   him   that   they   detested   the   opening   verses   of   Psalm   68,   at   which   they   would  

always   flee!     These   are   the   very   verses   we   hear   this   morning   at   Resurrection   Matins!    How   fitting   it   is   that   we   hear  

them   as   Father   approaches   the   tomb!    You   should   memorize   these   verses,   and   sing   this   hymn   often,   not   just   at  

Paskha!  

 

Father   continues   to   sing   each   verse,   after   which   the   people   sing   the   Troparion   once   again.    At   the   end   of   the   psalm,  

we   watch   as   Father   takes   his   hand   cross   and   very   loudly   knocks   on   the   doors   of   the   church   in   the   form   of   a   cross.  

The   doors   open   wide   and   everyone   enters   joyfully   to   find   that   all   the   lights   in   the   church   are   now   lit!    Death   has  

vanished   and   now   we   see   all   the   signs   of   life!    The   tomb   is   put   aside   and   the   flowers   and   candles   are   displayed  

where   the   Body   of   Jesus   once   was!    This   is   to   show   us   that   

 

Christ   is   Risen!         Indeed   He   is   Risen!  
Listen   for   these   hymns:  

 
The   women   with   Mary,   before   the   dawn   found   the   stone   rolled   away   from   the   tomb.    
And   they   heard   the   angel   say,        “Why   do   you   seek   among   the   dead   as   a   mortal  
the   One   Who   abides   in   everlasting   light?”      “Behold   the   linens   of   burial!”   
“Go   in   haste   and   proclaim   to   the   world      that,   having   conquered   death,   the   Lord   is   risen  
for   He   is   the   Son   of   God,   the   Savior   of   Mankind!”  
 

 
Having   beheld   the   resurrection   of   Christ,   
let   us   adore   the   holy   Lord,   Jesus,  
Who   alone   is   sinless.  
 
We   bow   to   Your   cross,   O   Christ!       And   we   praise   and   glorify   Your   holy   resurrection!  
You   are   our   God;       And   besides   You   we   recognize   no   other,   
And   we   invoke   Your   name.       Come,   all   you   faithful;   
 
And   let   us   bow   to   the   holy   resurrection   of   Christ,      Since   through   the   cross,   joy   has   come   to   all   the   world  
Ever   praising   the   Lord!       Let   us   extol   His   holy   resurrection,   
since   He,   having   endured   the   crucifixion,        Has   destroyed   death   by   His   death.  
 
 

You,   O   King   and   Lord,  

Have   fallen   asleep   in   the   flesh,   as   a  

mortal   man.  

But   on   the   third   day,   You   arose   again.    

You   lifted   up   Adam   from   his  

corruption       And   made   Death   powerless.      You   are   the   Pasch   of   incorruption!  

You   are   the   salvation   of   the   world!  
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